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Section I:
Introduction to Program Animals and the
Role of Animal Handlers
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Welcome to the exciting world of Program Animal Handling. A copy of this manual will be
maintained in Wieland Wildlife Home (WWH) in the handler corner. Please refer to it and
ask any Program Animals (PA) staff member if you require clarification of any of the
policies or procedures outlined in the manual.
Using live animals in educational programming strengthens our conservation messaging
and gives the visitor a personal experience with the animal that leaves lasting impressions.
The primary goal of Zoo Atlanta’s conservation education programs is to increase the
guests’ awareness of issues affecting the environment, to develop in them an appreciation
of wildlife conservation, and to promote activism to improve our local and global
environments. Much of our handling is conducted within the parameters of our
established Education programs or in conjunction with the education department.

Zoo Atlanta Program Animals
Experience precedes learning. Conservation educators have used live tractable animals in
programs for many years with the awareness and understanding that people gain an empathy
and appreciation for other living things during these up-close encounters with wildlife. Tractable
animals are those that have been trained for handling. Live animals are used in education
programs to better reach our conservation education goals.
Introduction
Zoo Atlanta defines “program animals” as those collection specimens that are presented outside
of their normal exhibits or holding areas and that are intended to have regular proximity to, or
physical contact with, the public as part of ongoing conservation education / outreach programs.
Philosophy
The primary goal of the PA department is to provide a collection of tractable animals that meets
the needs of Zoo Atlanta’s educational programs and encounters. Zoo Atlanta recognizes the
importance of using live animals to provide our guests with stimulating and educational
experiences and that these experiences can have a positive impact on guests’ attitudes towards
wildlife and wild places. Zoo Atlanta places a high priority on the appropriate use of each program
animal and an appropriate setting for each program or encounter. All PA are presented in a way
that demonstrates respect for the individual animals and for their counterparts in the wild. Each
animal handler is trained to handle and present animals safely and in a manner that best
represents the species and its role in conservation education.
Suitable species and individuals are chosen for inclusion in the programs by a review of
programmatic needs, availability of suitable housing, ability to provide excellent care and attention
to physical and psychological needs. All species and individuals are reviewed and approved by
the zoo’s Collections Committee. Each animal in the collection should be multifunctional (i.e.,
appropriate for use in more than one program), easily seen by an audience, and/or appropriate for
the presentation of multiple messaging concepts that include Zoo Atlanta’s mission and
conservation philosophies. The selection of species and individuals for inclusion in the PA
department is guided by the following objectives:
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The rationale for the selection of species and individual animals as program animals must be
clearly identified and justified through the Collection Planning, Species Approval, and Transaction
Approval processes.
 The use of animals for programs and the setting in which such programs are conducted
should be appropriate to the Zoo’s mission and in accordance with Association of Zoos and
Aquariums (AZA) and any other applicable regulatory guidelines.
 In every contact or presentation situation, the health and welfare of the animals, handlers and
the public are primary concerns.
 Education and conservation messaging must be an integral component of all animal
encounters and programs.
 Long-term management plans and program objectives must be in place for all program
animals.
 Program animals must be maintained and cared for by trained staff. Housing and husbandry
conditions must meet standards set for the remainder of the animal collection, recognizing the
special needs associated with managing program animals.
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ROLE OF ANIMAL HANDLERS
 Provide zoo visitors with a dynamic, interactive, and up-close animal experience through
educational animal encounters that are safe for the animal, handler, and audience.
 Maintain personal handling records and contribute to accurate record keeping for the tractable
collection.
 Remain current on interpretive and handling information as provided by the PA and Education
departments.
 Incorporate revisions or changes in policy and protocols for animal handling in a professional
and timely manner.
 Remain flexible with this program as it evolves.
 Provide constructive feedback on the handling program and potential improvements to PA
staff through discussion or by email.
 Observe Zoo Atlanta’s Human Resources Standard of Conduct policy.
 Animals in our tractable collection are to be handled only by PA staff, by the Veterinary
department, and by Active docent or staff animal handlers (those recognized by PA staff as
maintaining their periodic requirements appropriately) who have completed animal handling
training.

No one else may hold the animals.
 PA Lead Keeper, with assistance from staff, will conduct the initial training for
new handlers.
 Any additional training required for new program animals or new handling protocols will be
conducted by a PA staff member. Updates to any handling protocols will be emailed to
handlers and be posted in the sign out area.
 Additional animal handling training is required to become an advanced animal handler. This
training will be conducted by PA staff members.
 Animal handlers who handle animals for which they have not received approval or who handle
animals improperly will face suspension or loss of their animal handling privileges. PA
managers, along with education supervisors, will determine the length of suspension, as well
as retrain and supervise the handler until he/she is back to full handler status.
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Section II:
Handling Requirements
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HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
To become an Animal Handler both staff and docents must complete the Animal Handling
Training Course, which will explain in detail the methods and techniques used to handle animals
in Zoo Atlanta’s tractable animal collection. After the completion of the Animal Handling Training
Course, defined periodic handling requirements must be fulfilled to retain Active handler status.
The periodic requirements ensure the tractability of the animal collection housed in WWH. They
also keep handlers updated on information pertaining to animal disposition, proper handling
techniques, and the animal handling program. It is each handler’s responsibility to set appropriate
time aside to work in Wieland practicing the handling of animals available for programs.
ALL HANDLERS:
Handling for periodic requirements must be conducted from 9:00 am – 4:00 pm and only
before the building has been called secure to the PM curator. If the building will be called
secure before 4:00 pm or special circumstances prevent WWH from being open to
handlers during normal operating hours, PA staff will send an e-mail to handlers to inform
them of the change.
 The only exception to this rule is for NightCrawler instructors that are scheduled and
working NightCrawler programs. Scheduled Nightcrawler instructors may handle animals
other than those assigned when their programs are completed, provided that they leave a
message/note detailing who they handled for WWH staff and the “After Hours” checklist is
completed by the lead instructor. “After Hours” checklists can be found in a binder in the
sign-out area (A). By initialing this list, the lead instructor assumes responsibility for
securing WWH following Nightcrawler programs. Handling to fulfill periodic handling
requirements may not be completed for any after-hours program other than the
Nightcrawlers program.
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STAFF HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
Handling Requirement Tracking Sheets for each handler are kept in binders in the sign-out area
(A). Handlers are expected to record on this sheet the animals they handle when they work in
Wieland or go on program/encounter. The list will be checked at the end of every requirement
period and the Lead Keeper of PA will contact those who have not met the minimum handling
requirements along with their direct supervisor. Failure to meet requirements will result in
warnings or strikes, up to and including suspension of animal handling privileges.
See Appendix III: Animal Handler Worksheets
Animal handler training consists of:
 Classroom time (8 hours total)
 Practical handling with an instructor (8 hours total)
 Written and practical tests
 2 handling sessions with approved animal handling mentors
 2 alone handling sessions
 Handlers must be checked off on interpretation by Education staff
 Must pass annual written test with 80% or higher
 Must complete practical demonstration every 2 years making no more than 2 errors
Additional training/practice may be required upon completion of the initial training based on the
handler’s proficiency. Each handler will be assessed by WWH Lead Keeper on an individual
basis.

STAFF PERIODIC HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
Each handler will be required to handle one member of each of the following categories of
animals, in the same manner as handled in a program, a minimum of one time a month for a
minimum of five minutes.
 Snake (Milk Snake, King Snake, Corn Snake, Ball Python, Indigo Snake, Dumeril’s
Boa, Red-tailed Boa, Woma Python)
 Blue-tongued Skink/ Bearded Dragon/ Uromastyx
 Prehensile-tailed Skink
 Leopard Gecko
 Savannah Monitor
 Turtle/Tortoise
 Tree Frog
 Hissing Cockroach
 American Alligator
 Rabbit
 Armadillo
 Rat
 Opossum
 Ferret
 Tenrec
 Tarantula – Optional
 Other species acquired and added to requirement sheets.
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EDUCATION MANAGERS/SUPERVISORS ANIMAL HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
Education Managers and Supervisors often have a workload that makes animal handling
requirements a challenge to fulfill. The purpose for education managers and supervisors to be
trained as animal handlers is to fill-in as instructors in emergency situations and to be able to
effectively assist an animal handler on their staff when needed. In order to decrease the
workload of education managers and supervisors in their role as active animal handlers they will
be required to go through the complete animal handler training course and will have modified
handling requirements in order to remain active animal handlers. Normal requirements will be
upheld for advanced animals. If these requirements are not met, the animal handling class must
be taken again in order to regain active animal handler status. There will not be any “make-up”
handling permitted after you first 12 months as an animal handler, with the exception of the
normal make-up policy for meeting advanced animal requirements.
See Appendix III: Animal Handler Worksheets
1st 12 months as an animal handler:
Handle 1 animal per category for 5 minutes every month
2nd 12 months as an animal handler:
Handle 1 animal per category every two months (Can be ½ in Jan, ½ in Feb and so on OR all in
Jan, all in March, etc, OR a combination of the two)
After the first 24 months as an animal handler:
Must re-take written exam 1/year and handle 1 animal per category 1 time every 6 months
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FORMER PROGRAM ANIMALS KEEPERS THAT ARE CURRENTLY KEEPERS
AT ZA ANIMAL HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
PA keepers spend a significant amount of time forming relationships with the animals in the
collection. These relationships may not be maintained to the same level as they once were, but it
benefits the zoo to have these keepers available to provide assistance for Public and Special
events and to have the option of doing informal animal encounters. Former PA keepers that are
currently employed as full-time keepers in another animal area at Zoo Atlanta may follow these
guidelines in order to maintain active animal handler status. Keepers that fall under this category
must handle any advance animal or WLT animal at least 2 times in the week prior to a
scheduled event in order to use one of these animals at an event or a BTS tour. This only
applies to animals that keepers were previously trained to work with while in the PA department.
There will be no “make-up” requirements permitted in the first 24 months away from the PA
department.
See Appendix III: Animal Handler Worksheets
1st 12 months away from the program animals department:
Handle 1 animal per category for 5 minutes 1 time every 6 months
2nd 12 months away from the program animals department:
Handle 1 animal per category every two months (Can be ½ in Jan, ½ in Feb and so on OR all in
Jan, all in March, etc, OR a combination of the two)
After the first 24 months away from the program animals department:
Handle 1 animal per category for 5 minutes every month
WLT animal usage will be discussed on a case by case basis.
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DOCENT HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
For basic handling requirements see “Handling Requirements” Section II.
Any docent who has accumulated 50 volunteer hours as a Zoo Atlanta Docent and is in good
standing may inquire about training as an Animal Handler. Classes are scheduled and conducted
by PA staff and are conducted only with a minimum of 3 docent participants.
Animal handler training consists of:
 Classroom time
 Written and practical tests
 2 handling sessions with approved animal handling mentors, 2 alone handling sessions
 Observe 2 animal encounters, be observed doing 2 animal encounters
 Handlers must be checked off on interpretation by Education staff prior to doing any
unsupervised encounters.
 All training must be completed by the end of the quarter in which training occurs.
 Docent animal handlers are trained according to a tier system.
 All docent animal handlers are required to complete 4 hours of encounters per quarter.
Tier 1 – Initial training

Saphira

Mel

Penny

Cooper

Tortoises/Turtles

TG (in container only)
Tier 2 – Docents may schedule time with PA staff to train on Tier 2 animals after 12 hours of
encounters

All small snakes

Cairo

Gippee

Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches

Rabbit
Tier 3 – Docents may schedule time with PA staff to train on Tier 3 animals after 12 hours of
encounters

All other animals
Advanced animals – Eligible after 36 hours of encounters

Max

Petie
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DOCENT PERIODIC HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
Docent animal handlers will complete 4 hours of encounters per quarter.
Quarterly Requirement Tracking Sheets for each handler are kept in binders in the sign-out area
(A). Docents are expected to record on this sheet the animals they take out on
program/encounter. The list will be checked at the end of every requirement period and the Lead
Keeper of PA will contact those who have not met the minimum handling requirements. Failure to
meet requirements will result in warnings or strikes, up to and including suspension of animal
handling privileges.
See Appendix III: Animal Handler Worksheets
The hours the handler spends on encounter are tracked rather than counting individual
encounters and practice handling. These encounters will be recorded in the appropriate boxes on
each individual docent handler’s Periodic Requirements record, located in the “Docent Animal
Handlers Tracking Sheets” binder (A).
Please note that your handling time “starts” when you leave Wieland to go on encounter. No
“encounter” credit is given for time spent packing and unpacking the animal. The handler MAY
include packing/unpacking time when reporting hours to Volgistics. Encounter hours will be
tracked by PA staff. Volgistics hours will be tracked by Public Programs staff.

** Docents animal handlers may handle animals ONLY when there is a PA staff member, or
other designated staff person, on zoo grounds! If the staff member is not in WWH, they
must be notified before any non-APR animals are handled! Staff may be notified via radio
or be calling x5679 (WLT), x5814 (Becky), or x5691 (James). If no staff can be reached no
Non-APR animals may leave WWH. **
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IF YOU CANNOT MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS:
If an emergency arises or a handler has a valid reason for not meeting requirements (extended
sickness, lengthy travel, etc…), arrangements can be made with the Lead Keeper of PA on an
individual basis.
If a handler knows that they will be unable to fulfill requirements for a specific time period, staff
should be notified as soon as possible.
If an animal is on STOP when a handlers attempts to complete requirements, the date that the
animal was on STOP should be denoted on the handler’s requirement sheet. Any handler that
has made an effort to handle a particular category on several occasions may not be penalized for
not fulfilling their monthly requirements.

IF PERIODIC REQUIREMENTS FOR STAFF ARE NOT MET:
One month without completing requirements: In order to maintain active status, a handler
must make up missed requirements the following month. This can be accomplished by either
handling missed animal(s) on two separate, five-minute sessions spaced out over the month; or
by scheduling a time with WWH staff/Point Person to be present while you handle the animal
appropriately.
Two months in a row without completing requirements: In order to maintain active status, a
handler must make up missed requirements the following month by scheduling a time with WWH
staff/Point Person to be present while you handle the animal appropriately.
Three months in a row without completing requirements: An “Active Animal Handler” will be
moved to “Inactive Animal Handler” status. An Inactive Animal Handler will not be permitted to
handle any animals until they re-gain Active Animal Handler status. To return to active status, the
inactive handler must retake the animal handling course at its next offering.

IF QUARTERLY REQUIREMENTS FOR DOCENTS ARE NOT MET:
One quarter without completing requirements: Encounter hours must be made up the
following quarter.
Two quarters in a row without completing requirements: If a docent fails to make up the time
in the following quarter than they are placed on inactive handler status and must re-take handler
training the next time it is offered.
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ADVANCED ANIMAL REQUIREMENTS
The requirements to be an advanced handler are more rigorous and are designed for those who
have the time to dedicate towards the continual training of potentially dangerous animals or
animals with trained behaviors. To be eligible for Advanced Animal handling training, individuals
must have at least one year of experience as a handler, and must not have received any strikes in
the previous six months. Advanced handlers must show confidence in handling and presenting
non-advanced species and fulfill the above minimum requirements before moving on to advanced
handler status.
The initial training consists of scheduled sessions with WWH staff on the specific advanced
species. The number of sessions will be determined by WWH staff and will be based on each
individual handler’s proficiency at working with the particular species. Advanced handlers must
commit to 2 handling sessions per month. These handling sessions (encounters with the specific
animals count) will be recorded on that handler’s advanced animal handling sheet located in the
appropriate binder (A). These extra sessions are in addition to periodic requirements.
ALL advanced handlers are required to handle advanced animals a minimum of TWO times a
month. Current advanced species include:
 Prehensile-tailed Porcupine
 Prairie Dog

IF ADVANCED PERIODIC REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT MET:
If neither Monthly nor Advanced periodic requirements are met, see above (“IF MONTHLY
PERIODIC REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT MET”).
One month without meeting advanced requirements: The handler will be asked to make up
missed handling sessions the following month. For example if one session is missed than 3
sessions will be required for the following month.
Two months in a row without meeting requirements: The handler will be required to make up
the missed requirements in the following month with a PA staff member present.
Three months in a row without meeting requirements: The handler will have their advanced
handler status removed until they work with the Lead Keeper of PA to determine an acceptable
course of action.
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THREE STRIKES POLICY
Due to the responsibility involved in working with live animals, a “three strikes” policy will be in
effect for breached safety or protocol issues. Mistakes can endanger the health and safety of our
animals, handlers and guests.

Strikes will be automatically given for the following:












Leaving an enclosure door open (with an animal inside)
Returning an animal to an incorrect enclosure
Using an animal in inappropriate temperature ranges
Failing to take water on program/encounter when appropriate
Packing an animal in a cooler/crate that is smaller than guidelines
Repeated inappropriate animal handling - examples being:
o Using methods of handling not approved by PA managers
(Section VII - Species Specific Handling Guidelines)
o Handling animals on shoulders/head
o Letting a snake’s body dangle while handling
Leaving an animal unattended in an unsecured area
Repeatedly failing to sign animals out or record handling
Behaving inappropriately as deemed by a PA or department manager, depending on severity.
Infractions will also reflect HR’s Standard of Conduct Policy.
Repeated offenses from the list below:
o Improper disinfection of coolers
o Failure to place or remove Out on Program tags
o Inappropriate packing and/or transport
***This list is not intended to be all inclusive as unforeseen circumstances
can arise at any time***

Warnings may be given out prior to strikes. Warnings are often times given if the breached
protocol is newly in effect or the handler is new to the program.
If a strike is applied to a handler’s record, the handler and their department manager will be
notified by a PA manager. A handler who receives three strikes within one year of the first
infraction will be suspended as an Animal Handler until he/she regains Active status. An Inactive
handler will not be permitted to handle any animals until they regain Active status by taking animal
handler training the next time it is offered.
The PA managers reserve the right to deny a handler participation in the program based on
the frequency or severity of the situation(s).
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STAFF ANIMAL HANDLER STRIKE POLICY (Pre-program)
For safety purposes and proper management of the PA collection the following policy is an effort
to better manage and reduce handler “strikes” and infractions by handlers.
The following will occur if an animal handler receives a serious infraction/strike in animal handling
while handling/packing animals prior to a scheduled program (at PA manager discretion). This
includes infractions to the Zoo Atlanta Standard of Conduct policy. Every staff member and
handler is expected to act in a professional and courteous manner at all times.
Handler will be unable to handle animals that day and will need a refresher training session
before he/she can resume his/her normal duties. Follow these procedures if a PA manager
deems that a handler is unable to handle animals that day for an assigned program (this affects
Education staff members or assigned handlers only):
Step 1: PA manager will radio “Education Supervisor” to get the first available person on the
phone. He/she will relay the information to the Education Supervisor that answers that day. The
Education Supervisor will then contact the person responsible for the program (if it is not his/her
program) and relay the information.
Step 2: The animal handler will be placed on “inactive” status until he/she can schedule refresher
training. This needs to be done as soon as possible so that this person can resume his/her
teaching duties. Flexibility in the schedules of both the training staff and the handler are important.
PA staff will try to remain flexible and provide retraining as early as possible.
Step 3: The animal handler will continue to teach the education portion of the program, relying on
another handler to conduct the encounter portion, unless the program is a ZooMobile. If the
program is a ZooMobile, the handler will trade programs with someone doing an on-site program
that day. This trade is initiated by the Education Supervisor.
Step 4: The Education Supervisor for the program needing a new handler will arrange for
coverage of the encounter. Methods for coverage are below, in order of priority:
Step 5: The Education Supervisor will cover the encounter, if not teaching another program. If the
Education Supervisor has another program, he/she will ask the other education staff, including
any instructors or animal handler docents that might be on site at that time.
Step 6: If no other education staff person or animal handler docent is available, the person
teaching in the space nearest the classroom needing coverage will help. The two instructors will
trade places while the animal encounters occur, so the active handler is doing both encounters.
Step 7: If none of these options are viable, the Education Supervisor will ask if PA staff might be
able to assist. This would be requested in an emergency situation only.
Step 8: The handler must schedule a refresher session with the PA team as soon as possible.
Once the handler is current again the PA team will notify the handler’s supervisor that he/she is
back on “Active” status.
Please contact a PA manager if there are any questions or concerns.
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Section III:
Handling Guidelines
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GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR ANIMAL HANDLING
 Animal handlers should have a radio on their person whenever handling any animals.
 Be confident in all handling procedures for the animal. Review animal handling documents as
needed to maintain your level of proficiency and comfort with procedures. Ask a staff member
or the Point Person if you need clarification.
 Locate the animal’s head. Always be aware of the head location when handling animals.
 Make your presence known to the animal by softly talking to it and/or gently touching some
portion of the body away from the head. Some animals will jump or even bite if startled.
 Use steady and smooth hand/body movements. This will help avoid startling or stressing an
animal, making it easier to handle.
 Use both hands as directed for specific animals for secure body support and control.
 Protect animals from uncontrolled crowds. Work with other staff and docents to provide crowd
control, or locate yourself in an area that keeps the audience in front of you and at least 5 feet
away from the animals (except during touch encounters). If the audience is unruly, stop the
program until they cooperate. Explain why they need to act in a calm and respectful manner.
 Inform the guests of our touch policy; based on AZA and Center for Disease Control (CDC)
guidelines (please refer to Appendix V – ZOO ATLANTA TOUCH POLICY.)
 During the touch portion of the program allow one person to touch at a time in the manner
outlined on each species’ individual handling guidelines sheet. The handler should be in
control of the situation at all times, and participants should be calm and quiet or the touch
portion of the program should end. The policies on public touching should be adhered to at all
times.
 Animals will not be placed on the ground during programs unless otherwise noted in the
Species-Specific Handling Guidelines (Section VII) or Section III under Guidelines &
Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground (below).
 Only one animal should be held at a time.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
 When handling animals on exhibit, handlers must have a two-way radio or cell phone.
 If you are using a ZooMobile remember to warm or cool the vehicle to the appropriate
temperature range.
 When transporting animals outside during cool weather make sure to cover all carrier
openings with blankets, crate cover, or towel.
 If your animal is in a cooler/carrier on a warm day, make sure the carrier is sitting in a wellshaded area.
 Avoid direct sunlight, wind and rain when presenting animals.
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ANIMAL HANDLING IN WWH OUTDOOR EXHIBIT
If you need to handle for requirements, or are assigned an animal on the APR that is on exhibit
in the new structure, please refer to the following:
 Check the white board in the handler corner for which animals are on exhibit and in which
exhibit you can find them.
 Set up your kennel/cooler prior to going out to the exhibit. Bring all additional equipment with
you if your animal requires any (eg. gloves, harness, station, etc.)
 The key to the exhibit can be found on the small white board, next to the golf cart key. Write
your initials with a dry erase marker over the key any time it is removed from its pin.
 Latch the keeper door once inside the keeper area and before opening any enclosure door.
 Double check the ID tag on the enclosure to ensure you are opening the intended
enclosure.
 Do your best to locate the animal prior to opening the enclosure door. If you cannot see the
animal, enter with caution. Some animals bury themselves and we do not want them to get
stepped on.
 Load your animal as normal.
 Ensure that hides and water bowls are not in direct sunlight prior to exiting the enclosure.
You may move them if necessary.
 Place an “Animal Temporarily off Exhibit” sign inside the enclosure so the public can see it.
Place an “Out on Program” tag on the ID tag in the keeper area.
 Latch the exhibit door and lock the pad lock when you exit. Double check the pad-lock by
pulling on it.
 Never leave the exhibit occupied, unlocked, and unattended. Remember there may be
several different animals in the exhibit at any one time.
 Return the key to WWH and erase your initials. Do not take the key with you on program!!
Upon returning from program:
 Always return animals to the exhibit they were in. Keepers may advise otherwise in some
circumstances.

 When returning the animal to exhibit, follow the steps above. Remove “Animal Temporarily off
Exhibit” sign and hang it in a way that is not visible to the public. Remove the “Out on
Program” tag from the ID tag in the keeper area. Return the key and erase your initials.
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ANIMAL HANDLING WITH NO PA STAFF IN BUILDING - DURING REGULAR
HOURS
Handling for periodic requirements must be conducted between 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
(regular hours) and only before the building has been called secure for the evening.
Handling Non-APR Animals during Regular Hours
If PA staff is not in the building, all handlers must fill out a “No PA Staff in Building” checklist –
found in a binder in the sign out area (A) – Checklists must be filled out completely. A sample
sheet is filled out for your convenience and it can also be found in this binder.
PA staff must be notified prior to any non-APR animal leaving the building; the handler must
note on the check list which staff member was notified of the encounter. If the handler cannot
reach any PA staff member prior to a non-APR animal leaving the building the animal may not
leave Wieland Wildlife Home for any reason.
Handling APR Animals during Regular Hours
If a program and animals are listed on the APR and returned to WWH (after 8:00 am and prior
to PA staff securing the building), a checklist does NOT need to be completed. PA staff monitor
the APR and are already aware of all listed animals leaving the building and when to expect
their return.

ANIMAL HANDLING WITH NO PA STAFF IN BUILDING - AFTER HOURS
Staff Animal Handlers
Staff animal handlers must fill out an “After Hours” checklist (A) when handling animals for an
after-hours program OR when returning from an APR program after PA staff has secured
WWH. A separate “After Hours” checklist should be completely filled out for each after-hours
program. Handlers should check the APR to determine if theirs is the last program of the
evening. If not, the handler should visually confirm that animals listed for later programs are out
of the building, and should NOT feed PM diets (e.g. porcupine and opossum). The last staff
animal handler to return animals to WWH will be held accountable for any questionable
situation that staff encounters when returning to WWH.
ONLY scheduled Nightcrawler instructors may handle Non- APR animals after hours and
should list handled animals on the checklist.
Docent Animal Handlers
Docents do not have to fill out any checklists when handling animals after hours because they
may only handle animals while a Birds and PA staff member is on grounds and may not handle
Non-APR animals after hours.

 See APPENDIX III for all Animal Handler Worksheets
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HANDWASHING/SANITIZER PROTOCOL FOR HANDLERS
Hand washing decreases the chance of transferring potentially harmful organisms
between animals and handlers. Hand sanitizer lessens the chance of transferring
potentially harmful bacteria between animals and handlers.
 Wash hands with soap and water before handling animals.
 ALWAYS wash hands with soap and water before handling amphibians and after handling
the tarantula.
 Wash hands with soap and water between handling animals from different rooms (i.e. wash
hands after handling animals in Reptile Room, but before handling animals from Tortoise
Room).
 Wash hands with soap and water if there is fecal material on the animal you are handling
and/or if the animal urinates/defecates while handling.
 Wash hands with soap and water at the end of handling sessions.
NOTE: DO NOT use hand sanitizer before handling amphibians.

ANIMAL DISTRESS
Animals can become distressed for a number of reasons; some within our control and some not.
Ways to reduce animal stress during a program include:
 Controlling the audience’s noise and activity level. Animals can get nervous around loud
noises or in situations where there is a lot of movement. Audiences should be asked to be
quiet and move slowly and deliberately. Never let an audience surround you.
 Stand under cover. Direct sunlight, inclement weather or predatory birds flying overhead can
cause stress.
 Be calm and confident. If you are calm and handle with confidence, the animal will feel more
secure.
 Be aware of the temperature. Most animals will try to move to a different location if they are
hot or cold.
SIGNS OF STRESS INCLUDE (BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO):









Excessive struggling
Biting
Deliberate scratching
Warning vocalization – hissing, growling
Gaping mouth in reptiles, especially when overheated
Snakes may “rattle” their tails when startled
Heavy panting – sign of heat stress
Shivering
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ANIMAL PROGRAMS RESERVATION SYSTEM (APR)
Currently all scheduled programming will be assigned specific animals according to the program
type and Education Supervisor or event coordinator requests. All handlers must check the Animal
Program Reservation Sheet prior to taking an animal out on program. Requested animals cannot
be guaranteed due to unpredictable medical, behavioral, or usage complications.

ANIMAL STATUS
Occasionally animals in the collection may be on “STOP” for medical or behavioral issues,
feeding, or shedding. If an animal is on STOP there will be a red tag on its enclosure door and a
corresponding magnet on the STOP board (A). If for some reason tag and magnet disagree, ask
staff or err on side of caution and act as if that animal is on stop. DO NOT USE AN ANIMAL IF IT
IS ON STOP. DO NOT OPEN AN ENCLOSURE WITH A STOP TAG UNLESS YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO USE A DIFFERENT OCCUPANT OF THAT ENCLOSURE. Only Program
Animal and veterinary staff may handle an animal on STOP. If your assigned animal is on STOP,
consult WWH staff or Point Person for a replacement animal. If no one is available to ask, select
an alternate animal that is not scheduled to be used in another program that day and fits your
educational needs. Be sure the replacement is not also on STOP.
 Should you need to use an animal other than the one you were assigned, leave a note for
WWH staff on the point person dry erase board and/or a note on the WWH kitchen
counter.
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INFORMAL ANIMAL ENCOUNTERS
Informal animal encounters may occur year round and are primarily unscheduled. These serve to
improve the guest experience at the zoo. Informal encounters will count towards general
interpretation hours that are a requirement for docents. These hours are tracked through signing
up in the Volgistics reservation system. When selecting animals for informal encounters, take only
those animals that are not on STOP or scheduled for a program that day. Ask a staff member if
you are unsure about the best choices. All animal handlers may choose to do informal animal
encounters.
Weather/temperature permitting, animal encounters may be conducted throughout the zoo, with
location being assessed based on common sense and the following guidelines:
 Location provides some means of crowd control and prevents approach from behind by guests
or program participants.
 Location provides adequate shelter from the elements (i.e., wind, sun, rain).
 Location is not in close proximity to other animal enclosures, or potential hazards such as
electrical equipment, bodies of water, sewer drains, etc.
 Any other crates or coolers you have are within easy visual and physical access; do not ever
leave animals unattended or out of sight.
 Do not situate yourself near a food venue, restrooms, or waste receptacles.
 If you have an animal that may be placed on the ground (according to Guidelines &
Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground) ensure location is free of debris, relatively
sanitary, and that guests cannot gain access to the animal. Also ensure animal cannot
escape into bushes, drains, doorways, or any other opening.

INDOOR ENCOUNTERS
Per the Director of Animal Programs, animal encounters ON ZOO GROUNDS may be conducted
inside the following buildings:





The gorilla conservation center
The reptile building
The Living Treehouse (NOT the walk-through aviary)
The naked mole rat building

However, the following constraints must be recognized and adhered to:
 The animals must not be placed on the floor or touch ANY surface in the aforementioned
areas. You may conduct encounters holding the animals appropriately, but under no
circumstances are handlers to allow an animal to come in contact with the physical
environment in designated areas. Treat yourselves like a quarantine bubble; nothing physical
in these areas touches our animals, or vice versa. Guests may touch appropriate animals in
our collection, provided that the Zoo Atlanta Touch Policy is expressly followed. Handlers
should not touch anything in these areas while handling one of our animals, nor should they
enter any staff or animal areas in these buildings. This means that the prairie dog cannot be
taken into any of these zones for encounter.
 Always take a cleaning kit or supplies when conducting encounters in these areas. Any animal
waste needs to be cleaned immediately and the area disinfected.
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GUIDELINES AND LOCATIONS SPECIES MAY BE PLACED ON GROUND
Below is a list of locations that handlers can “set down” the tortoises, turtles, armadillos, opossum
“Voodoo” (leashed and harnessed) and prairie dog (leashed and harnessed). Before setting any
animal down, ensure the area is relatively clean and free of debris or anything the animal might
ingest, and that there are no obvious spills or messes on the ground. As a rule of thumb, if you
would not walk on the area in question in your bare feet, do not set the animal down there. If in
doubt, err on the side of caution and do not set an animal down.










Jessica’s Pride
Grassy area by Home Depot rock opposite Giant Panda outdoor habitats
Komodo Dragon statue area in front of reptile building
Mulch area around Willie B. statue
Amy’s Tree stage
Grassy area along ARC path, across from the playground equipment
Base Camp Discovery (during programs)
ARC classrooms (during programs)
World Studio stage (tortoises and harnessed/leashed prairie dog / “Voodoo” only)

Animals should only be placed on the ground inside the base camp cabins and ARC classrooms
during programs with all doors closed and secure.
If you would like PA staff to consider other areas for “set down” during encounters or programs,
please submit requests or suggestions for assessment.

PERSONAL WWH TOURS AND ENCOUNTERS
The WWH is off-limits to the public and other visitors without the express permission of PA staff.
We can conduct behind the scenes tours but request advance notice to coordinate staff time and
animal husbandry. Behind the scenes encounters or personal tours must take place during
normal business hours, 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. Other than paid programs (Nightcrawlers), there
should be no visitors to WWH after hours.
Animal handlers that are interested in offering animal encounters for personal guests may do so
outside of WWH on the patio, or in the WWH kitchen in inclement weather if this does not impact
scheduled programs or keeper routine. PA staff should receive your request and approve it at
least 2-weeks prior to the day of the requested encounter. Please call ahead the day of your
requested encounter to remind WWH staff of your encounter and ensure that circumstances still
permit. Animals staying in the kitchen or on the patio area do not need to be packed up for
transport, but do need to be signed out appropriately. Be sure enclosures are always secured
after removing the animal, place an “Out on Program” tag on the enclosure so other handlers/staff
know the animal is out for a reason, and inform the staff/Point Person which animal you are taking
on encounter.
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Section IV:
Safety Information and
Injury Protocols
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EMERGENCY INFORMATION
 There are fire extinguishers located to the right of the back door (Prep Area) and to the left of

the front doors in the Small Mammal Room.
 The first aid kit is located in the kitchen between the sink and “Human Food Only”

refrigerator. The first aid kit is for the use of staff only! Visitors requiring assistance should
see the EMT – located in the security office by the front gate.
 Know where the nearest phones are located in case of emergency!
ARC
Amy’s Tree
Amy’s Tree
Amy’s Tree
Reptile House
Flamingo Plaza
Ford Tent
Parakeet Aviary/Lions
Base Camp Discovery

Education Offices, Techlab and World Studio
Willie B’s Food Service
Willie B Conservation Center
Living Tree House
Keeper office area (behind locked door)
Security Office
ARC or Curator Barn office area
Security Office
El Mono Cabin kitchen

6001
5949
5685
5618
5670
5670
5947

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Program Animals Lead Keeper

404-624-5814

Program Animals Staff / WWH

404-624-5991

Program Animals Staff / WLT

404-624-5679

Education Program Supervisor

404-624-5992
404-624-5649

Docent Programs Supervisor

404-624-5896

NightCrawler Supervisor

404-624-5823

Zoo Security

404-624-5670

Veterinary Clinic

404-624-5640
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AFTER-HOURS EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST
* Start calling from the top of the list. If the person does not answer, leave a detailed voicemail
and then call the next person on the list. Continue calling until you speak to someone. *
Long distance code (for calling Becky/Christina) – 2512662
James Ballance

404-434-6956

Rebecca Bearman

305-720-8632

Christina Lavallee

860-235-3668

Caroline Ledbetter

404-955-9696

Kaya Forstall

770-655-7969

Georgette Richards

404-838-7482

Briel Ritter

678-982-6711

Zoo Security

404-624-5670

AFTER-HOURS NON-EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST
* Use this list if there is a question pertaining to animal health and/or safety, but it is not an
emergency situation. *
Long distance code – 2512662
Rebecca Bearman

305-720-8632

Christina Lavallee

860-235-3668
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SAFETY INFORMATION
All handlers MUST have a radio when away from WWH on program/encounter.
 Familiarize yourself with proper radio protocol. Ensure that WWH staff or the Point Person
have a radio. A cell phone is NOT an acceptable alternative. If there is not a radio available,
please contact a PA or Education staff member for assistance. In the event of an emergency
you must be able to communicate effectively.
 If you are ill, avoid handling animals or entering WWH if at all possible. If you must enter the
facility when you are ill, please wear a mask and gloves (located in the cabinet to the left of the
animal diet refrigerator).
 Tend to your personal pets before getting dressed in your uniform. Minimize contact with pets
after changing. Similarly, once you’ve returned home, minimize contact with your pets until
after you’ve changed out of your uniform.
 Do not ever enter WWH on a day that you have been to the Parakeet Aviary unless you
have showered and changed all clothes (including shoes).
 Dress appropriately:
o You must wear close-toed shoes when working with animals.
o Refrain from wearing jewelry. Be careful not to scratch animals with rings and watch
bands. Toes or scales can get caught in jewelry. No wrist jewelry may worn while handling
snakes.
o Be careful with keys or belts that have sharp edges or buckles.
o Do not wear perfume or aftershave; avoid heavily fragranced toiletries.
o Wear your uniform (per Zoo Atlanta’s uniform policy) and nametag.
 Keep outer doors closed and properly secured.
o The front doors are to remain closed and locked at all times. This is an emergency exit
only. Handlers should not enter or exit Wieland through this area.
o The WWH back door is on a “pass card” entry system. This door is on a 10-second time
delay before it magnetically locks. To exit WWH, press the green button located to the right
of the back door to deactivate the magnetic lock. Make sure that the door to the kitchen is
closed before opening the back door.
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INJURIES DURING A PROGRAM
Safety is the priority of any animal encounter. If you are injured during an animal program (i.e.,
bleeding from scratches, bites, etc.) immediately seek medical attention. Please use the
following instructions if such an occasion arises.

IF YOU ARE INJURED WHILE ON PROGRAM
 Remain calm - By calmly handling the situation, we can prevent the guests from leaving the
program with a negative guest experience.
 Secure the animal - Place the animal back into its crate/cooler. Do NOT leave the animal
unattended or the crate/cooler where you cannot see it. You may request assistance from a
non-PA staff member to watch your crates/coolers if it is an emergency.
 End the program - Thank guests for coming and do not bring attention to the injury or the
situation if possible.
 Seek medical attention
o If the injury is serious and you cannot walk to get help, radio dispatch and call a “CODE
BLUE” (Be aware that Code Blue status results in Dispatch automatically requesting an
ambulance). Provide your name and location, and then wait for instructions. Radio a WWH
staff person or Education staff member to come and secure the animals in your care.
o If you are able to walk, bring your animals to the Security Office so you can see the
paramedic. Have them secure the animals inside the office and notify a WWH or
Education staff member to return the animals to Wieland if you are unable.
Once you return to Wieland…
 Immediately notify PA staff: If you cannot find staff members, then leave a message on the
manager’s voicemail (x5814) AND the WWH voicemail (x5991). If an injury occurs after hours,
contact one of the PA managers. Emergency after-hour contact numbers are located by the
WWH kitchen phone (E) on the corkboard. If you do not reach the first person on the list, leave
a message and call another staff member, until you have spoken directly to a PA staff
member. If for some reason you cannot reach anyone, please contact one of the Education
supervisors.
 Return the animal to its enclosure: If you are not comfortable returning the animal to its
enclosure, find a WWH staff or another trained handler to assist you. If it is after hours, or you
are unable find someone during business hours, call PA staff members from the emergency
contact list (E) and request assistance.
 Complete appropriate forms: Forms can be obtained at Security or at WWH in the file
cabinet (F) in the office area.
o You must fill out an “Employee Injury Form.” Place the completed form on a WWH staff
member’s desk. Be sure to follow up within 24 hours. If someone witnesses the injury, ask
them to fill out a “Witness Report of Injury.” Place this form on a staff member’s desk.
o A PA manager will fill out a “Supervisor Report of Injury” after discussing the incident
with you. A copy will be kept on file.

Do not leave grounds without notifying
WWH Staff of your injury!
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BUSINESS HOURS ANIMAL ILLNESS/INJURY: ON GROUNDS
 Remain calm
 Secure the animal - Place the animal back into its carrier or enclosure.
 End the program - Thank the guests for coming and explain that it is time for the animal to go
back to its home. Do not unnecessarily bring attention to its injury or the situation.
 Is the illness/injury life threatening?
o Radio Dispatch and call a CODE GREEN. Provide your name, the species involved and
your location. Wait for instructions.
 Other sickness or injury:
o Contact a PA manager or staff member by radio or phone.
o If you are unable to speak to anyone in person, leave detailed messages on both
voicemails (x5814 and x5991) and a note in the WWH kitchen on the small dry erase board
on the human refrigerator and/or a note on the counter. All emergency staff contact
numbers are posted by each WWH phone.
Once the animal has been appropriately cared for and you have followed PA or veterinary staff
instructions, be sure to inform the appropriate Education supervisor about the incident.

BUSINESS HOURS ANIMAL ILLNESS/INJURY: OFF GROUNDS
If an animal is injured, sick, or is acting abnormally while off grounds on a program, remain calm,
secure the animal, and end the program immediately. Contact the WWH Staff at (404) 6245991. If you are unable to reach anyone this way, call the Veterinary Staff at (404) 624-5640. In
the event you have still not been able to speak directly with someone, call Zoo Atlanta Security at
(404) 624-5670 and ask them to contact the appropriate staff member(s) by radio, in the order
listed above. Once you have spoken to a PA or veterinary staff member, follow their instructions
for returning the animal to Zoo Atlanta.
Once the animal has been appropriately cared for and you have followed PA or veterinary staff
instructions, be sure to inform the appropriate Education supervisor about the incident.
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AFTER HOURS ANIMAL ILLNESS/INJURY: ON-GROUNDS
If an animal is injured, sick, or is acting abnormally after hours during an on-grounds encounter,
remain calm, secure the animal, and end the program immediately. Contact one of the PA
managers or staff members. Emergency after-hour contact numbers are located by the WWH
kitchen phone (E) on the corkboard. Emergency after-hour contact numbers are also located in
your clean-up kit. If you do not reach the first person on the list, leave a message and call the next
person on the list, until you have spoken directly to a PA staff member. If for some reason you
cannot reach anyone, please contact one of the Education supervisors.
If injury is potentially life-threatening, contact Security by radio or phone (ext. 5670) and have
them call the Veterinarians immediately. Then proceed to contact PA staff as described above.
Once the animal has been appropriately cared for and you have followed PA or veterinary staff
instructions, be sure to inform the appropriate Education supervisor about the incident.

AFTER HOURS ANIMAL ILLNESS/INJURY: OFF-GROUNDS
If an animal injury occurs after hours during an off-grounds encounter, immediately end your
program. Contact one of the PA managers or staff members. Emergency after-hour contact
numbers are located in the updated ZooMobile Binders located in each ZooMobile, and a copy of
this list will also be affixed to the outside of the ZooMobile clean-up kits. If you do not reach the
first person on the list, leave a message and call the next person on the list, until you have spoken
directly to a PA staff member. If for some reason you cannot reach anyone, please contact one of
the Education supervisors. Once you have spoken to a PA or veterinary staff member, follow their
instructions for returning the animal to Zoo Atlanta.
If injury is potentially life-threatening, contact Security by phone (404-624-5670) and have them
call the Veterinarians immediately. Then proceed to contact PA staff as described above.
Once the animal has been appropriately cared for and you have followed PA or veterinary staff
instructions, be sure to inform the appropriate Education supervisor about the incident.
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Section V:
Touch Policy and
Outreach Protocols
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VISITOR CONTACT WITH THE ANIMALS
Up-close, hands-on interaction with animals can be an integral part of the experience Zoo Atlanta
offers its guests. It is important to make sure each situation is safe for the animals, the visitors,
and the handlers. If you choose to include a touch portion in your encounter, ensure that the
animal, guests and you will be safe.
The inclusion of a touch portion in a program is always at the animal handler’s discretion.
If, during a program, you have concerns about an animal’s stress level, behavior of visitors, or
your own ability to maintain control of the encounter, limit or eliminate the touch portion of the
program.
GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH VISITORS IN A CONTACT SETTING:
 During an animal encounter, always position yourself such that visitors cannot approach you
from behind. This is for your safety as well as the safety of the animal and the visitors.
 Instruct program participants in the two-finger scientific touch for all touching opportunities.
This touch method entails guests extending their index and middle fingers together and gently
touching the animal in the indicated area, with a head-towards-tail stroke.
 Do not allow the animal to be touched on the head or tail.
See Section VII - Handling Guidelines for specific parameters.
 Do not allow the animal to be poked or squeezed.
 Instruct the audience to remain calm when approaching or touching the animals – no loud
noises or sudden movements.
 Instruct anyone who has touched an animal to use alcohol based hand sanitizer (minimum
62% ethyl alcohol as active ingredient). This is mandatory for any contact encounter. See
below, “Zoo Atlanta Touch Policy.” Recommend hand-washing after they touch, and
indicate the nearest hand-washing facility.
DO NOT FORCE ANY VISITOR OR ALLOW A VISITOR TO BE FORCED TO TOUCH AN
ANIMAL. THE DECISION TO PARTICIPATE IN A TOUCH OPPORTUNITY IS UP TO THE
INDIVIDUAL.
These policies are intended to ensure the safety of the audience, the presenter, and the animals.
If these parameters are not followed by the program participants, the presenter should
discontinue any visitor contact/touching.
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ZOO ATLANTA TOUCH POLICY
As stated in the Zoo’s Program Animal Policy, Zoo Atlanta recognizes the importance of using live
animals to provide our guests with stimulating and educational experiences. These experiences
can have a positive impact on guests’ attitudes towards wildlife and wild places.
This philosophy directs our efforts to provide educational and engaging guest experiences during
our presentations and encounters. Many of the animals in our collection are tractable, and under
appropriate conditions (see above; “Visitor Contact with the Animals”) our guests may be
provided with the opportunity to touch them. This is only under direct supervision from a staff
member or an Active handler.
The following policy guidelines have been developed based on recommendations from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and on the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums’ (AZA) “Policy for Animal Contact with the General Public.” Please see Appendix IV
for CDC links and the AZA policy.
 Under appropriate conditions, any guest, regardless of age may touch an animal as directed
by the handler. The following guideline must be relayed to any guests who are with children
that are or appear to be under the age of 5.

“Based on CDC guidelines, Zoo Atlanta does not recommend that children
under 5 years of age touch reptiles or amphibians, however, we leave it to
your discretion.”
If visitors ask why, you can reply: “Reptiles and amphibians may carry germs that can cause
illness in people and can be especially dangerous to people with undeveloped or compromised
immune systems. While our animals are healthy, we always recommend hand washing to reduce
the chance of getting the germ. You should always wash your hands thoroughly after touching
any animal.”
 All contact with animals carries some risk of disease transmission.
 Certain populations may have increased risk (children under 5, immune compromised
individuals, etc.).
 All of our staff members and Active animal handlers are trained in disease prevention and
educated in informing the public of potential risks.
 Hand-disinfection is mandatory for all guests who contact animals during programs. Alcohol
based hand sanitizer (minimum 62% ethyl alcohol as active ingredient) must be used.
 Hand washing at the nearest restroom or hand-wash station should always be recommended
to guests after contact with any animal, even after mandatory hand-disinfection.
 All PA are under the direct supervision of our veterinary staff. Each animal is examined
annually, or on an “as needed” basis, to ensure good health and up to date vaccination status.
 Any ill animals will be removed from contact programs until deemed healthy by veterinary
staff.
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Only parents/guardians may give permission for their child to touch a reptile. If you are conducting
a classroom style program and any participant appears to be under 5, it is advised that the
handler does not include a touch portion during the encounter.
Good judgment should always be applied in every contact situation. Individuals eating should be
asked to put away any food before contact. Animal handlers should ensure that any guest
contacting an animal has clean hands. Handlers must know the location of the nearest hand-wash
station or rest room in order to appropriately direct guests. If an individual has open wounds on
their hands, ask them to refrain from contacting any animals and educate them on the increased
risk of disease transmission in such a situation.
If a guest is exhibiting signs of severe illness, ask them to refrain from contacting any animals,
and educate them on the risk of potential disease transmission to both our animals and our
handlers.
Should you require clarification or assistance with any encounter, or are unsure of the best course
of action, please contact a PA or Education manager by radio. If a guest has any concerns, direct
them to our Guest Services department, ext 5936.
Handlers should always end a contact encounter if there are ANY concerns in regard to
guest welfare, animal health and safety, or handler comfort/encounter conditions.

DISEASE TRANSMISSION PREVENTION
When allowing the general public to interact with tractable animals, it is impossible to determine
when individuals might be susceptible to diseases transmitted from animals to humans
(zoonoses). To protect program participants from potential transmission, the following policies
are strictly followed:
All animals in the tractable collection are quarantined for a minimum of thirty days prior to
acceptance into the collection and undergo multiple tests to determine overall health status. All
PA are under the direct supervision of our veterinary staff. Each animal is examined annually, or
on an “as needed” basis, to ensure good health and up to date vaccination status.
1. Any ill animals are removed from contact programs until deemed healthy by veterinary staff.
2. All animals in the tractable collection are housed separately from other zoo residents to
maintain a continual quarantine situation.
3. Any handlers conducting a contact program must follow Zoo Atlanta’s touch policy.
4. All participants are supplied with hand sanitizer and/or directed to a hand washing station at
the conclusion of the encounter.
5. Reptiles are not touched during encounters at hospitals and nursing homes due to the the
potential for this audience to have compromised or underdeveloped immune systems.
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PROGRAM ANIMAL OUTREACH POLICY
Animals from the PA collection may be used off zoo grounds for educational purposes only. Zoo
Atlanta does not require animals used off premises to be quarantined upon return, as program
animals are housed separately from other zoo animals.

OUTREACH STAFF REQUIREMENTS:
 All staff and docent representatives handling animals in the PA collection must have
completed the Animal Handling Training Course conducted by PA staff.
 All representatives are equipped with emergency numbers for use if an animal exhibits signs
of illness or stress. These numbers are located in the binders located in the front of each
ZooMobile. Please refer to Section IV - Safety Information and Injury Protocols for further
clarification.
A ZOOMOBILE MUST BE USED TO TRANSPORT ANY ANIMAL TO AN OFF-GROUNDS
VENUE. Any requests for ZooMobile use are to be directed ahead of time to the Education
department. Docents must be accompanied by a paid staff handler in order to conduct
outreach/off grounds encounters.

EVENT GUIDELINES:
 If alcohol is served at the event, then there will be NO touch encounters.
 Program animals may be used in a classroom setting with no more than 60 total participants
or an auditorium with no more than 250 total participants.
 Zoo Atlanta will allow education animals to be used for festival situations given that the site
and situation meet the following requirements:
o The festival promotes public education on conservation or increased knowledge of animal
welfare. We will not attend functions where we are the “entertainment.”
o Neither food nor loud music may be in close proximity to the animals.
o Temperature must be appropriate and meet guidelines – Temperature and Transport
Guidelines
 Neither handlers nor animals will participate in a parade.
 For quarantine control we will not participate in any event where other animals will be present
without prior veterinary approval.
 In order to maintain control of the situation, the site must have a partitioned area for the
representative and animals that is protected from the elements. The outside temperature
must be appropriate for the animals as seen in Temperature and Transport Guidelines or
the function must be held in a climate-controlled area.
 The animals may be at the function for a maximum of three hours, excluding drive time.
Animals may only be off grounds for a maximum of five hours. Exceptions may be made for
events staffed by PA keepers.
 Animals will not be taken off grounds if the Zoo is closed due to inclement weather or holiday.
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The following requirements are sent to all venues that request an outreach program. It is
the responsibility of the venues to meet these requirements. If these requirements cannot be met,
no animals will be used at that venue.
 All locations must have a quiet area. Loud music or excessive noise is prohibited near the
animal program area.
 Outdoor locations must be blocked from weather. Outdoor venues need to provide shelter for
handlers and animals out of direct sun, wind, or rain. This may include a tent or
permanent/temporary structure, like a picnic shelter. Outdoor encounters are weather
permitting. An indoor alternative location is required in cases of inclement weather as animals
have specific temperature requirements.
 Program location must be away from food venues and other animals (including pets).
 Program location must have a partitioned area for animals and presenters (table or roped area
may be used as a barrier). This includes an area in immediate proximity to the program
location for storing coolers/crates.
 The Zoo vehicle needs to be located at the outdoor presentation site in order to maintain safe
temperatures for the animals (note vehicle may have to be running for periods of time) and
provide a quiet rest area.
 The Zoo vehicle must be parked close to the indoor program location for ease of animal
transport and for the van to be easily accessible in the event of unforeseen circumstances.
 Animal encounters will occur at the discretion of the handler and are subject to change during
the event due to weather and/or animal safety needs.

ANIMAL INJURY/SICKNESS OFF-GROUNDS
Refer to Section IV: Safety Information and Injury Protocols

SPECIAL EVENTS AND BIRTHDAY PARTIES
When conducting animal encounters at Special Events or Birthday Parties, handlers must adhere
to the following guidelines:
 Occupied carriers/coolers should never be left unattended in an unsecure location.
 Encounters will be stationary in an area away from loud noise and food. A Special Events
staff member should be contacted by phone or radio prior to the encounter to confirm time and
location.
 Be flexible in meeting the needs of the event/encounter, but adhere to all of the appropriate
guidelines for animal handling and encounters.
 Handlers must also adhere to the guidelines in Section V - Touch Policy and Outreach
Protocols.
 At events with loud music, ask that the volume be lowered during your encounter. If the music
cannot be turned down, conduct your encounter in an area away from the music.
 If at any time you are unable to receive compliance with requests for the animals’ safety,
contact a PA or Special Events manager for assistance. End the encounter at your discretion if
encounter guidelines are not met, or if guests do not follow your encounter instructions.
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Section VI:
Packing, Transport and
Disinfection Protocols
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PACKING AND TRANSPORT
PREPARING ANIMALS FOR PROGRAM
1. Check sign-out area (A) for updates, check STOP board and posted announcements.
2. Check the monthly Animal Program Reservation (APR) Sheet located in the sign-out area (A)

to see what animals have been reserved for programming.
3. Once you know which animals have been assigned, recheck their enclosures for STOP tags. If

board/enclosure STOP messages are different, ask a staff member or err on side of caution
and act as if that animal is on stop.
4. If an animal is on STOP, substitute an appropriate animal (same kind, similar size, etc) and

leave PA staff a note on the white board on the human refrigerator (H) during a day-time
program or on the after-hours checklist for an after-hours program.
5. If your program will take place outdoors, check the temperature using the thermometer beside

the door of Outdoor Holding #3 (C). Consult the Temperature Guidelines sheet in the sign-out
area (A) to make sure the current temperature falls into the acceptable range for the species
you are taking. If it does not, see WWH staff. If WWH staff is unavailable follow protocol for
animals on stop and select a different, appropriate animal. If your program will take place
indoors, make sure the temperature of your indoor program area is acceptable beforehand.
See Temperature and Transport Guidelines.
6. Select the appropriate carrier/cooler for your animals. If the location of the encounter is behind

WWH or on the WWH patio, the animal may be transported in your hands. Otherwise the
animal should be transported in a carrier or cooler. Check Animal Cooler and Carrier
Guidelines chart (A), and use a larger cooler/crate if the size needed is unavailable.
See Temperature and Transport Guidelines
7. Line the carrier/cooler with newspaper. For the frog, use wet, unbleached (brown) paper towel.

If you are transporting a mammal, remember to ball up a few pieces of newspaper and place
them into the carrier for the animal to chew on or hide behind.
See Section VII – Species-Specific Handling Guidelines
8. Pack and unpack animals in the animal rooms. If space is limited due to other handlers or

keeper husbandry, you may place the carrier/cooler outside the door to that animal’s room and
bring the animal to the carrier/cooler. DO NOT HANDLE ANIMAL IN THE PREP AREA; there
are too many chemicals and safety hazards in this area, as well as an exit door.
9. Keep animal room doors closed while packing/unpacking animals. This provides additional

safety when moving animals in and out of enclosures and helps maintain individual room
temperatures.
10. Remove the animal following the appropriate procedures indicated in the Animal Handling

Guidelines for that species and place the animal into the carrier/cooler.
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11. If you are moving an invertebrate’s enclosure, REMOVE THE WATER DISH FIRST. It is

acceptable to set the enclosure down on a lower shelf to remove the dish. However, DO NOT
transport invertebrates outside the tortoise room with a water dish (or a hide that might shift) in
the enclosure. Transport roaches in their designated containers, placed inside a padded “B”
cooler (if taking more than one animal or if temperature is below their minimum range).
Transport tarantula in home enclosure placed in a padded “C” cooler (if taking more than one
animal or if temperature is below minimum range).
12. Once the animal is secure in the carrier/cooler, replace all hides/water/etc to the locations you

found them in the enclosure. If unsure, ask WWH staff.
13. Place an “Out On Program” tag on the enclosure door, on the shelf for invertebrates, or in the

enclosure for tortoises and turtles. Always place the “Out On Program” tag on/in the enclosure
from which you removed the animal (i.e. if you remove a reptile from a window box, place the
“Out On Program” tag on the window box, not on the animal’s home enclosure.)
14. Close and lock/secure the enclosure door (if applicable). Double check security.
15. Check the animal’s Species Specific Handling Guidelines page to determine whether you

need to take additional supplies/water for the animal. Please use the bottles/bowls located in
the Prep Area (G) and in the kitchen cupboards, not the ones from their home enclosures.
16. Sign out the animals on the electronic “Sign Out Sheet” (E).
17. If you are using a cart (C) to transport your animals, use the soft ties to secure each

cooler/carrier to the wagon. If a mat is available, lay this on the cart and place coolers/carriers
on the mat for extra padding and comfort. Ensure animal carrier/coolers remain level on the
cart, and do not stack carriers/coolers so that they might tip.
18. Take a clean-up kit with you (G), securing it to cart if necessary.
19. Be sure you have a radio or walkie-talkie with you when you leave WWH. If you do not have

your own staff radio, borrow a spare WWH radio or take a portable walkie-talkie (E) with you,
ensuring WWH staff or the Point Person have another to receive any communications.
20. If your program is off-grounds, the animals may be away from WWH for a total of five hours at

most. Exceptions must be approved in advance by PA managers. On-grounds maximum is
also five hours; if possible swap animals at breaks or between programs, minimizing their
time spent away from their enclosure in a crate/cooler.
21. Ensure vehicle temperatures are appropriate for transporting animals before placing

coolers/carriers in the vehicle.
22. If you experience problems with a Zoo vehicle while off-site, please contact WWH (x5991) to

arrange for assistance. Should no one be available, contact Zoo security at 404-624-5670.
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DISINFECTION ON PROGRAM
In the event that an animal you are using urinates or defecates in the program area, that area
must be disinfected with Roccal, even in outdoor venues.
 Clean-up kits containing paper towels, bags, Roccal, and newspaper are located at most ongrounds program sites. Portable clean-up kits are available on the Prep Area shelf (G) for
handlers going to other program sites (including off-grounds). ALWAYS take a clean-up kit on
program and encounters.
 If an animal defecates or urinates, pick up as much as possible with paper towel. This may be
done after the program has ended. Spray the area with Roccal and wipe clean with paper
towel. Use Newspaper to replace soiled paper in carrier/cooler if needed.
 All fecal material and soiled paper towels must be placed in the plastic bag and brought back
to WWH to be disposed of in the WWH trash can. Do not dispose of animal waste in public
trash receptacles.
If more clean-up is needed, follow the above steps initially and return with sufficient cleaning
supplies to handle the job, or request assistance on the radio or phone.

UPON RETURN
If your name is on the sign-out sheet, you will be held accountable for the animal’s safe
return.
1. Please bring animal coolers/carriers in and out through the back door.
2. Bring the coolers/carriers into the appropriate animal rooms and carefully place the animals

back in their enclosures. If the animal was in the window box prior to the program, ask WWH
staff if they want the animal back in the window box or in its home enclosure. If you are
unsure, ALWAYS put them in their home enclosure. It is possible that another animal was
placed in the window box while you were on program.
3. Recheck that all hides and water are replaced and not under heat sources/lamps. Lock and

secure the enclosure. Double check security/locks on enclosures.
4. Remove the “Out on Program” tags.
5. Sign in the animals on the computer (E) and enter the attendance for your program.
6. Follow “Cooler/Carrier Disinfection” procedures below.
7. Recheck security of enclosures one last time. Close all doors to animal rooms.
8. Let WWH staff or the Point Person know if you observed anything out of the ordinary with an

animal(s) while on encounter or program. If it is after hours, or someone is not available, leave
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a note on the counter or the dry erase board on the human refrigerator. You may also leave a
message on the Lead Keeper’s phone (x5814) and on the WWH line (x5991).
9. If your encounter or program is after hours (i.e., NightCrawlers, Special Events) then please fill

out and leave an After-Hours Checklist (A) and leave it for staff on the kitchen counter.
10. If you handled other animals for periodic requirements (NightCrawlers only, or with advance

permission from PA staff), record these on your handling sheets, and leave a note detailing
who was handled on the bottom of the After-Hours checklist.
11. Return borrowed radios or walkie-talkies (E).
12. Ensure WWH exit doors are securely closed when you leave.
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COOLER/CARRIER DISINFECTION
1. Discard all paper and other waste from the coolers/carriers. Take cooler to Prep area sink or
outside to hose.
2. Rinse away all solid fecal material and/or urine/urates.
3. Spray Roccal (1:32 dilution) on all surfaces.
4. Use the scrub brushes hanging above the Prep Area sink to scrub all coolers/carriers. Be
sure to use the mammal brush for mammal carriers and the reptile brush for reptile coolers.
5. Allow Roccal to sit on surfaces for at least 5 minutes.
6. Use the hose/sink to THOROUGHLY rinse all surfaces. If not thoroughly rinsed, Roccal can
build up in the coolers/carriers and become harmful to the animals.
7. Use the towels hanging in the Prep Area by the washer/dryer to dry the coolers/carriers. They
are marked specifically for Birds/Mammals and Reptiles/Amphibians. Be sure to use the
correct one to avoid potential for cross-contamination.
8. Re-hang towels on the appropriate hook. If a towel is dirty, place it in the laundry hamper next
to the washing machine and replace it with a clean one from the shelf (G).
9. Replace the coolers/carriers in their correct storage locations.
10. Place a folded piece of newspaper in the crease of each cooler, or use the yellow rope
attached to the handle. This keeps the lid slightly open and facilitates drying.
11. Remember to wash any dishes you have used with soap and water, or disinfect with Roccal.
Use the brushes at the kitchen sink. One brush is labeled “Reptiles” and one is labeled
“Mammals”. After washing, dry with paper towel and return to the shelf/cupboard.
12. Make sure the Prep Area and hose area are clean and neat before leaving.
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Temperature and Transport Guidelines
TEMPERATURE GUIDELINES FOR ANIMAL USE
Follow approved guidelines for location based on these temperatures. See “Special
Precautions” below. If above or below, conduct encounters in approved indoor locations.
30 MINUTE ENCOUNTER MAXIMUM.
MAMMALS
Min
Max
Armadillo
Chinchilla
Hedgehog
Ferret
Prairie Dog*
Rabbit*
Rat*
Prehensile-Tailed Porcupine
Tenrec
Virginia Opossum*

SNAKES/LIZARDS
American Alligator*
Ball Python
Bearded Dragon
Blue-Tongued Skink
California King Snake*
Corn Snake*
Eastern Indigo Snake*
Leopard Gecko
Milk Snake
Prehensile-Tailed Skink
Red-Tailed Boa
Savannah Monitor
Uromastyx
Woma Python

INVERTS / AMPHIBIANS / TORTOISES
Barred Tiger Salamander
Eastern Box Turtle*
Gopher Tortoise*
Madagascar Hissing Cockroach
Red-Footed Tortoise
Tarantula
White’s Tree Frog

50
45
60
45
45
45
45
60
60
45

90
80
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

Min

Max

55
60
60
60
55
55
55
60
60
60
60
65
65
60

95
95
90
90
95
95
95
90
90
90
90
95
105
95

Min

Max

60
55
55
55
60
55
65

80
95
95
95
95
95
90

* = NATIVE SPECIES; SLIGHTLY WIDER TEMPERATURE RANGE
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ANIMAL COOLER AND CARRIER GUIDELINES

Reptiles/Amphibians
“A” Coolers

“B” Coolers
Always use
bungee or
soft-tie when
packing snakes

“C” Coolers
Always use
bungee or
soft-tie when
packing snakes

 Leopard Gecko








Bearded Dragon
Box Turtle
Ball Python
California King Snake
Corn Snake
Ed (small red-tail)
Milk Snake






Blue-Tongued Skink
Gopher Tortoise
Indigo Snake
Chomper & Okefenokee
(small alligators)

Mammals
“AA” Crates

 Hedgehog

“A” Crates

 Armadillo
 Ferret
 Chinchilla

“B” Crates

 Rabbit

Tenrec Crates
Prairie Dog Crate

 Prairie Dog ONLY

Opossum Crates

 Opossums ONLY
 Rats ONLY

Rat Crates
“D” Coolers
Bungee or
soft-tie MUST
always be used!

“E” Coolers
Bungee or
soft-tie MUST
always be used!

 Prehensile-Tailed
Skink

 Red-Footed Tortoise
 Uromastyx
 Woma Python

 Tenrec ONLY

Porcupine Crate

 Prehensile-Tailed
Porcupine ONLY

ROACHES should be transported to program
 Chakana (large red-tail)
 Savannah Monitor
 Grits (large alligator)

areas in designated transport containers. Place
transport container(s) in padded cooler if below
temperature minimum or when transporting on
hand cart.

TARANTULA & SALAMANDER should be

ALL INVERTEBRATES:

transported to program areas inside their
enclosure. Place enclosure in padded “C” cooler
if below temperature minimum or when
transporting on hand cart.

ALWAYS REMOVE WATER DISH and
any unstable hides before removing from
Tortoise Room.

BE SURE TO PROPERLY CLEAN AND DISINFECT CRATES AND
CARRIERS BEFORE RETURNING THEM TO THEIR HOMES
IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT, OR THE APPROPRIATE SIZED COOLER IS NOT AVAILABLE,
ALWAYS SELECT THE NEXT LARGER SIZE
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Section VII:
Species Specific Handling and
Packing Guidelines
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REPTILES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Pg. 55)
Snake
Box Turtle
Tortoise
American Alligator
Bearded Dragon
Blue-Tongued Skink
Egyptian Uromastyx
Leopard Gecko
Prehensile-Tailed Skink
Savannah Monitor

AMPHIBIAN / INVERTEBRATES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Pg. 72)
Barred Tiger Salamander
Madagascar Hissing Cockroach
Tarantula

MAMMALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Pg. 77)
Armadillo
Chinchilla
Domestic Ferret
Hedgehog
Prairie Dog
Prehensile-Tailed Porcupine
Rabbit
Rat
Tenrec
Virginia Opossum “Opus”
Virginia Opossum “Voodoo”
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Zoo Atlanta / Tractable Animal Handling Protocol
SPECIAL CARE



SNAKE



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
Native: 55 o – 95o (Corn Snake, California King Snake, Indigo Snake)
Non-Native: 60 o – 90o (Red-Tailed Boa, Ball Python, Milk Snake)
Australian: 60 o – 95o (Woma Python)
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT





Cooler – Check guidelines for appropriate size
Newspaper
Bungee/Soft-tie

RESTRICTIONS





No snake is used between the time its eye caps go opaque and shed is
complete.
Snakes are not used for at least 36 hours after feeding.
Snakes are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION





Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
A soft tie or bungee must be used to secure all snake coolers!!
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

HANDLING

Packing:

Locate in enclosure, and let snake know you are there before picking it up to
avoid startling it by touching a portion of the body away from the head.

Lift gently using both hands to support entire body of snake. First hand
supports top third of body, and second hand supports bottom two-thirds of
body. For larger snakes loop the body over your arms to have several points
of contact between you and the snake.

Make sure when removing the snake that its tail is free and clear of the glass
doors and any objects in the enclosure. Snakes should be removed headfirst and should be lifted up from the substrate before being pulled out of the
enclosure; never drag a snake through any kind of substrate.

Place the snake in the cooler, being sure to watch that it does not climb back
up to the top as you are closing the cooler lid.

After securing snake in cooler, close enclosure door, replace dowels, and
place an “Out on Program” tag on the enclosure.

Secure the cooler by wrapping a bungee or soft-tie around it; do not attach
the bungee/soft-tie to the handles of the cooler.
Program Use:

Open cooler slowly, locate snake, and handle as above. Be prepared to get a
hold of the snake when you open the cooler lid.

Hold securely, making sure the snake is well supported.

Keep snake’s head away from your face, never place snake around your
neck.

Allow snake to move easily through fingers/hands while keeping good control.
Do not make any fast/sudden movements.

Always keep snake in front of your body, and know the location of the head at
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all times.
Returning to Enclosure:

When returning snake to enclosure, be sure enclosure is set (water bowl,
logs, etc. in proper place).

Direct the snake’s head towards/into the enclosure – face snake in direction
you want it to go. Let snake unravel itself from your arm or hand
(encourage/manipulate gently). If snake is tightly wrapped around your hand,
make sure hand is inside enclosure and that snake’s head is facing where
you want it to go. Gently loosen grip by unwinding snake.

Make sure snake is completely inside the enclosure before closing door.

Secure enclosure properly by replacing dowels, and remove “Out on
Program” tag.
Placing Snakes on Ground/Branches:

No snake should be placed on the ground/branches under any circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING







The snakes may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the lower half of the animal, keeping the snake’s head away from the
visitor.
Touching is done with two fingers, by a downward stroke in the direction of
the scales (from head towards tail).
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the snake. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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Zoo Atlanta / Tractable Animal Handling Protocol
SPECIAL CARE



BOX TURTLE



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
Temperature: 55 o – 95o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT




‘B’ Cooler (or larger)
Newspaper

RESTRICTIONS



Turtles are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION



Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.



HANDLING

Packing:

Locate in enclosure or window box.

Lift gently using hamburger hold to support entire body of turtle. One or two
hands may be used as long as turtle is supported.

Secure turtle in cooler.

Place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure.
Program Use:

Open cooler slowly, and handle as above.

Hold securely, making sure turtle is supported.

Always watch for turtle legs – they can kick out with a lot of force, so be sure
your hands will not be in the way.

Hold turtle at chest or waist level, and keep turtle’s head away from your face.

Hold turtle parallel to the ground.
Returning to Enclosure:

Return turtle to its enclosure and remove “Out on Program” tag.
Placing Turtles on Ground:

Box turtles may be placed on ground in approved areas only. Turtles must
be supervised closely while on ground to avoid being injured or removed from
zoo grounds. Based on size and control of crowd, turtles should only be
placed on ground at handler’s best judgment.

See “Guidelines & Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground” for
approved locations for placing animals on the ground.

PUBLIC TOUCHING







The box turtles may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the side/back of the animal, keeping the head away from the visitor.
Touching is done with two fingers, using a downward stroke on carapace
only.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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Zoo Atlanta / Tractable Animal Handling Protocol
SPECIAL CARE



TORTOISE



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
Gopher Tortoises: 55° - 95°
Red-Foot Tortoise: 60° - 95°
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT




Cooler – Check guidelines for appropriate size
Newspaper

RESTRICTIONS



Tortoises are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION



Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.



HANDLING

Packing:

Locate in enclosure or window box.

Lift gently using both hands on sides (hamburger hold) to support entire body.

Secure tortoise in cooler.

Place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure.
Program Use:

Open cooler slowly, and handle as described above.

Hold securely, making sure tortoise is supported.

Always watch for tortoise legs – they can kick out with a lot of force, so be
sure your hands will not be in the way.

Hold tortoise at chest or waist level, and keep tortoise’s head away from your
face.

Hold tortoise parallel to the ground.
Returning to Enclosure:

Return tortoise to its enclosure and remove “Out on Program” tag.
Placing Tortoises on Ground:

Tortoises may be placed on ground in approved areas only. Tortoises must
be supervised closely while on ground to avoid being injured or removed from
zoo grounds. Based on size and control of crowd, tortoises should only be
placed on ground at handler’s best judgment.

See “Guidelines & Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground” for
approved locations for placing animals on the ground.

PUBLIC TOUCHING







The tortoises may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the side/back of the animal, keeping the head away from the visitor.
Touching is done with two fingers, using a downward stroke on carapace.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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Zoo Atlanta / Tractable Animal Handling Protocol
SPECIAL CARE



AMERICAN ALLIGATOR



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
55 o – 95o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT





Cooler – Check guidelines for appropriate size
Newspaper
Bungee/Soft-tie

RESTRICTIONS



Alligators are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION



Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
A bungee or soft-tie must be used to secure the cooler when applicable.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.





HANDLING

Packing:

Locate alligator in its enclosure.

Once you have located the alligator, approach and handle in a deliberate and
controlled manner by gently grabbing directly behind jaw bone using your
thumb and index finger or index and middle fingers.

Use other hand to support back end of body and lift alligator out of the
enclosure. Be prepared for a slight struggle as you initially remove the
alligator from its enclosure; he will eventually calm down.

Gently place alligator in cooler. Only release hold on alligator when it’s
completely calm.

After securing alligator in cooler, reset enclosure, and place an “Out on
Program” tag on the enclosure.

Secure the cooler by wrapping a bungee or soft-tie around it; do not attach
the bungee/soft-tie to the handles of the cooler.
Program Use:

Remove alligator from cooler using the same method described above; once
alligator is out of cooler, switch grip to where both hands are under alligator.

Always keep a firm, but comfortable grip on the alligator, holding directly
behind the jaw using thumb and index finger or index and middle fingers.
Support the back end of his body with your other hand, but do not restrict free
movement.

If struggling occurs during program, take a step away from your audience and
hold it securely until it calms down.

IF YOU ARE BITTEN ON PROGRAM – DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REMOVE
ALLIGATOR FROM YOUR BODY!
 If on grounds during zoo hours, call PA staff for assistance.
 If during Nightcrawlers, call lead instructor for assistance.
 If off-grounds, call WWH for further instructions.
Returning to Enclosure:

Remove alligator from cooler using the same method described above.
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Gently place the alligator back in his enclosure. Only release hold on
alligator when it is completely calm.
Secure enclosure and remove “Out on Program” tag.

Placing American Alligator on Ground:

The alligator should not be placed on the ground under any circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING







The alligator may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the side/back of the animal, keeping the head away from the visitor.
Touching is done with two fingers using a downward stroke on the back or
side of the animal.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone that touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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Zoo Atlanta / Tractable Animal Handling Protocol
SPECIAL CARE



BEARDED DRAGON



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
60 o – 90o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT




‘B’ Cooler
Newspaper

RESTRICTIONS



Bearded dragon is not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION



Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.



HANDLING

Packing:

Locate bearded dragon in its enclosure.

Once you have located the bearded dragon, approach and handle in a
deliberate and controlled manner by gently wrapping your fingers and thumb
behind her front legs and lifting her upper body while placing your other
hand under her body. Hold the bearded dragon inside your hand firmly, but
comfortably.

While keeping a firm but comfortable grip on her body, remove her from
enclosure. Be prepared for a slight struggle as you initially remove the
bearded dragon from its enclosure. She will eventually calm down.

Gently place bearded dragon in cooler.

After securing bearded dragon in cooler, close enclosure door, replace
dowels, and place an “Out on Program” tag on the enclosure.
Program Use:

Always keep a firm, but comfortable grip on the bearded dragon using a twohand “step” hold, keeping the front of her body slightly elevated

Do not allow it to climb up your shirt.
Returning to Enclosure:

Gently place the bearded dragon back on the floor of its enclosure. Placing
it back on its branch is not recommended as it can cause the branch to
become unstable.

Secure enclosure properly by replacing dowels and remove “Out on
Program” tag.
Placing Bearded Dragon on Ground:

The bearded dragon should not be placed on the ground under any
circumstance!

PUBLIC TOUCHING





The bearded dragon may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch
policy.
Present the side/back of the animal, keeping the head away from the visitor.
Touching is done with two fingers using a downward stroke on the back or
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side of the animal.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The
public is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



BLUE-TONGUED SKINK



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
60 o – 90o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT




‘C’ cooler
Newspaper

RESTRICTIONS



Blue-tongue skink is not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION




Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

HANDLING

Packing:

Locate skink in its enclosure; you may need to carefully look under the
newspaper to find him.

Once you have located the skink, approach and handle in a deliberate and
controlled manner by gently lifting his upper body with one hand while
placing your other hand under his body. You may notice that the skink
displays typical blue-tongued skink defensive behaviors such as hissing,
puffing up, and sticking out his tongue. This behavior is normal. If these
behaviors occur, it is acceptable to continue removing him from his
enclosure.

Once you have him securely resting on your hand remove him from the
enclosure.

Place skink in cooler and allow him to move off of your hand.

After securing skink in cooler, close enclosure door, replace dowels, and
place an “Out on Program” tag on the enclosure.
Program Use:

Allow the skink to stretch out and rest on your hand and forearm (palm up).
This allows the skink comfort and some movement. Use your other hand to
secure the skink and control movement if necessary.
Returning to Enclosure:

When returning skink to enclosure, be sure enclosure is set (water bowl,
logs, etc, in proper place).

Place skink in enclosure and allow him to move off of your hand.

Secure enclosure properly by replacing dowels, and remove “Out on
Program” tag.
Placing Skink on Ground:

The skink should not be placed on the ground under any circumstance!

PUBLIC TOUCHING





The skink may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the back of the animal, keeping the head away from the visitor.
Always maintain a steady and secure hold on the animal while visitors are
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touching. If the animal wiggles or moves around in your grasp, step back
from the visitors, giving the animal a chance to calm back down and you a
chance to rearrange your hold.
Touching is done with two fingers in a short stroke along the skink’s back.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The
public is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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EGYPTIAN UROMASTYX

SPECIAL CARE



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
65 o – 105o

EQUIPMENT





‘D’ Cooler
Newspaper
Bungee/Soft-tie

RESTRICTIONS



The uromastyx is not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION



Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
A bungee or soft-tie must be used to secure the cooler!
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.




HANDLING

Packing:

Once you have located the uromastyx, approach and handle in a deliberate
and controlled manner by gently lifting his upper body with one hand while
placing your other hand under his body. He may struggle slightly and whip
his tail. If these behaviors occur, it is acceptable to continue removing him
from his enclosure.

Once you have him securely resting in your hands, remove him from the
enclosure.

Gently place the uromastyx in cooler.

After securing in cooler, close enclosure door, replace dowels, and place an
“Out on Program” tag on the enclosure.

Secure the cooler by wrapping a bungee or soft-tie around it; do not attach
the bungee/soft-tie to the handles of the cooler.
Program Use:

Remove from cooler using same method as described above.

You may allow the uromastyx to stretch out and rest on your hand and
forearm (palm up). Use your other hand to secure the uromastyx and
control movement if necessary.

You can also choose to hold him using both hands. Use one hand to support
his pectoral region and the other to support his pelvic region.
Returning to Enclosure:

When returning the uromastyx to its enclosure, be sure enclosure is set
(water bowl, logs, etc, in proper place).

When the uromastyx is calm in hand, place him back in the enclosure (you
may place him facing into his hide or simply facing away from door).

Secure enclosure properly by replacing dowels and remove “Out on
Program” tag.
Placing Uromastyx on Ground:

The uromastyx should not be placed on the ground under any circumstance!
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PUBLIC TOUCHING







The uromastyx may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch
policy.
Present the back of the animal, keeping its head away from visitors.
Touching is done with two fingers along the back of the animal, above the
tail.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The
public is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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LEOPARD GECKO

SPECIAL CARE



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
60 o – 90o

EQUIPMENT




‘A’ Cooler
Newspaper

RESTRICTIONS



No animal is used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Do not handle leopard gecko for more than 20 minutes at a time.

TRANSPORTATION



Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.



HANDLING

Packing:

You must approach and handle the gecko in a deliberate and controlled
manner.

Locate gecko in its enclosure.

Place one hand underneath as you lift with the other hand on top of its body.
Once you have it resting on your hand, remove it from its enclosure.

Hold the gecko inside your hand firmly, but comfortably.

Be prepared for a slight struggle as you initially remove the gecko from its
enclosure. It will eventually calm down.

Place gecko in cooler and secure immediately.

After securing gecko in cooler, close enclosure door, replace dowels, and
place an “Out on Program” tag on the enclosure.
Program Use:

Always remain alert when handling the gecko.

Leave a thumb suspended over base of tail as insurance against jumping.
NEVER HOLD THE GECKO BY THE TAIL.

Do not allow the gecko to climb up your shirt.
Returning to Enclosure:

Gently place the gecko back in her enclosure.

Secure enclosure properly by replacing dowels and remove “Out on
Program” tag.
Placing Gecko on Ground:

The leopard gecko should not be placed on the ground under any
circumstance!

PUBLIC TOUCHING



The gecko may NOT be touched by the public.
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SPECIAL CARE



PREHENSILE-TAILED SKINK



Watch temperature guidelines.
60 o – 90o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT






‘D’ cooler
Newspaper
Gloves
Bungee/Soft-tie

RESTRICTIONS



Prehensile-tailed skink is not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION



Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
Gloves must be taken to program location.
A bungee or soft-tie must be used to secure the cooler!
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.





HANDLING

 Always use two gloves when handling/presenting prehensile-tailed
skink!!
Packing:

You must approach and handle the skink in a deliberate and controlled
manner.

Locate skink in enclosure; look to see how he is positioned and whether he
is holding on to perches/mesh. It is important to “plan” your approach before
securing the animal. The more time you take, the more opportunity he has
to get a hold on a perch.

Once skink is located, gently lift body with one hand while placing other hand
under his body for support. Once he is resting on your hand, remove him
from the enclosure.

TAKE YOUR TIME WHEN EXTRACTING THE SKINK FROM THE
ENCLOSURE. If he holds onto an item, work carefully to remove his grasp.
NEVER pull skink off of items. If you are having trouble, release your hold,
and then try the approach again.

Place skink in cooler.

After securing skink in cooler, close enclosure door, replace dowels, and
place an “Out on Program” tag on the enclosure.

Secure the cooler by wrapping a bungee or soft-tie around it; do not attach
the bungee/soft-tie to the handles of the cooler.
Program Use:

Place cooler in area where encounter is to occur and open cooler.

Use (gloved) hands to lift skink carefully out of the cooler.

Allow the skink to stretch out and rest on your hand and forearm (palm up).
This allows the skink comfort and some movement. Use your other hand to
secure the skink and control movement if necessary.
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Returning to Enclosure:

Place skink in enclosure and allow animal to move off of your hand. Animal
can be placed on the ground or a stable branch.

Secure enclosure properly by replacing dowels and remove “Out on
Program” tag.
Placing Skink on Ground/Branches:

The skink should not be placed on the ground/branches under any
circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING







The skink may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the back of the animal, keeping its head away from visitors.
Touching is done with two fingers along the back of the animal, above the
tail.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



SAVANNAH MONITOR



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
65 o – 95o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT






‘E’ Cooler
Newspaper
Gloves
Bungee/Soft-tie

RESTRICTIONS



Savannah monitor is not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION



Place newspaper in bottom of cooler.
A bungee or soft-tie must be used to secure the cooler!
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.




HANDLING

 Always use gloves when removing from/returning to home enclosure!!
 Gloves should be taken on encounter in case of emergency!
Packing:

Open whichever window provides easier access.

Reach in and use dominant hand to grasp monitor by the shoulders.

Slide other hand under pelvis/base of tail.

When you are confident that you have monitor under control, slide dominant
hand under the front legs/pectoral region.

Remove monitor from enclosure in this position and lower into cooler.

Place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure.

Secure the cooler by wrapping a bungee or soft-tie around it; do not attach
the bungee/soft-tie to the handles of the cooler.
Program Use:

Do not use gloves when presenting Savannah Monitor.

Remove monitor from cooler and handle during encounter using the same
method described above, keeping a firm grip on its shoulders and pelvis.

If monitor begins to struggle, take a step away from your audience and hold
it securely until it calms down.
Returning to Enclosure

Using gloves, remove monitor from cooler using the same method
described above.

Place monitor on a secure flat surface in enclosure, then slide your
dominate hand to grasp the top of the monitor’s shoulders.

Slide back hand away from monitor tail/back leg region

Then once you are confident that the monitor is relaxed, remove your
dominate hand from the monitor’s shoulders.

Replace screen and remove “Out on Program” tag.
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Placing Monitor on Ground:

The savannah monitor should not be placed on the ground under any
circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING







The savannah monitor may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta
touch policy.
Present the back of the animal, keeping its head away from visitors.
Touching is done with two fingers along the back of the animal, above the
tail.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



BARRED TIGER SALAMANDER



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
60 o – 80o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT



Aged water spray bottle

RESTRICTIONS




Salamander is not to be used when on “STOP”.
Salamander is not to be handled for requirements or when on program!

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Check humidity in terrarium often and moisten as needed.

TRANSPORTATION




Pick up and carry the salamander terrarium by the base with two hands.
The terrarium should be placed in a padded (with one or more towels as
needed to stabilize terrarium) ‘C’ cooler when:
o
 Temperatures are below 60 .
 Salamander is going off grounds or on program with other animals.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.



HANDLING

Packing:

DO NOT remove salamander from terrarium.

Remove water dish from terrarium and leave behind – if salamander is in
water bowl, he may be gently removed. Hands MUST be washed with soap
and water and sprayed with aged frog water prior to touching the
salamander.

Place “Out on Program” tag on shelf where terrarium was located.
Program Use:

If the salamander is under its hide, you may remove terrarium lid and
carefully remove the hide.

Bring terrarium close to program participants for a closer look. Keep your
eye on the salamander at all times as it is able to climb over the terrarium
walls.

Place hide back in enclosure and make sure to secure terrarium lid!
Returning to WWH:

Return water dish to enclosure.

Remove “Out on Program” tag and place terrarium on shelf.

Ensure that terrarium lid is securely in place.
Placing Salamander on Ground:
The salamander should not be placed directly on the ground under any
circumstance!

PUBLIC TOUCHING



The salamander may NOT be touched by the public.
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MADAGASCAR HISSING COCKROACH

SPECIAL CARE





EQUIPMENT

None

RESTRICTIONS



Hissing cockroaches are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE



Always be aware of temperature changes.

TRANSPORTATION



There are small, labeled critter keepers located on the roach shelving
system in the Tortoise Room that are exclusively to be used with roaches.
The terrarium(s) should be placed in a padded (with one or more towels as
needed to stabilize terrarium) ‘B’ cooler when:
o
 Temperatures are below 55 .
 Roaches are going off grounds or on program with other animals.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.





HANDLING

Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
55 o – 95o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

Packing:

Either 1 male or 1 – 2 female roaches are to be taken on program at a time.

DO NOT PUT MALE AND FEMALE ROACHES IN CARRIER TOGETHER!

Using a ‘C’ scoop motion, gently coax the roach onto your hand.

DO NOT pull the roach off of any props in enclosure.

Make sure that the roach is securely in your hand before pulling it out of the
terrarium.

If the animal walks around, use a hand over hand motion to support its
movement.

DO NOT rely on the animal “holding on”; always be aware of where the
animal is.

Gently place roach into transport container. Either slowly remove your hand
and coax onto ground or hide or gently nudge the animal on the abdomen to
encourage it to leave your hand. Secure lid of transport container.

Place an “Out on Program” tag on top of enclosure for each roach taken on
encounter.
Program Use:

You may handle one (1) roach at a time on program following the above
guidelines;
OR


You may show the roaches in their terrarium, either taking it around the
audience or allowing them to come up to the terrarium to take a closer look.
Bark can be removed from enclosure to allow a better view of the roaches.

Returning to WWH:

Return roaches to proper terrarium following guidelines used for packing
roaches.
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Ensure that terrarium lid is securely in place.
Remove “Out on Program” tag(s).

Placing Roach on Ground/Branches:

The roaches should not be placed on the ground/branches under any
circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING







The roaches may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Make sure that the roach is secure on your hand when offering an
opportunity to touch.
Touching is done with one finger along the back of the animal.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The
public is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE





TARANTULA

Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
55 o – 95o
Never stand in direct sunlight.
Tarantula can only be handled two times during a 30-minute encounter.

EQUIPMENT

None

RESTRICTIONS



Tarantulas are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Do not handle tarantula for more than 5 minutes at a time.

TRANSPORTATION



Pick up and carry the tarantula’s whole terrarium by the base with two
hands.
The terrarium should be placed in a padded (with one or more towels as
needed to stabilize terrarium) ‘C’ cooler when:
o
 Temperatures are below 55 .
 Tarantula is going off grounds or on program with other animals.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.





HANDLING

Packing:

DO NOT remove tarantula from terrarium.

Remove water dish from terrarium and leave behind.

Place “Out on Program” tag on shelf where terrarium was located.
Program Use:
** If not trained to handle – DO NOT REMOVE FROM ENCLOSURE **

If tarantula is under its hide and NOT perched underneath upside down, you
may remove terrarium lid and carefully remove the piece of bark.

Bring terrarium close to program participants for a good look at spider

Place hide back in enclosure and make sure to secure terrarium lid!
** If trained to handle – YOU MAY REMOVE FROM ENCLOSURE **

DO NOT pull the spider off of any props in enclosure.

Ensure that the spider is securely in your hand before removing it from
terrarium.

Allow spider to sit comfortably on a flat hand.
NEVER GRAB THE TARANTULA.

If the animal walks around, use a hand over hand motion to support its
movement.

DO NOT rely on the animal “holding on” when moving; always be aware of
where the animal is.

DROPPING THE TARANTULA FROM ANY HIEGHT IS LIKELY TO
CAUSE DEATH TO THE SPIDER!
Returning to WWH:

Return water dish to enclosure.

Remove “Out on Program” tag and place terrarium on shelf.
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Ensure that terrarium lid is securely in place.

Placing Tarantula on Ground/Branches:
The tarantula should not be placed on the ground/branches under any
circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING



The tarantula may NOT be touched by the public.
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SPECIAL CARE



ARMADILLO



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
50° - 90°
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT





‘A’ Crate
Newspaper
Watering supplies (if applicable)

RESTRICTIONS



Armadillos are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is over 70° F and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water bottle to the
encounter site. DO NOT REMOVE BOTTLE FROM ENCLOSURE. Offer
the animal water before, between, and/or after use while out on program. Do
not leave water on carrier during transport.



TRANSPORTATION






HANDLING

Packing:

Locate in enclosure, and let armadillo know you are there before picking it up
to avoid startling it by touching it gently or speaking to it.

Pick up armadillo with two hands. Place one hand on the shell above the
bands and the other on an area of the shell below the bands.

Secure armadillo in crate.

Place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure.

Line bottom of carrier with newspaper.
Add 2 sheets of crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in or tear.
If temperature is below 50o, cover should be wrapped around the crate.
For off-grounds programs, make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

Program use:

Present animal to public holding them as above, with one hand above the
bands and the other hand just below the bands.

Always hold Armadillo perpendicular to the ground with its back toward you.

Never touch the front/soft part of the armadillo as it can clamp down on the
hand and there is no way of forcing an armadillo to let go.

If armadillo is menstruating, do not present the front of the animal. Instead,
present the animal from the side.
Returning to Enclosure:

After program, return armadillo to its enclosure, properly secure enclosure,
and remove “Out on Program” tag.
Placing Armadillos on Ground:

Armadillos may be placed on ground in approved areas only. Animals must
be supervised closely and always within arm’s reach of handler while on
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PUBLIC TOUCHING







ground to avoid being injured or removed from zoo grounds. Based on size
and control of crowd, armadillos should only be placed on ground at handler’s
best judgment.
See “Guidelines & Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground” for
approved locations for placing animals on the ground.
The armadillos may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the back of the animal for touching. Touching is done with two
fingers in a gentle stroking motion along the top or bottom of the shell. Do
not allow visitors to touch the underside of the armadillos as they may close
their shell on visitor’s fingers.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



CHINCHILLA



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
45o – 80o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT





‘A’ Crate
Newspaper
Watering supplies (if applicable)

RESTRICTIONS



Chinchillas are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is above 70° and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water bottle to the encounter
site. DO NOT REMOVE BOTTLE FROM ENCLOSURE. Offer the animal
water before, between, and/or after use while out on program. Do not leave
water on carrier during transport.



TRANSPORTATION






HANDLING

Packing:

If needed, remove large items that might make it harder to get the chinchilla.
ALWAYS place these items back inside the enclosure once you have
packed the animal.

Approach chinchilla in a deliberate and quick manner and secure around the
body, supporting the hind legs/rump.

Be sure animal is securely in hands before bringing it out of the enclosure.

Once animal is removed from enclosure, close the door to the enclosure and
arrange your hands to a proper handling grip.

Place chinchilla in kennel using the front door and secure the kennel.

Place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure.

Place newspaper in bottom of carrier.
Add 2 sheets of crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in or tear.
If the temperature is below 45o, a cover should be placed over the crate.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

Program Use:

Hold chinchilla’s rump in one hand with a finger/thumb over the base of tail.
Hold underneath front legs with other hand.

Keep one finger/thumb at the base of the tail when handling. Never grab a
chinchilla anywhere on the tail other than at the base where the tail meets the
body.

Chinchilla should be controlled and supported in the hands. Never hold the
chinchilla up against your body as it can overheat easily.

Always use the top loading option to remove and return chinchilla to crate.
Never use front door or reach toward chinchilla’s face.
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Returning to enclosure:

Do not allow the chinchilla to “go home” while struggling; we do not want to
encourage/reward this behavior. If Chinchilla begins struggling turn your body
to block the animal’s view from its enclosure and wait for it to be still, then
quickly return it home.

Close enclosure door properly and remove “Out on Program” tag.
Placing Chinchilla on Ground:

The chinchillas should not be placed on the ground under any circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING









The chinchillas may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Make sure the chinchilla is securely held. Present the back of the animal for
touching.
Touching is done with two fingers in a gentle, short stroke.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
If chinchilla begins to squirm during touching, step away from the visitor, giving
the animal a chance to calm back down and an opportunity for you to
rearrange your hold.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



DOMESTIC FERRET



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
°45 - 90°
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT





‘A’ Crate
Newspaper
Watering supplies (if applicable)

RESTRICTIONS



Ferrets are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is above 70° and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water bottle to the
encounter site. DO NOT REMOVE USE A BOWL WHEN TAKING FERRETS.
Offer the animal water before, between, and/or after use. Do not leave water
in/on carrier during transport, as the water will spill.



TRANSPORTATION 




HANDLING

Place newspaper in bottom of carrier.
Add 2 sheets of crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in or tear.
If the temperature is below 45o, a cover should be placed over the crate.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

Packing:

Locate animals in enclosure and determine which ferret you need for program.

If needed, remove large items that might make it harder to get the ferret.
ALWAYS place these items back inside the enclosure once you have
packed the animal.

Approach the ferret in a deliberate and quick manner and secure around the
body under the front legs, supporting the hind legs/rump.

Be sure animal is securely in hands before bringing it out of the enclosure.

Once animal is removed from enclosure, close and secure the enclosure door.

Place the ferret in the crate using either the front or top door (if applicable),
making sure to secure the crate.

Place “Out on Program” tag on the appropriate name tag on the enclosure.
Program use:

Remove the ferret from the kennel using the same hold as above, making sure
to secure the entire body of the animal.

Make sure to keep the ferret’s mouth away from your hand or arm to eliminate
the chance for biting. If the ferret licks you, assume that it is going to bite and
reposition the animal or put it back in its crate.

If you are bit by the ferret, return it to its crate and report the bite, as with all
animal bites, before leaving grounds for the day.

Upon completion of the program, place the ferret in the crate when it is calm
and not struggling.
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Returning to Enclosure:

Remove the ferret from the crate prior to opening the enclosure door.

Locate the other ferret and open the door furthest from that individual.

When the ferret is calm and not struggling, gently place the ferret in the
enclosure. If necessary, close the door and wait for the animal to calm down
and then retry.

Close the enclosure door and remove the “Out on Program” tag.
Placing on Ground:

The ferrets should not be placed on the ground under any circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING 







The ferrets may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Make sure the ferret is securely held. Present the back of the animal for
touching.
Touching is done with two fingers in a gentle, short stroke.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
If ferret begins to squirm during touching, step away from the visitor, giving the
animal a chance to calm back down and an opportunity for you to rearrange
your hold.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



HEDGEHOG



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
60o – 90o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT






‘AA’ crate
Newspaper
Gloves
Watering supplies (if applicable)

RESTRICTIONS



Hedgehogs are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Be aware of temperature changes.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is above 70° F and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water dish to the encounter
site. DO NOT REMOVE DISH FROM ENCLOSURE. Offer the animal water
before, between, and/or after use. Do not leave water in carrier during
transport, as the water will spill.



TRANSPORTATION






HANDLING

Place newspaper in bottom of carrier.
Add crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in.
In temperatures below 60o, a towel/crate cover should be placed over the
carrier.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

 Always use gloves when handling/presenting hedgehogs!!
Packing:

Open enclosure and locate hedgehog.

Always let hedgehog know you are there before picking up to avoid startling by
touching its back gently or speaking to it.

If hedgehog is inside a tube or box, gently extract the animal from its hiding
place. DO NOT pull or shake the animal out, but you may gently tilt a box to
help it slide out.

Always use both hands when handling hedgehogs! They tend to move around
and you will need to guide and support them with two hands.

Be sure animal is securely in hands before bringing it out of the enclosure.

Once animal is removed from enclosure, arrange your hands to a proper
handling grip.

Place hedgehog in the kennel and secure.

Secure enclosure door and place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure.
Program Use:

Place hedgehog in the center of one hand. Be sure to support its body and all
legs. Use your other hand for support and stability – and for hedgehog to move
around (walk from hand to hand).
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Returning to Enclosure:

After program, return animal to enclosure, secure door, remove “Out on
Program” tag.
Placing Hedgehog on Ground:

The hedgehogs should not be placed on the ground under any circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING








Hedgehog may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the backside of the animal for touching. Visitors are instructed to
bring their fingers towards the animal in a slow and steady motion and to touch
very gently.
Touching is done with two fingers.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone that touches the animal. The public is
also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



PRAIRIE DOG



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
45o – 90o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT







‘Prairie Dog’ Crate
Newspaper
Harness/leash
Treats (located in labeled container)
Watering supplies (if applicable)

RESTRICTIONS





The prairie dog is not to be used when on “STOP”.
PA staff/advanced handlers only.
Prairie dog is not to go out on program/be handled more than two (2) times a
day.
Reserve prairie dog for encounter/handling by signing up on calendar located
next to APR.



EXTENDED USE






Be aware of temperature changes.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is above 70° F and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water bottle to the encounter
site. DO NOT REMOVE BOTTLE FROM ENCLOSURE. Offer the animal
water before, between, and/or after use while out on program. Do not leave
water in carrier during transport.

TRANSPORTATION






Place newspaper in bottom of carrier.
Add 2 sheets of crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in or tear.
If the temperature is below 45o, a cover should be placed over the crate.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

HANDLING



If you have trouble harnessing the prairie dog, please ask for assistance
from PA staff. If a staff person is not available, do not use the animal.

Packing:

Prepare carrier, leash, harness, and station. Place “ANIMALS ON FLOOR”
sign on the door into the large mammal room (sign is located above computer
in kitchen).

Open folding table under window, double check that it is secure. Open the
armadillo enclosure, taking not of where she is located. Remove shift door 2
and place it on top of the shift box. Place open crate butted up against shift
box (the crate will lean slightly off the table, so use hand to make sure it is
secure).

Once Petie is paying attention and near door 1, say “kennel” and lift the door.
Once his tail has cleared the threshold, lower the door. Petie should continue
into the kennel without any further prompting/cuing. Slide kennel door closed
behind him slowly, being careful of his tail and back feet. Reinforce him
through the side of the kennel right away.
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Secure the latch on the kennel.
Put “station” on ground 6 – 12” from the front of the kennel. Unlatch kennel,
say “station” and slide the door open. Reinforce Petie on the station.
Position peanut just behind harness so that he must put his head through the
harness to get the peanut. If you are unable to get the harness over his head,
do not take the treat from him; allow him to eat the treat and try again. You can
try to harness him three (3) times before he must be returned home. DO NOT
pick Petie up or take anything away from him.
Once harness is over his head, tighten it around his neck and body and secure
it and the leash before he finishes his peanut.
 If Petie vocalizes at any time, quit touching him and stand up. After a few
seconds, you can try again. If he vocalizes again, wait for him to kennel
and put him home.
Open the kennel door and he will enter the kennel. Slide kennel door closed
behind him slowly, being careful of his tail and back feet. Reinforce him
through the side of the kennel right away, Slide as much of the leash into the
kennel as is possible and secure the leash to the carabineer on top of the
kennel.
 If he does not immediately go into the kennel, keep him on a short leash (6
– 12”) until he enters the kennel. Do not ask him into the kennel. Do not
touch him or talk to him during this time.
Place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure and remove “ANIMALS ON FLOOR”
sign from door.

Program Use:

Leash must be in hand at all times when not secured to crate.

Walk with Petie when out on encounter. If you do not want him to go in a
certain direction. You can stand still, but DO NOT PULL on his leash.

You can call his name to get his attention, but DO NOT ask him to “come”.

Petie will return to his kennel when he wants to go home. Do not ask him to go
into the kennel. You can give him a few seconds to see if he wants to come
back out. If he stays in the kennel, close the door slowly and secure the crate.
Returning to Enclosure:

Set the kennel and station on the ground in the large mammal room
(“ANIMALS ON FLOOR” sign should be put on door). Station should be 6 –
12” in front of kennel.

Unlatch kennel, say “station” and slide the door open. Reinforce Petie on the
station with several small pieces of food. Quickly unlatch harness before he
finished eating.

He should return to his kennel when he is finished eating. Slide kennel door
closed behind him slowly, being careful of his tail and back feet. Reinforce him
through the side of the kennel right away,
 If he does not go into his kennel, wait for him to do so. Do not ask him into
the kennel. Do not touch him or talk to him during this time.
 If Petie vocalizes at any time, quit touching him and stand up. After a few
seconds, you can try again. If he vocalizes again, notify a keeper that you
will not be putting him home and a keeper will do it for you.

Once harness has been removed and Petie is secured in the kennel, open
folding table under window, double check that it is secure. Open the armadillo
enclosure, taking not of where she is located. Remove shift door 2 and place it
on top of the shift box. Open shift door 1 and use zip-tie to secure it in the
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open position. Place open crate butted up against shift box (the crate will lean
slightly off the table, so use hand to make sure it is secure).
Say “go home” and open the kennel door. Close shift door 1 once Petie is
home, being careful of his tail and back feet. Reinforce through bars once shift
door 1 is closed.
Close shift door 2, secure armadillo enclosure, fold table.
Remove “Out on Program” tag.

Placing Prairie Dog on Ground:

The prairie dog may be placed on the ground in approved areas only. Animal
must be supervised closely by handler while on ground to avoid being injured.
Based on the size and control of crowd, the prairie dog should be used at
handler’s best judgment.

See “Guidelines & Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground” for
approved locations for placing animals on the ground.
PUBLIC TOUCHING



The prairie dog may NOT be touched by the public.
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SPECIAL CARE



PREHENSILE-TAILED PORCUPINE




Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs:
65 o – 90o
Never stand in direct sunlight.
Encounters should be no more than 15 minutes.

EQUIPMENT






‘Porcupine’ Crate
Treats/vegetables (located in labeled container)
Treat pouch (located in drawer of animal refrigerator)
Watering supplies (if applicable)

RESTRICTIONS





Porcupine is not to be used when on “STOP”.
PA staff/advanced handlers only.
Porcupine is not to go out on program/be handled more than two (2) times a
day.
Reserve porcupine for encounter/handling by signing up on calendar located
next to APR.



EXTENDED USE







TRANSPORTATION







HANDLING

Always be aware of temperature changes.
Watch animal’s behavior – if animal becomes stressed, place animal back in
kennel and return to WWH immediately.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is above 70° F and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water bowl to the encounter
site. DO NOT REMOVE BOWL FROM ENCLOSURE. Offer the animal water
before, between, and/or after use while out on program. Do not leave water
on kennel during transport.
If temperature is below 65o, a cover should be placed over the crate.
For off-grounds programs, make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.
Kennel should be carried with two hands at all times.
Kennel door should face away from the body so porcupine cannot grab, bite
at, or quill handler while in kennel.
Porcupine kennel should not be transported on rolling hand cart.

 Always use glove when handling/presenting porcupine!!


If you have trouble handling the porcupine, please ask for assistance
from PA staff. If a staff person is not available, do not use the animal.

Packing:

Place kennel on counter outside of large mammal room with a towel
underneath and kennel positioned at the front, right corner of the counter.

Call Max down to lower perch.

Tell Max to “step up” and bridge with “good” once all four feet are on hand.
Tell him to “turn around” using vocal cue and visual cue – index finger of
opposite hand pointing across body – bridge with “good” once he is settled,
facing forward on the glove and reward him with a piece of food.

When walking toward kennel, Max’s tail can be held (approximately halfway
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down) with ungloved hand or tucked between handler’s body and arm.
Max should be positioned facing his kennel, but not shoved inside. Tell him to
“kennel” and bridge with “good” once all four feet are inside the kennel.
Reward him with a piece of food once he turns around on the branch.
Secure kennel door.
Place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure door.

Program use:

Place kennel on elevated surface (if possible) with a towel underneath and
kennel positioned at the front, right corner of the counter/table.

Remove Max from kennel following above directions as if taking him out of
enclosure.

Max should be held on the glove with the handler’s arm at an angle during
programs or encounters.

While sitting with his body oriented forward, rewards can be offered at the front
of his body (i.e. do not hold them to the side as this may reinforce him having
his body turned and reaching to the side).

If Max turns around on the glove and attempts to reach for or climb on handler,
he can be cued to reorient his body using vocal and/or visual cue – “turn
around”. Once he is reoriented, bridge with “good” and offer reward at front of
hand.

If Max is trying to climb on handler, handler can grab his tail to prevent forward
movement; however, handler should NEVER pull Max’s tail to get him back on
the glove.

Handlers should NEVER touch Max with a bare hand.

When program is complete, return Max to the kennel following above
directions.
Returning to Enclosure:

Remove Max from kennel following above directions.

Walk Max into enclosure and hold him up in front of perch. When he is on the
perch, give him a treat and leave enclosure.

Secure enclosure and remove “Out on Program” tag.
Placing Porcupine on Branch:

The porcupine may be placed on a branch in approved areas only; he should
never be placed on the ground. Animals must be supervised closely.

See “Guidelines & Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground” for
approved locations for placing animals on the ground/in branches.
PUBLIC TOUCHING



The porcupine may NOT be touched by the public.
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SPECIAL CARE



RABBIT



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
45o – 90o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT




‘B’ crate
Newspaper

RESTRICTIONS



Rabbits are not used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is above 70° F and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water bowl to the encounter
site. DO NOT REMOVE BOWL FROM ENCLOSURE. Offer the animal water
before, between, and/or after use while out on program. Do not leave water on
carrier during transport.



TRANSPORTATION






HANDLING

Line bottom of carrier with newspaper.
Add 2 sheets of crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in or tear.
In temperatures below 45o, a towel/crate cover should be wrapped around the
carrier.
For off-grounds programs, make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

Packing:

Locate rabbit in enclosure and decide how to approach the animal. Let the
rabbit know you are there before picking it up by gently touching its back or
speaking to it.

Pick up animal with both hands, supporting its upper body with one hand and
controlling its hind legs with the other hand. DO NOT squeeze the rabbit’s
chest as they have a fragile rib cage!

Be sure animal is securely in hands before bringing it out of the enclosure.
Once the animal is out of the enclosure, secure enclosure door.

Guide the rabbit into the crate backwards.

Place “Out on Program” tag on the appropriate name tag on the enclosure.
Program Use:

Always use both hands to handle the rabbit.

One hand should be supporting and controlling the upper body, while the other
hand is supporting and controlling the lower body, especially the powerful rear
legs.

Never hold the rabbit up against your body as it is possible for them to
overheat.
Returning to Enclosure:

Approach enclosure without rabbit looking directly where it is going, as the
rabbit will tend to kick out and lunge forward into the enclosure.

Maintain a secure hold until you are ready to release. Direct the rabbit into the
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doorway and guide the rabbit backwards into the enclosure.
Close enclosure door properly and remove “Out on Program” tag.

Placing Rabbit on Ground:

Rabbits may be placed on ground in approved areas only. Rabbits must be
supervised closely while on ground to avoid being injured or removed from zoo
grounds. Based on size and control of crowd, rabbits should only be placed on
ground at handler’s best judgment.

See “Guidelines & Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground” for
approved locations for placing animals on the ground.
PUBLIC TOUCHING









The rabbits may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the back of the animal, keeping the head away from visitors.
Touching is done with 2 fingers, in short strokes along the back of the animal.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Rabbit may begin to squirm during touching. If this happens, step back and
away from the visitor, giving the animal a chance to calm back down and an
opportunity for you to rearrange your hold.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



RAT



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
45 o – 90o
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT




‘Rat’ Crate
Newspaper

RESTRICTIONS



Rats are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is over 70° F and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water bottle to the
encounter site. DO NOT REMOVE BOTTLE FROM ENCLOSURE. Offer the
animal water before, between, and/or after use while out on program. Do not
leave water on carrier during transport.



TRANSPORTATION






HANDLING

Packing:

At least two rats should be taken to all programs! Do not leave a single rat in
enclosure alone!

If one rat in a group is on stop, another group of rats should be used or
another mammal should be substituted. DO NOT mix or combine rat groups!

Use gloves to pick rat up around the middle of its body.

Pull rat out of its enclosure carefully. Be aware of the activity of the other
rats; they can and will come out of the door themselves.

When you have the animals that you need, be sure to properly secure the rat
enclosure and place an “Out on Program” tag on the name tag of each rat
taken on program.

Be sure not to feed the rats or stick fingers through the enclosure to pet
them. We do not want to encourage biting!

Line bottom of crate with newspaper.
Add 2 sheets of crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in or tear.
If temperature is below 45, a cover should be wrapped around the crate.
For off-grounds program, make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

Program Use:

Hold rat in your hands (without gloves) in front of your abdomen. You may
allow the rat to explore in this region. Always have control of where the rat
is going and always have both hands available for handling.

Handle only one rat at a time during encounter.
Returning to Enclosure:

Either place the rat back in its enclosure or allow the rat to voluntarily move
from your hand into the enclosure. Gloves should not be worn when
returning the rat to its home enclosure.

Make sure that all toes and tail are completely inside enclosure/crate and
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away from door before closing.
Be sure to properly secure enclosure and remove “Out on Program” tag(s).

Placing Rat on Ground/Branches:

The rats should not be placed on the ground/branches under any
circumstance!
PUBLIC TOUCHING










The rats may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the back of the animal, keeping the head away from the visitor. Tuck
the rat’s tail under its bottom when allowing visitors to touch.
Touching is done with two fingers, in a short stroke along the back of the
animal.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Do not allow anyone to grab the rat’s tail. Their tails can be skinned if pulled.
Always maintain a steady and secure hold on the animal while visitors are
touching. If the animal wiggles or moves around in your grasp, step back
from the visitors. This gives the animal a chance to calm down and you a
chance to re-set your hold.
Hand Sanitizer is distributed to everyone who touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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TENREC



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
60° - 90°
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT





‘TENREC’ crate
Newspaper
Watering supplies (if applicable)

RESTRICTIONS



Tenrecs are not to be used when on “STOP”.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
Take WATER under the following circumstances:

If the animal will be out over 2 hours.

Temperature is above 70° F and animal will be out longer than 30 minutes.
WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a water dish to the encounter
site. DO NOT REMOVE DISH FROM ENCLOSURE. Offer the animal water
before, between, and/or after use. Do not leave water in/on carrier during
transport, as the water will spill.



TRANSPORTATION 




HANDLING

Place newspaper in bottom of carrier.
Add crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in.
If temperature is below 60o, a cover should be placed over the carrier.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

Packing:

Open enclosure and locate tenrec.

Always let tenrec know you are there before picking up by gently speaking to
it.

If tenrec is inside a box, gently extract the animal from its hiding place. DO
NOT pull or shake the animal out, but you may gently tilt the box to help it out.

Always use both hands when handling tenrecs! They tend to move around and
you will need to guide and support them with two hands.

Be sure animal is securely in hands before bringing it out of the enclosure.

Once animal is removed from enclosure, arrange your hands to a proper
handling grip.

Place the tenrec in the kennel and secure.

Secure enclosure and place “Out on Program” tag on enclosure.
Program use:

Place tenrec in the center of one hand. Be sure to support its body and all
legs. Use your other hand for support and stability – and for tenrec to move
around (walk from hand to hand).
Returning to Enclosure:

After program, return animal to enclosure, secure door, remove “Out on
Program” tag.
Placing Tenrec on Ground:
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PUBLIC TOUCHING 






The tenrecs should not be placed directly on the ground under any
circumstance!
Tenrecs may be touched by the public as per Zoo Atlanta touch policy.
Present the backside of the animal for touching. Visitors are instructed to
bring their fingers towards the animal in a slow and steady motion and to touch
very gently.
Touching is done with two fingers.
Allow one visitor to touch at a time.
Hand sanitizer is distributed to everyone that touches the animal. The public
is also advised to wash their hands with soap and water.
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SPECIAL CARE



VIRGINIA OPOSSUM
“Opus”



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
45° - 90°
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT






‘Opossum’ Crate – labeled “Opus Only”
Crickets – 2 for each time he is picked up
Newspaper
Water bowl and water

RESTRICTIONS




Opossum is not to be used when on “STOP”.
Opossum CANNOT be used in off-grounds programming that occurs outside.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
ALWAYS TAKE WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a bowl to the
encounter site. Offer the animal water before, between, and/or after use while
out on program. Do not leave water in/on carrier during transport, as the water
will spill.

TRANSPORTATION 




HANDLING

Line bottom of carrier with newspaper.
Add 2 sheets of crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in or tear.
If temperature is below 45°, a cover should be placed over the crate.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

Packing:

Prepare carrier for transport.

Take the prepared carrier into the enclosure, closing the door behind you.

If opossum is sleeping in an enclosed space, wake it up by calling its name.
When it exits its sleeping place wait until ALL FOUR feet are out and then pick
it up by scooping one hand under his body while offering him 2 crickets with
the other hand.

Place opossum into carrier and secure the door, being careful not to catch its
tail in the door.

Hang the “Animal on Program” sign on the door of the enclosure. Close the
door and secure with lock (combination 991).
Program use:

If you are on grounds in an area not approved for animals to be on the ground
OR off grounds, place a towel in front of the crate so the opossum does not
touch the ground. Open carrier door.

Wake up opossum by calling its name. When all four feet are out of kennel
scoop it up with one hand while offering 2 crickets with the other hand.

Hold arm supporting weight of opossum straight out from the middle of the
body, allowing the opossum to balance his own body. Use other hand/arm for
support if needed or to allow animal to move between arms.

If the opossum becomes too squirmy to hold end the program and place it
back into the kennel.
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Returning to Enclosure:
 When unpacking, place kennel inside enclosure, call opossum’s name and
remove kennel when opossum has exited the kennel.

Properly secure enclosure, and remove “Animal on Program” sign.
Placing Opossum on Ground:

Opossum may be placed on ground in approved areas only. Opossum must
be supervised closely while on ground to avoid being injured or removed from
zoo grounds. Based on size and control of crowd, Opossum should only be
placed on ground at handler’s best judgment.

See “Guidelines & Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground” for
approved locations for placing animals on the ground.
PUBLIC TOUCHING 

The opossum may NOT be touched by the public.
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SPECIAL CARE



VIRGINIA OPOSSUM
“Voodoo”



Watch temperature guidelines for outdoor programs.
45° - 90°
Never stand in direct sunlight.

EQUIPMENT







‘Opossum’ Crate – labeled “Voodoo Only”
Leash – if applicable
Crickets
Newspaper
Water bowl and water

RESTRICTIONS




Opossum is not to be used when on “STOP”.
Leashed and harnessed opossum may only be placed on the ground in
approved on-grounds areas.

EXTENDED USE




Always be aware of temperature changes.
ALWAYS TAKE WATER: Bring a filled water transfer bottle and a bowl to the
encounter site. Offer the animal water before, between, and/or after use while
out on program. Do not leave water in/on carrier during transport, as the water
will spill.

TRANSPORTATION 




HANDLING

Line bottom of carrier with newspaper.
Add 2 sheets of crumpled newspaper for animal to hide in or tear.
If temperature is below 45°, a cover should be placed over the crate.
For off-grounds programs make sure vehicle is heated or cooled to proper
temperature before loading animals.

 Always use gloves when handling/presenting Voodoo!!
Packing:

Prepare carrier for transport.

Take the prepared carrier and crickets (and leash, if applicable) into the
enclosure, closing the door behind you.

If opossum is sleeping in an enclosed space, wake it up by calling its name.
When it exits its sleeping place wait until ALL FOUR feet are out (if applicable,
place 1 – 2 crickets on ground and attach leash while he is eating them). You
can then pick him up by scooping one hand under his body while offering him
2 crickets with the other hand. Place opossum into carrier using top-loading
door. Make sure to secure both kennel doors. If necessary, attach leash to
carabineer.
OR


If opossum is sleeping in an enclosed space, wake it up by calling its name.
When it exits its sleeping place, (if applicable, place 1 – 2 crickets on ground
and attach leash to harness while he is eating them) allow opossum to enter
the baited (2 – 4 crickets placed in back of kennel) kennel on his own, be
careful not to catch his tail in the door. Make sure to secure both kennel doors.
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If necessary, attach leash to carabineer.
Hang the “Animal on Program” sign in the enclosure. Close the door and
secure.

Program use:
** If trained /using harness and leash – on-grounds in approved areas only **
 Voodoo must be removed from kennel the same way that he was put into
kennel to avoid leash being stuck – i.e. using 2 crickets, pick Voodoo up
through the top-loading door by scooping under his body or open door to allow
him to exit kennel on his own.

Leash must be in hand at all times when not secured to crate.

Walk with Voodoo when out on encounter. If you do not want him to go in a
certain direction. You can stand still, but DO NOT PULL on his leash.

To end program or encounter, secure Voodoo in kennel as instructed above.
**If not trained / using harness and leash **
 Pick Voodoo up through the top-loading door by scooping under his body with
one hand and offering him 2 crickets with the other hand.
 NEVER allow Voodoo to exit the kennel on his own if he is not leashed and
harnessed.

Hold arm supporting weight of opossum straight out from the middle of the
body, allowing the opossum to balance his own body. Use other hand/arm for
support if needed or to allow animal to move between arms.

If the opossum becomes too squirmy to hold end the program and place it
back into the kennel.
Returning to Enclosure:
 If wearing harness/leash, Voodoo must be removed from kennel the same
way that he was put into kennel to avoid leash being stuck – i.e. using 2
crickets, pick Voodoo up through the top-loading door by scooping under his
body or open door to allow him to exit kennel on his own.
 If necessary, place 1 – 2 crickets on ground and remove the leash from the
harness while he is eating them.
 If not wearing harness/leash, place kennel inside enclosure, call opossum’s
name and remove kennel when opossum has exited the kennel.

Properly secure enclosure, and remove “Animal on Program” sign.
Placing Opossum on Ground:

Opossum may be placed on ground only while on leash.

Opossum may be placed on ground in approved areas only. Opossum must
be supervised closely while on ground to avoid being injured or removed from
zoo grounds. Based on size and control of crowd, Opossum should only be
placed on ground at handler’s best judgment.

See “Guidelines & Locations Species May Be Placed on Ground” for
approved locations for placing animals on the ground.
PUBLIC TOUCHING 

The opossum may NOT be touched by the public.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL FACTS
Species

Name

Sex

Meaning of Name

Birth Date

Acquired From

Wild Status

Ball Python

Nyoka

0.1

“Snake” in Swahili

6/14/1990

Zoo Atlanta

Low Risk

Ball Python

Kipira

0.1

“Small ball” in Swahili

California King
Snake

Arnie

0.1

Short for “Arnold
Squeezinator”

9/5/2008

Corn Snake

Maize

1.0

Indian word for “corn”

8/5/1994

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Eastern Indigo
Snake

Cooper

1.0

Named after J.H.
Couper

1/26/2010

Zoo Atlanta
via Project
Orianne

Threatened

Honduran Milk
Snake

Penny

0.1

11/5/1990

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Red-Tailed Boa

Chakana

0.1

Red-Tailed Boa

Ed

1.0

Woma Python

Ramsay

1.0

Snakes

Lizards
American
Alligator

“Chakana” is an
Incan cross

Unk

Unk
12/12/2011

Named after E.P.
Ramsay

Fulton County
Animal Control
(Acq 9/1988)
Fresno Chaffee
Zoo (Acq 5/2010)

Confiscated by
USFWS
(Acq 6/2006)
Zoo Atlanta
Luchadora’s son

Low Risk
Low Risk

Low Risk
Low Risk

Unk

Private Donation
(Acq 9/2009)

Threatened

Grits

0.0.1

"Gator Raised In The
South"

9/4/2010

Gatorland
(Acq 11/2010)

Threatened

American
Alligator

Chomper

0.0.1

Named after T-Rex in
“Land Before Time”

Unk

Gatorland
(Acq 3/2013)

Threatened

American
Alligator

Okefenokee

0.0.1

Swamp in S GA

Unk

Gatorland
(Acq 3/2013)

Threatened

Bearded
Dragon

Saphira

0.1

Named after dragon
in "Eragon" series

2/16/2003

National Zoo
(Acq 11/2010)

No Concern

Blue-Tongued
Skink

Mel

1.0

MEL-bourne,
Australia

2000

Private Donation
(Acq 6/2003)

No Concern

Egyptian
Uromastyx

Cairo

1.0

Capital of Egypt

Unk

Private Donation
(Acq 2000)

Low Risk

Leopard Gecko

Bamani

0.1

"Lizard" in Hindi

11/17/1999

Private Donation
(Acq 11/2003)

No Concern

PrehensileTailed Skink

Nonda

0.1

5/21/2000

Zoo Atlanta

Threatened

Savannah
Monitor

Louise

0.1

Unk

Audubon Zoo
(Acq 5/2011)

Threatened

Names after Louis
Bosc
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Species

Name

Turtles/Tortoises
Eastern Box
Alex
Turtle

Sex

Meaning of Name

1.0

Acquired From

Wild Status

Unk

Wild caught
(Acq 6/1986)

Low Risk

Unk

Private Donation
(Acq 1/1979)

Threatened

Gopher
Tortoise

Fina

0.1

Gopher
Tortoise

Thor

1.0

Unk

Private Donation
(Acq 10/1983)

Threatened

1.0

Unk

Private Donation
(Acq 9/1980)

Low Risk

UNK

Private Donation
(Acq 2010)

No Concern

5/2010

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

1/2008

Sun Pets
(Acq 6/2008)

No Concern

Red-Footed
Carlos
Tortoise
Invertebrates/Amphibian
Barred Tiger
Tony
Salamander
Madagascar
1.0 - Spencer
Hissing
0.1 - Heidi
Cockroaches

0.0.1
9.17

Found at a Fina gas
station

Birth Date

Named after “Tony
the Tiger”
Named after
characters from
“The Hills”

Tarantula

Georgette

0.1

White's Tree
Frog

Gippee

0.1

"Wet" in Kutthung

Unk

Private Donation
(Acq 6/2001)

Low Risk

Species
Mammals
Black-Tailed
Prairie Dog

Name

Sex

Meaning of Name

Birth Date

Acquired From

Wild Status

Petie

1.0

Texas “Pete”

Unk

Lincoln Park Zoo
(Acq 2/2011)

Low Risk

Chinchilla

Cusco

1.0

City in SE Peru

7/14/2013

Private Breeder
(Acq 9/2013)

Critically
endangered

Chinchilla

Kechua

0.1

Language spoken by
the Incas

6/22/2013

Private Breeder
(Acq 9/2013)

Critically
endangered

Domestic
Ferret

Cleopatra

0.1

Unk

Private Donation
(Acq 4/2013)

No Concern

Domestic
Ferret

Ferret Bueller

0.1

Unk

Private Donation
(Acq 4/2013)

No Concern

Hedgehog

Bakari

1.0

“Promise” in Swahili

5/28/2013

Miller Park Zoo
(Acq 8/2013)

Low Risk

Hedgehog

S’hani

0.1

“Marvelous/
wonderful” in Swahili

5/28/2013

PrehensileTailed
Porcupine

Max

1.0

Short for
“Maximillian”

11/11/2009

Rabbit

Pumpernickel

1.0

Unk

Rabbit

Rye

1.0

Unk

..

Miller Park Zoo
(Acq 8/2013)
Fresno Chaffee
Zoo
(Acq 1/2010)
North GA House
Rabbit Society
(Acq 3/2011)
North GA House
Rabbit Society
(Acq 3/2011)

Low Risk
Low Risk

No Concern

No Concern
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Species
Mammals

Name

Sex

Meaning of Name

Birth Date

Acquired From

Wild Status

Rat

Dean Martin

1.0

Member of “Rat
Pack”

5/18/2011

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Rat

Humphrey
Bogart

1.0

Member of “Rat
Pack”

5/29/2011

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Rat

Eeny

1.0

Brothers are “Miney”
and “Moe”

7/14/2012

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Rat

Meeny

1.0

Brothers are “Miney”
and “Moe”

7/14/2012

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Rat

Queso

0.1

8/2013

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Rat

Gorgonzola

0.1

8/2013

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Rat

Brie

0.1

8/2013

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Rat

Muenster

0.1

8/2013

Zoo Atlanta

No Concern

Tenrec

Tiako

0.1

“Like/Love” in
Malagasy

5/26/2012

Tenrec

Tsara

0.1

“Beautiful” in
Malagasy

5/31/2012

Three-Banded
Armadillo

Violetta

0.1

11/1999

Virginia
Opossum

Opus

1.0

Virginia
Opossum

Voodoo

1.0

Virginia
Zoological Park
(Acq 10/2012)
Virginia
Zoological Park
(Acq 10/2012)
Lincoln Park Zoo
(Acq 5/2004)

Low Risk

Unk

AWARE
(Acq 8/2011)

No Concern

Unk

Birmingham Zoo
(Acq 8/2012)

No Concern

Low Risk

Low Risk
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SNAKES – GENERAL INFORMATION
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS












Snakes are elongated, legless, carnivorous reptiles.
All snakes are ectothermic (cold-blooded) and obtain their body heat and
energy from their surrounding environment.
Snakes are covered by dry scales which can be smooth, coarse, or keeled.
Scales aid in locomotion by reducing friction when a snake moves. They are
also used for water retention. The color of a snakes scales also aid in self
defense by camouflaging the animal.
 Snakes shed (molt) their skin to replace old and worn skin, to rid
themselves of parasites, and shedding is thought to allow growth.
 Snakes do not have any oil or sweat glands. Therefore, unless they have
just come out of the water, they are always dry.
 The eyes of snakes are covered by a single scale, meaning that their eyes
are always open. The retina can be closed or the head tucked in the body
for sleeping.
Jaw bones are loosely attached to a complete brain case and highly mobile to
facilitate the manipulation and ingestion of large prey items. The left and right
sides of the lower mandible are joined only by a flexible ligament (this is
called a bifurcating joint), which allow the mouth to be opened extremely wide
and allows the snakes to “walk” their food down.
All snakes (and some lizards) have a forked tongue that is used to pick up
scent particles from the surrounding air. The tongue is then run over a
vomeronasal organ on the roof of their mouth (Jacobsen’s organ) to analyze
the scent particles. The tongue is forked to provide directional smell – for
example, if the “scent” is stronger/more concentrated on the left side, the prey
can be found to the left.
Eyesight varies greatly in snakes. However, eyesight in snakes is generally
regarded as accurate, allowing them to track movement, but not see clearly.
The internal organs of a snake are not the same as in a human. Due to the
lack of a diaphragm, the organs can shift as needed. Most snakes only have
one functional lung – usually the right lung – that runs down the length of the
body (the other lung is extremely diminished in size). Paired organs are
positioned one in front of the other rather than symmetrically in the body.

RANGE AND
HABITAT



Snakes are found worldwide (except Antarctica and many small islands) and
can be found in a variety of habitats.

DIET



All snakes are carnivores. Specific diet varies widely throughout species.

LIFE SPAN



Most snakes live between 20 and 30 years. The longest recorded lifespan is
47 years for a Ball Python.

CONSERVATION



Major threats: fear-based killing, pet trade, hunted for skin, habitat loss
Snakes are culturally valuable and revered in some parts of the world.
Many snake “hunters” capture snakes for venom extraction and then rerelease the animals into the wild. This extracted venom is used to develop
life-saving antivenin.
The Burmese python population in the Florida Everglades is out of control!!
Most are released or escaped pets. Burmese pythons can lay 60 – 100 eggs
per clutch. As one of the largest snakes in the world, there are no natural
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predators for this animal in the Everglades and they are taking over,
competing for resources with native species. There are estimated to be more
than 100,000 in the Everglades. Invasive species are the number two cause
(behind habitat loss) of species endangerment and extinction worldwide.
INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION







Snake vs. Lizard
 Lizards have external ears. Snakes do not.
 Most lizards have movable eyelids. Snakes have a single scale that
covers the eye.
 Lizards have a pectoral girdle – left and right ribs are connected to a
sternum – and a pelvic girdle. Snakes do not have a pectoral girdle – ribs
are free-floating down the length of the body. Some snakes have vestigial
remnants of a pelvic girdle.
 Many lizards have a fragile, detachable tail. Snakes’ tails do not detach
from their body.
Most common categories of snakes:
 Boas and pythons (separate families) – These large families of snakes
include four of the world’s giant snakes (green anaconda – largest mass,
reticulated python - longest, Burmese python, African rock python).
Retain a pelvic girdle and vestigial hind limbs.
 Boas – Viviparous. “Boas give Birth” (with the exception of two
species of sand boas)
 Pythons – Oviparous.
 Colubrids – typical snakes. Largest family of snakes with over 2,000
species worldwide. Medium sized snakes with no pelvic girdle or vestigial
hind limbs. Include most common snakes (rat snakes, milk snakes, king
snakes). Includes constrictors and venomous species; all rear-fanged
venomous snakes are colubrids, but not all colubrids are venomous.
 Elapids – cobras and coral snakes. All venomous with an advanced
venom delivery system. Fangs are tubular and in the front of the mouth.
This family includes some of the world’s most dangerous snakes (cobras,
mambas, and sea snakes) and is the predominant family in Australia.
 Viperids – vipers. Generally considered the most advanced snake family
due to highly sophisticated venom delivery system. Large, tubular fangs
are hinged, allowing them to be folded back when not in use. Have a very
clear distinction between head and neck (triangular shaped head). Pit
vipers have a pair of heat sensing pits between each eye and nostril.
Includes copperhead, cottonmouth, and rattlesnakes.
SNAKES ARE NOT POISONOUS! Poison must be inhaled or ingested, while
venom must be injected directly into the blood stream. In addition to injection
into the blood stream, spitting cobras will spit venom into the eyes of prey or
potential predators to incapacitate them.
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BALL PYTHON
Python regius
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS









The ball python is a small African python, averaging between 3 and 6 feet.
Ball pythons have small heat-sensing pits along their mouths. The pits are
angled to help pinpoint the direction of the heat source. These pits are so
sensitive they can detect a temperature change of just 3/1000th of a degree.
Its muscular body makes it an efficient constrictor. The ball python also has
up to 150 teeth which point towards the back of its mouth. These help hold
prey in place until it is fully constricted.
The ball python has two spur-like appendages, called anal spurs, on the
lateral edges of the cloaca.
These snakes are not sexually dimorphic, although females may be larger
than males.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: West and central Africa (reaching from Senegal across to Sudan)
Habitat: Dry savannah and grasslands, occasionally thorn scrub or forest
edge

DIET




Carnivore
Wild: Primarily rats, gerbils, and jerboas, but occasionally other small
mammals or birds; will sometimes pursue rodents into their burrows.
Zoo: Rodents



LIFE SPAN





REPRODUCTION












CONSERVATION






Wild: Unknown
Captivity: 20 – 30 years is most common
The record is 47 years. Ball pythons are some of the longest-lived snakes.
Every 2 to 3 years, ball pythons mate after the cool season.
Females have sometimes been observed becoming darker when they are
carrying eggs. This may cause them to absorb more heat from the sun which
will keep the eggs warmer.
They are oviparous, laying 4 to 12 eggs, often in an abandoned burrow.
The female curls around her eggs to incubate them for nearly 3 months.
During this time she eats little if anything at all.
If the temperature drops too low, the female will move her body rhythmically.
These movements can increase the temperature by up to 6 degrees. If the
humidity drops too much, some females have been observed leaving to
submerse themselves in water before returning wet to the burrow.
Hatchlings are over a foot long and are able to hunt their own prey
immediately.
They are generally sexually mature by 4 years of age, males somewhat
earlier than females.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: hunting, collection for the pet trade, habitat loss
Ball pythons are killed for food and especially for their skin. But it is not as
durable and long-lasting as other leathers, meaning more skins are always
needed for replacements.
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INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION








Predators include warthogs, raptors, leopards, and crocodiles. Even
hedgehogs may prey on the young.
Ball pythons are one of the most popular snake species in the pet trade.
Unfortunately, the mortality rate is quite high when collected from the wild due
to the change in surroundings and diet.
When threatened, a ball python curls into a ball with its head in the center.
They are called ball pythons for this reason.
Ball pythons are primarily terrestrial, but they are good climbers.
They are mostly nocturnal snakes. Their specially adapted eyes and heatsensing pits enable them to hunt easily even in the dark.
During the dry season, these pythons aestivate – spend the season in a
dormant condition.
During the cool season, they brumate – decrease their activity and fast, as it
is too cold for their bodies to produce enough energy to digest food.
Ball pythons are also called “African Royal Pythons” and are thought to be
the snakes depicted in Egyptian art with Cleopatra.
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CALIFORNIA KING SNAKE
Lampropeltis getula californiae
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS








RANGE AND
HABITAT




DIET






LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION







CONSERVATION







INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION





California king snakes are colubrids with the typical cylindrical body and
smooth scales reaching 2 – 4 feet in length, although individuals can reach
up to 5 feet.
The scientific name (Lampropeltis) of king snakes means “shiny skin”.
California king snakes are highly variable in their color patterns. These king
snakes may have a black or brown base color with white, cream, or yellow
bands. There are also striped and spotted morphs of the California king
snake.
These snakes are not sexually dimorphic, although females may be larger
than males.
Range: Throughout California, into parts of Oregon, Nevada, Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico, and Baja California.
Habitat: Forests, woodlands, chaparrals, grasslands, marshes, farmlands,
ranches, deserts, brushy suburban areas; absent from the damp redwood
zone of the extreme northern parts of California.
Carnivore
Wild: Other snakes, lizards, rodents, birds, eggs; may also have some
cannibalistic tendencies. Best known for their ability and proclivity for eating
venomous snakes, most notably rattlesnakes.
Zoo: Rodents
Wild: 10 – 20 years
Captivity: 20 – 30 years
The California king snake reaches sexual maturity between 3 and 4 years.
Mating occurs from May to August.
Females are oviparous, laying up to 24 eggs under logs, leaf litter, or in
abandoned burrows.
Incubation: 60 – 75 days.
Hatchlings are up to 12 inches long and there is no parental care.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least Concern

CITES – Not Evaluated
Major threats: hunting, collection for the pet trade, habitat loss, and fearbased killing.
Predators include hawks, coyotes, raccoons, and other apex predators.
These snakes may be popular with humans as they are one of the few
animals able to kill and consume rattlesnakes. They also help control the
rodent and frog populations in their home range.
The name “king snake” refers to this specie’s habit of consuming other
snakes, literally making them the king of snakes. This is where the “King
Cobra” gets its name as well.
California king snakes have a high tolerance, “immunity”, to rattlesnake
venom and can withstand multiple bites without any negative effect.
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When a king snake is recognized by a rattlesnake, the rattlesnake detects the
threat posed and assumes a distinctive, looping body posture in an attempt to
ward off the attack. The rattlesnake does not waste its energy or resources
striking at the king snake.
King snakes are one of the most widespread snakes in the United States.
There are 7 to 10 different king snake subspecies which share many
characteristics, but are easily distinguished by their distinct color patterns.
These snakes are generally diurnal, but may change their hunting habits to
be more crepuscular or nocturnal in very hot weather.
In parts of their range where temperatures drop during winter months, these
snakes will go through a period of brumation.
California King Snakes are primarily solitary animals, only coming together
during mating season and cold weather, when you can find many king snakes
‘hibernating’ together at one site.
While California king snakes spend most of their time on the ground, they are
capable of climbing and will climb into low trees or bushes.
To defend themselves from attack, king snakes may coil their body to hide
their head, hiss, rattle their tail in dry vegetation, or excrete musk and/or fecal
matter from their cloaca. Of course, biting is another excellent defense
mechanism.
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CORN SNAKE
Elaphe guttata guttata
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS






RANGE AND
HABITAT





DIET





LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION








CONSERVATION










INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION





Corn snakes are a slender snake, generally reaching 3 – 6 feet in length.
Corn snakes are known for their orange or red coloration with large, blackedged blotches down the middle of their back. They have alternating rows of
black and white marks on their belly, resembling a checkerboard or “Indian
corn”.
These snakes are not sexually dimorphic.
Range: Eastern US, extending from New Jersey south through Florida; west
into Louisiana and parts of Kentucky. Most abundant in Florida and the
southeastern states.
Habitat: – Wooded groves, rocky hillsides, meadowlands, woodlots, barns,
and abandoned buildings.
Carnivore
Wild: Small rodents, lizards, birds, frogs, eggs, or bats. Hatchlings generally
feed on small lizards and tree frogs.
Zoo: Rodents
Wild: Under 10 years
Captivity: Up to 23 years
Corn snakes breed in the spring.
In the summertime, a female will lay around 30 eggs inside rotting logs and
vegetation or abandoned burrows.
Incubation: 2 – 3 months
Babies hatch between July and September; and emerge from the egg
between 10 to 15 inches.
Due to predation, only a few of the young from any clutch will reach
adulthood.
Hatchlings reach maturity by 3 years of age.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: fear-based killing
Corn snakes are sometimes killed due to ignorance, as their coloration
causes people to mistake them for copperheads.
Are listed as a species of special concern in Florida due to habitat loss and
destruction in the lower Florida Keys.
Collection for the pet trade was once a problem. Captive breeding of corn
snakes is now common and seems to have resolved this issue. In fact, corn
snakes are one of the most frequently bred species for the pet trade.
All native, non-venomous snakes are protected in the state of Georgia.
Also known as red rat snakes.
Corn snakes are primarily diurnal.
These snakes are constrictors. In the wild they generally eat every few days,
but they are capable of going weeks between meals.
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They are good climbers, but as they are very secretive, they spend a large
amount of their time either underground prowling through rodent burrows or
hiding under ground debris.
Predators feed mainly on young and include birds, raccoons, and skunks.
When threatened, a corn snake may strike or rattle its tail. Rattling one’s tail
in dry leaves mimics the sound and appearance of a rattlesnake, thereby
warding off would-be predators.
There are two theories on how the corn snake was named.
1. The most likely theory suggests that the name originated from the
patterning on their stomachs resembling Indian corn.
2. Another theory suggests they got their name from commonly being found
in corncribs feeding on rats.
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EASTERN INDIGO SNAKE
Drymarchon couperi
PHYSICAL
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Eastern indigo snakes are colubrids with a large, stout body averaging 6 – 7
feet in length.
The eastern indigo snake is the longest snake in North America, reaching a
maximum length of 8.5 feet.
The scientific name (Drymarchon) of indigo snakes means “forest ruler”.
These snakes are smooth scaled with a uniform glossy blue-black coloration
throughout its body except for possible reddish-orange or cream color on its
throat, cheeks, and chin.
These snakes are not outwardly sexually dimorphic, although males may be
larger than females.
Range: Southeastern United States – currently the southeastern coastal plain
of Florida and the Florida Keys, and southern Georgia; historically also found
in southern portions of Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina.
Habitat: Pine and scrubby flatwoods, high pine areas, dry prairie, tropical
hardwood hammocks, edges of freshwater marshes, agricultural fields,
coastal dunes, and human-altered habitats.
Carnivore
Wild: Any vertebrate small enough to be overpowered including, but not
limited to, fish, frogs, other snakes (venomous and non-venomous), lizards,
turtles, eggs, small alligators, birds, and small mammals. Juvenile snakes eat
mostly invertebrates.
Zoo: Rodents, rabbits
Wild: Little available information
Captivity: Up to 25 years (25 years, 11 months is the record)
The eastern indigo snake reaches sexual maturity at 3 – 4 years of age.
Breeding for this species occurs from November to April, with females laying
a clutch of 5 – 12 eggs (9 is the average) between March and July.
It is believed that female eastern indigo snakes can store sperm and delay
fertilization of eggs.
Incubation: 90 – 120 days
Juveniles measure 17 – 24 inches at hatching and are typically black with
narrow whitish or bluish bands along the body and have more red or cream
coloration around the head.
Juvenile indigo snakes are often confused with the southern black racer due
to the pale patches around the head. They are also similar in color and size
to black pine snakes, although the pine snake lacks the characteristic
iridescent sheen of the indigo snake.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: habitat loss and fragmentation, over-collection for the pet trade,
fear-based killing, gassing of burrows by rattlesnake hunters.
The eastern indigo snake was listed by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as
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Threatened in 1978; a recovery plan for the species was developed in 1982.
In Georgia, the eastern indigo snake is ranked as vulnerable and is protected
as a threatened animal by the state.
The eastern indigo is strictly diurnal.
The eastern indigo snake is also called the blue indigo snake, black snake,
gopher snake, blue gopher snake, and blue bull snake.
This species of indigo snake was considered a subspecies of indigo snake
until the early 1990’s when it was elevated to full species status. Eastern
indigo snakes are isolated from their nearest relative, the Texas indigo snake
(Drymarchon melanurus erebennus), by roughly 621 miles.
Indigo snakes are only found in the Americas.
Frequently take refuge in gopher tortoise burrows. In wetter habitats where
gopher tortoises are not found, these snakes may seek shelter in hollow logs
and the burrows of rodents, land crabs, and armadillos.
When threatened, the eastern indigo may flatten its head, hiss, and rattle its
tail to mimic a rattlesnake. Though they put on an impressive display, these
snakes rarely bite.
The indigo snake subdues its prey using its strong jaws while pinning its prey
down with a body coil, often swallowing the prey alive. When feeding on
other snakes, they may chew on the prey until it is immobilized and then
swallow it head first.
Eastern indigo snakes have a high tolerance, “immunity”, to rattlesnake
venom and can withstand multiple bites without any negative effect.
Project Orianne is a wildlife conservation organization dedicated to the
conservation of eastern indigo snakes and their habitats. Zoo Atlanta is a
partner with Project Orianne in the effort conserve the eastern indigo snake.
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HONDURAN MILK SNAKE
Lampropeltis triangulum hondurensis
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Honduran milk snakes are one of the largest subspecies of milk snakes.
Adults average between 3 and 4 feet in length in the wild; this subspecies is
known to exceed average lengths in captivity – sometimes over 6 feet!
Two color patterns exist among wild Honduran milk snakes: the tricolor phase
and the tangerine phase.
These snakes are not sexually dimorphic; although females have slightly
shorter tails, but may be slightly longer overall than males.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Central America (Honduras, Nicaragua, and into Costa Rica)
Habitat: Rainforest

DIET





Carnivore
Wild: Primarily rodents; also small reptiles, young chicks, and eggs
Zoo: Rodents

LIFE SPAN



Wild: Up to 15 years
Captivity: 20+ years



REPRODUCTION
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Eggs are laid under rocks or under decaying plants or logs. Females may lay
3 to 24 eggs, on average.
Incubation: 8 – 10 weeks
Hatchlings are 8 – 10 inches long.
They reach sexual maturity at about 3 years of age.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: killings due to misconception (mimicry of venomous snakes)
These snakes are nocturnal and spend much of their time hiding.
They get their name from an old belief that it drinks milk from the udders of
cows. This myth probably arose because they were commonly spotted in
barns and stables, where there is a concentration of rodents.
Milk snakes may also be referred to as king snakes because of their proclivity
for eating other snakes, including venomous snakes to; they are immune to
the effects of the venom. In fact, milk snakes are a species of king snake.
Honduran milk snakes are brightly colored for a reason. The markings and
coloration of this subspecies mimic those of the venomous coral snake which
also occurs in the same habitats. Mimicking the appearance of a venomous
snake helps deter predators. In addition, bright colors often signal danger,
which may confuse predators as well.
Milk snakes often move in quick, jerky motions. This causes their color bands
to appear to flash which may serve to startle predators.
This snake will sometimes shake its thin tail very quickly in leaf litter to make a
‘rattle’ sound.
There are 25 subspecies of milk snake, and they come in a wide variety of
colors and patterns. Only two of these are found in Georgia: the Eastern milk
snake and the scarlet king snake.
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RED-TAILED BOA CONSTRICTOR
Boa constrictor constrictor
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Boa constrictors are gray, tan or pinkish-tan in color with dark crossbands
along the length of the body. Red-tailed boas are named after the pale to
dark red lengths of their tails.
Adults of this species can grow up to 10 to 12 feet in length, with a recordbreaking specimen listed at 18 feet.
They have large teeth that curve backwards in order to grip prey better.
They are solitary animals that are characteristically nocturnal.
A series of heat sensitive scales (not pits) can be found around the mouth.
These scales help in detecting potential prey animals during their nocturnal
hunting.
These snakes are sexually dimorphic, with males having greater development
of the anal spurs near the cloaca; females also are typically larger than males.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Central and South Americas (northern Mexico to Argentina)
Habitat: Dry forests, savannas, agricultural fields, and rain forests

DIET




Carnivore
Wild: Primarily rodents, but will also consume lizards, birds, opossums, bats,
mongooses, frogs and squirrels
Zoo: Rodents, rabbits



LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION
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Wild: Up to 20 years
Captivity: 25 – 30 years
Sexual maturity is reached at about three years of age.
Fertilization is internal and females give birth to live young.
Gestation: 4 – 8 months
Large litters with up to 50 offspring at a time, each 10” to 22” in length.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: pet trade
Many animals are captured in the wild and smuggled into the United States
for the pet trade. Depending on the circumstances this is often frowned upon
due to the many active breeding programs already in place within the country.
Both of our red-tail boas were confiscated while being illegally smuggled into
the United States.
Boa constrictors can be arboreal or terrestrial, but are primarily terrestrial,
especially when they reach 6+ feet.
They are ambush hunters and will wrap around their prey to constrict airflow.
Prey is swallowed whole and typically headfirst.
Boas move by traveling in a straight line. This is called “rectilinear
progression” and is accomplished by flexing the ribs forward while ventral
scales are lifted slightly and provide a loose grip to any substrate to allow the
snake to advance. This is not a very fast mode of locomotion, but being
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ambush hunters it is not important to move at rapid speeds.
Despite their large size, slow speeds, and horrendous persecution these
animals suffer from humans, large boas can be quite common in and around
rural villages and farms. This survivorship is likely a result of their uncanny
ability to cram their large bodies into very small hiding places, and their
general abilities to lie undetected among weeds and leaf-litter. In such
environments, boas do a great service to humans by eating large numbers of
rodents that may carry disease or raid farm crops or food storages.
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Aspidites ramsayi
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Possess a relatively narrow head that is not distinct from the rest of the body.
The head of the woma python is yellow to orange in color.
Often grey, olive, brown, or rich red-brown above, lighter on sides, with
several darker cross-bands which are normally narrower than the lighter
interspaces. Belly cream or yellow, with numerous pink or brown blotches.
Average length is 4.5 feet, but individuals have been reported to reach 8 feet.
These snakes are not sexually dimorphic.
Range: Large area of central Australia, taking in parts of Queensland,
Northern Territory, South Australia, and New South Wales
Habitat: Arid and semiarid areas, including sand dunes, rocky regions,
grasslands, woodlands, and scrub
Carnivore
Wild: Variety of terrestrial vertebrates, including small mammals, ground
birds, and reptiles
Zoo: Rodents, rabbits
They catch much of their prey in burrows where there is not enough room to
maneuver coils around their prey; instead, the woma pushes a loop of its
body against the animal so it is pinned against the side of the burrow. Many
adult womas are covered in scars from retaliating rodents as this technique
doesn't kill prey as quickly as normal constriction.
Wild: Unknown
Captivity: Up to 30 years
Mating occurs from May to August; eggs are deposited in September and
October.
Incubation: 2 – 3 months
Average clutch size range is usually 5 to 19 eggs.
Conservation status

IUCN – Endangered

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: clearing of habitat for agricultural development and grazing.
Also known as Sand Python or Ramsay’s Python.
The woma was, and still is, a prized food item of desert Aboriginal people.
The two species within the Aspidites family (the woma python and the blackheaded python) lack the characteristic heat sensing pits of pythons, although
they possess an equivalent sensory structure in their rostral scales.
While the woma python will readily catch prey in burrows, this species is
specialized for preying on other reptiles. This is one of the reasons for the
adaptive loss of heat sensing pits, as they are useless when hunting other
cold-blooded animals.
Largely nocturnal, spending the day sheltering in hollow logs or under ground
debris.
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Terrapene carolina
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The carapace is dome shaped and generally slightly longer than the plastron.
Coloration on the carapace includes yellow or orange streaks and blotches on
dark brown background color. The plastron has brown to black markings.
The plastron is hinged which allows the turtle to close the shell around both
the front and hind legs as further protection. This is the only turtle in North
America that can close its shell, as the name “box” implies.
Sexual dimorphism is quite apparent in this species; males generally have
red eyes and have marked concavity in the hind lobe of the plastron, while
females generally have yellowish brown eyes and have a flat hind lobe of the
plastron. There can be variations in eye color, which can make this method
of sex determination difficult.
Average size is 4 ½ - 6 inches long.
Range: Eastern and central United States from southern Maine to the Florida
Keys, west to eastern New Mexico, north to South Dakota and Michigan
Habitat: Moist forested areas, wet meadows, pastures, floodplains, and open
woodlands
Opportunistic omnivore
Wild: Insects, slugs, snails, earthworms, small fruits and vegetables,
mushrooms
Zoo: Leafy greens, fruits, vegetables, earthworms, pinky mice
Wild: Generally 50 – 60 years, potentially over 100 years
Captivity: Generally 50 – 60 years, potentially over 100 years
In the spring, after hibernating throughout the winter, box turtles perform
prolonged courtship rituals.
From May to July the female digs a flask-shaped pit and buries 3 – 8 elliptical,
thin-shelled eggs, which hatch in 2 – 3 months.
Newly emerged turtles go into hibernation for their first winter without eating.
They mature in 5 – 7 years.
Females can lay eggs for up to 4 years after a single mating.
Conservation status

IUCN – Lower risk/Near threatened

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: predation, forest fires and automobiles
Mammals and large birds will eat young turtles.
Skunks, dogs, crows, and ants eat eggs.
Permits are required for their import or export.
Box turtles are primarily diurnal, but will switch to crepuscular tendencies
during the summer due to high temperatures. To cool off during the heat of
the day, box turtles can be found under decaying logs and leaves, in mammal
burrows, or into mud. At significantly higher temperatures box turtles will go
into shady pools and puddles to cool off.
Since the box turtle is a poor swimmer, it rarely goes into anything beyond
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shallow water and spends most of its life on land.
The Eastern Box Turtle has been the North Carolina State Reptile since 1979.
The New York Indians hunted them extensively in Ohio and New England.
They hunted them for meat, made ceremonial rattles out of their shells, and
buried them with the dead.
Box turtles can spend their entire life in an area the size of a football field.
North of Maryland, hibernation begins in November and ends in April or early
May. It is a shorter period further south.
Hibernation is entered into by degrees. First they bury themselves late each
day when the temperatures fall. They remain in a small burrow and emerge
the next day when the sun is out. As the season advances, they penetrate
deeper and deeper (2 inches to 1 – 2 feet).
Box turtles can be dangerous to eat. They often feed on poisonous
mushrooms and the toxins may linger in their flesh.
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Gopherus polyphemus
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The shell is a low oval shape with a flat top.
The carapace is brown or tan, with growth rings wearing down with age; the
plastron is a dull yellow to brown.
These tortoises can get to nearly 15 inches long and 5.5 kg (~ 12lbs).
Sexual dimorphism is quite apparent in this species; males have a concave
plastron and more pronounced gulars.
Range: Southeastern United States (southern tip of South Carolina down
through the eastern tip of Louisiana), although populations are incontiguous
Habitat: Pine sandhills, oak or pine forests, and coastal scrub areas, but
areas must have open canopy and sandy soil to be suitable
Opportunistic omnivore
Wild: Grasses, legumes, low-growing fruits, succulents, fungi; occasional
carrion and insects
Zoo: Leafy greens, fruits, vegetables; occasional earthworms
Wild: 50 – 60 years, potentially living upwards of 100 years
Captivity: 50 – 60 years, potentially living upwards of 100 years
Males may battle for females by attempting to flip one another over using the
projections on the front of their plastrons (called gulars). Mating takes place
between April and June.
A female produces one clutch a year, which are laid in a nest she digs near
the entrance to her burrow.
Clutch size: 25 is possible, although less than 10 is much more common
Incubation: 3 months
Nests are frequently preyed upon by raccoons, opossums, foxes, armadillos,
fire ants, and skunks. It is estimated that for every 10 nests a female
produces, only one will survive.
Hatchlings measure 1 – 2 inches long and spend their first winter inside their
mother’s burrow.
These tortoises reach sexual maturity at 12 – 15 years.
Conservation status

IUCN – Vulnerable

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: habitat loss, forestry, traffic, agriculture
In the past 100 years, the gopher tortoise population has dropped 80%. The
largest remaining population is in Florida, followed by Georgia where they are
found in 81 counties.
Protection for this species varies by state; they are considered threatened in
Georgia, where it is illegal to remove a gopher tortoise from the wild.
Because they require such specific habitat, fires are often prescribed for
gopher tortoise areas to promote the growth of the right types of plants. Able
to detect the smoke easily, the tortoises generally stay put until the fires are
over.
Gopher tortoises and developers have conflicting interests, as both desire
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lands that are dry and somewhat elevated. There are two options available to
resolve this conflict:
1. The first option is to relocate tortoises living in areas slated to be cleared.
Unfortunately, relocated tortoises often die attempting to return home.
Also, if the relocated tortoise is sick, it introduces new germs into the area
it is released. Even when successful, relocating tortoises still means the
original population has been severed.
2. A second option is called mitigation. Developers must pay a fee for an
incidental take permit. This acknowledges that tortoises will die as a
result of the construction. However, the money raised goes towards
preserving gopher tortoise habitat elsewhere.
Currently mitigation seems to be the best of several negative options.
These turtles are very important to their environment in that they aid in seed
dispersal and their burrowing circulates the nutrients in the soil.
Gopher tortoises have been around for 60 million years, longer than most any
species in North America.
They are one of only four tortoise species found in the U.S. and the only
species east of the Mississippi River.
Their burrows provide them with a year-round refuge of constant temperature.
Burrows consist of a tunnel and a chamber at the end, either of which will be
wide enough for the tortoise to turn around. Most burrows are 20 to 40 feet
long, but the record burrow discovered was 50 feet long. These burrows run,
on average, 10 feet beneath the surface.
An adult may dig multiple burrows during its lifetime. Evidence seems to
indicate that tortoises may move back and forth between their different
burrows.
These animals are solitary and may block or ram other tortoises that
approach their burrows.
During the Great Depression, this species was a common source of food.
Gopher tortoise meat was known as “Hoover chicken” or “Georgia bacon.”
Gopher tortoises rarely drink from standing water and get most of their water
from the food that they eat.
The gopher tortoise is considered a “keystone species” because so many
other species rely on it for survival. Over 360 species have been
documented using gopher tortoise burrows, either living symbiotically with the
tortoise or using the burrow after it has been abandoned.
In addition to living in the burrows, many animals seek refuge in the burrows
during fires. Due to the size and depth of the burrows, the animals are able
to avoid both the heat and smoke while the fire is raging overhead. Animals
hiding out will wait until the gopher tortoise leaves the burrow, indicating that
the fire is out and the threat has passed.
The Georgia General Assembly declared this animal the state reptile of
Georgia in 1989.
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Red-footed tortoises are named for the red, yellow, or orange patches along
their legs and head. The color pattern often varies by geographical region.
Red-footed tortoises average about 14 inches in length.
Sexual dimorphism is quite apparent in this species; males have a concave
plastron and tend to be a bit longer than females, with longer and wider tails.
Range: Southernmost Central America through central South America
(Panama down through Paraguay and Brazil) and certain Caribbean islands
Habitat: Dry grasslands, forests, or occasionally rainforests
Opportunistic omnivore
Wild: Fruit, flowers, leaves, grasses; occasional animal matter such as
insects, snails, or carrion
Zoo: Leafy greens, fruits, vegetables; occasional earthworms
Wild: 50 – 60 years
Captivity: 50 – 60 years
A series of jerking head movements commonly seen in males of this species
seems to enable the males to recognize other males. Prior to breeding, rival
males will attempt to overturn one another.
Mating takes place during the rainy season.
Between July and September, the female digs a nest in which to lay her eggs.
Clutch size can reach 15, although fewer eggs are more common. Multiple
clutches are possible in the same breeding season.
Incubation: can vary based on temperature, but average is 5 months
Hatchlings measure an inch and a half long.
These tortoises reach sexual maturity at 7 – 9 years of age.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: collection for food and pet trade, habitat destruction
The largest threat facing this species is over collection for food markets.
Deforestation is rampant in parts of South America, and many red-footed
tortoises have already fled the diminishing forests in favor of the barren
grasslands formed as a result of slash and burn agriculture. Surviving in
these grasslands is not difficult for them; however their populations here are
much smaller, most likely because this landscape makes them quite visible to
hunters.
Despite extensive captive breeding of the species, wild-caught red-footed
tortoises are still illegally imported.
As countless adults are collected for these purposes, the remaining wild
population begins to consist largely of juveniles. Taking several years to
reach sexual maturity, there are not enough adult tortoises left to repopulate
the species.
Some wildlife reserves and national parks have been established to protect
this species and its environment.
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Also known by a variety of similar names, including red-foot, red-leg tortoise,
South American red-foot tortoise, etc. It is not the same as a yellow-footed
tortoise, however, which is a different species.
It is thought that the presence of the species in the Caribbean is due to
introduction there during the 1600s as a handy food source.
Tortoises are considered fish by the Catholic Church, meaning huge numbers
of them are eaten each year during Holy Week. In addition, they are shipped
to other countries throughout South America where they are considered a
delicacy. Shipment is easy since these tortoises can survive for quite some
time with little food or water.
Although males will combat during breeding season, red-footed tortoises do
not generally defend territories. Their lifestyle is a bit more nomadic.
These tortoises are diurnal and do not hibernate.
An improper diet and lack of humidity can cause “pyramiding” of the shell.
Pyramiding is irregular growth, often characterized by a shell which is lumpy,
and sometimes grows in irregular, unnatural directions. Long-term health
problems may accompany the physical deformity, such as metabolic bone
disease (MBD), bladder stones, weak bone structure, and renal problems.
This is one reason that a proper diet is essential.
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AMERICAN ALLIGATOR
Alligator mississippiensis
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Characteristically short legs that can be tucked into body while swimming or
used to carry the animal at a gallop. Five toes on the front legs, four toes on
the back legs.
Alligators have a flat, muscular tail that is used to propel the animal through
the water by moving in a side-to-side motion.
The snout of the American alligator has two upward facing nostrils at the end,
allowing them to breathe while the rest of the body is underwater. The
American alligator also has an ear slit behind each eye.
The “armored” body is made up of skin embedded with bony plates called
osteoderms or scutes.
Adult male gators can reach 13 – 15 feet in length, 11 feet being average;
while females grow to an average of approximately 8 feet. Male gators can
weigh up to 1,000 pounds.
There is no apparent sexual dimorphism in this species, although males may
be larger.
Range: Southeastern United States, primarily Florida and Louisiana, but
range from the Virginia-North Carolina border, along the Atlantic coast to
Florida and along the Gulf of Mexico to the Rio Grande in Texas.
Habitat: Freshwater swamps, marshes, rivers, lakes; they can tolerate
brackish water for a short amount of time.

DIET





Carnivore
Wild: Primarily fish, turtles, snakes, and small mammals
Zoo: Mazuri crocodilian chow, mice, chicken

LIFE SPAN



Wild: 35 – 50 years
Captivity: 65 – 80 years



REPRODUCTION










Sexual maturity is reached when the gator is six feet in length, which is
attained between 10 and 12 years; earlier for males as they grow faster.
Courtship begins in April, mating occurs in early May. After mating, females
build a nest of vegetation in which she lays 35 – 50 eggs.
Gestation: approximately 65 days
The temperature of the nest in which the female alligator lays her eggs
determines the sex of the hatchlings.
above 93° F = male hatchlings
below 86° F = female hatchlings
86 – 93° F = mixture of male and female hatchlings
Hatchlings are 6 – 8 inches with yellow and black stripes, which help them
blend in with surrounding vegetation. Young alligators can grow rapidly
through the first four years of life, averaging over 1 foot in growth each year.
Hatchlings will stay near their mother for approximately 2 years, receiving
protection from potential predators, and larger alligators, during that time.
There is an up to 80% mortality rate among alligators within the first two years
of life.
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Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: Juveniles are preyed upon by many predators including, but
not limited to birds, raccoons, bobcats, and even larger gators.
Humans are the number one threat to adult alligators. Gators are hunted for
their skin and meat.
Some states, including South Carolina, have an alligator season, which is a
permitted, quota-based hunting season. Each permitted hunter can take one
adult gator per season.
While the American alligator’s population has made a remarkable recovery,
they are still federally protected (listed as threatened on the U.S. Endangered
Species List) due to their similarity in appearance to the American crocodile.
This status helps to ensure its protection and that of the crocodile.
There are only two species of true alligator in the world: the American alligator
and the Chinese alligator. The Chinese alligator is smaller than its American
counterpart, growing to only 7 feet as an adult. There are fewer than 1,000
Chinese alligators left in China’s lower Yangtze River Valley.
The American alligator is one of nature’s most dramatic success stories,
bouncing back from near extinction to a wild population exceeding one million
individuals.
The American alligator became the official state reptile of Florida in 1987.
The species may be more than 150 million years old, avoiding extinction 65
million years ago when dinosaurs went extinct.
The largest American alligator ever reported was 19’ 2” in Louisiana.
Alligator is derived from ‘el lagarto’, which means “the lizard” in Spanish.
Alligators can have up to 80 teeth at a time. These teeth are frequently lost
and a new tooth begins to grow. An alligator can go through 2,000 – 3,000
teeth in its lifetime.
These animals are opportunistic and a hungry gator will feed on almost
anything, including carrion, pets, and rarely humans (5 human deaths due to
gators from 1973 – 1990).
The bite force of an adult alligator is ~2,125 pounds per square inch (PSI).
American alligators are known to modify their environment by creating
burrows, “gator holes”, using their snout and tail to excavate them. These
burrows are used for shelter during the cold winter months during periods of
dormancy. These tunnels are often up to 65 feet long and are used by many
other animals after they are abandoned by the alligator.
Alligator vs. Crocodile… which is which?
 Alligators are dark colored with a broad snout and prefer fresh water
habitats.
 Crocodiles are grayish-green with a narrow, tapered, triangular snout and
prefer coastal, brackish, and salt-water habitats.
 The fourth tooth on either side of the lower jaw of an alligator fits into an
internal socket in the upper jaw, hiding these teeth when the alligator’s
mouth is closed. The fourth tooth on either side of the lower jaw of a
crocodile is always exposed.
 Crocs are generally more aggressive and territorial, while gators are more
likely to back off and not pose a serious threat to humans.
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BEARDED DRAGON
Pogona vitticeps
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The name bearded dragon comes from its distinctive throat pouch. When
threatened, this spiky-scaled pouch expands and darkens to resemble a
beard, potentially warding off would-be predators. .
Adult bearded dragons can reach 2 feet in length, up to half of which may be
the tail.
Their natural color depends on the color of the soil in their environment.
Bearded dragons are opportunistic feeders, as food is sometimes hard to
come by in their habitat. When food is available, they are able to consume
large amounts at a time.
This species is not sexually dimorphic, although males may be somewhat
larger than females and may have broader heads or darker beards than
females.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: East-central Australia (South Australia up into Northern Territory)
Habitat: Dry woodlands, scrublands, and desert

DIET





Omnivore
Wild: Insects, vegetation and occasional small vertebrates
Zoo: Crickets, collards, and romaine lettuce

LIFE SPAN



Wild: Unknown
Captivity: 10 years



REPRODUCTION









CONSERVATION









A male propositions a female by head-bobbing (moving the head rapidly up
and down). The female head-bobs slowly to indicate receptiveness. During
courtship and breeding, the male’s beard may become black.
Mating occurs between September and March.
The female lays up to 30 eggs in a shallow nest in the sandy soil.
Incubation: 2 – 3 months
Hatchlings measure about 4 inches long.
They reach sexual maturity by 2 years of age, at which time their beard
develops.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: habitat loss, pet trade
All reptiles in Australia are protected by law.
The Australian government classifies the bearded dragon in general as
“declining.” However, the specific woodlands where certain species are
found have been designated an endangered ecological community with
protection efforts underway.
The large majority of bearded dragons in captivity in the United States were
captive-born. However, it is likely these lizards are descended from those
illegally smuggled into the U.S. during the 1980s due to the ban on
commercial export of Australian wildlife.
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INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION













The inland bearded dragon is also known as the central bearded dragon.
Diurnal and semi-arboreal, they live on the ground but often spend much of
the day perched on branches, rocks, logs, or fence posts.
In addition to inflating one’s beard, a gaping mouth and flattened body give
the lizard an even more formidable appearance to predators.
Head-bobbing not only indicates sexual interest, but at times indicates
dominance.
Sometimes bearded dragons will stand in the rain with their back end angled
upwards, allowing raindrops to run down their tail and body to the mouth.
Lightening or darkening of the skin helps an individual blend into their
surroundings or it can help them warm up or cool down. Color changes may
also indicate their emotional state.
During long periods of harsh conditions, they can draw from fat stores and
nutrients in the abdomen. They may also burrow and become dormant until
conditions improve.
This species is unable to drop its tail.
“Arm waving” is a form of communication rarely found in captive-bred
bearded dragons. In the wild, this behavior seems to represent species
recognition or submissive behavior.
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BLUE-TONGUED SKINK
Tiliqua scincoides evanescens
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS





The Eastern Blue-tongued Skink is characterized by its long blue tongue,
which is used in defensive displays.
It has a very robust, cylindrical body with relatively short legs.
Coloration of the body is that of a grayish ventral side, and the head being a
pale brown with the dorsal side having alternating streaks or blotches of dark
brown and cream.
Locomotion resembles a crocodilian “waddling” movement due to short legs.
The scales of this skink are very smooth and overlapping, giving an almost
fish-like appearance.
Average length of 18 inches but can reach lengths of 24 inches.
This species is not sexually dimorphic.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Northern and eastern Australia; Tasmania; New Guinea
Habitat: Semi-arid, mixed woodlands and scrublands

DIET





Omnivore
Wild: Insects, snails, other reptiles, as well as assorted plants and fruits
Zoo: Small mice, crickets, mealworms, fruits, vegetables

LIFE SPAN



Wild: 15 – 25 years
Captivity: 15 – 25 years










REPRODUCTION





CONSERVATION








INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION







Eastern Blue-tongued Skinks are ovoviviparous.
Females will give birth to 3 – 5 young.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: collection for the pet trade, habitat loss
All reptiles in Australia are protected by law.
This species is very common in Australia.
Australia has prohibited the exportation of Eastern Blue-tongued Skinks.
When threatened, this species will puff up its body and hiss and flash its blue
tongue with mouth agape in defense.
These are diurnal, ground-dwelling lizards that can often be found in
suburban gardens and lawns; they are usually welcome guests, as they will
keep the number of snails and plant-eating insects in check.
This species is also one of the lizard species that is able to drop their tails
when afraid or as a defense mechanism. The tail will grow back again.
It is hypothesized that this skink mimics the Puff Adder, a dangerous snake
that has the same range, due to the color and shape of the skink, as well as
the short legs which can be tucked into body effectively concealing them.
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EGYPTIAN UROMASTYX
Uromastyx aegyptius
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS






RANGE AND
HABITAT




The largest members of the Uromastyx genus, measuring up to
approximately 30 inches, weighing up to 4 and a half pounds.
Easily recognizable by its relatively short and spiny tail.
Has a large, flat body with a large head and strong limbs.
Color change in this species is seen associated with temperature. The body
will get lighter in color as the animal gets warmer.
Range: Sudan and Egypt throughout the Middle East and into the Arabian
Peninsula
Habitat: Arid and desert regions

DIET






Herbivore
Wild: Leaves, buds, fruits, seeds, and flowers
Zoo: Leafy greens, vegetables, fruits
The chisel-like teeth of this species are normal of agamid lizards and are
firmly fused to the jaw bones.

LIFE SPAN



Wild: up to 30 years
Captivity: up to 30 years



REPRODUCTION








CONSERVATION








INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION







Mating usually occurs around May, with the male performing complex
courtship rituals.
The female lays a single clutch of 10 – 40 eggs in a deep burrow.
Incubation: 3 months
Hatchlings are light grey-brown with yellow bars and spots on their back.
Juveniles are very vulnerable to predation; many are killed during their first
year by birds, snakes, and other lizards.
They reach full size and sexual maturity at 4 to 6 years.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: Collection from the wild for food, traditional medicine, and
international pet trade.
Habitat destruction due to agriculture, development, and military training are
problems in some areas. Erosion due to off-road, recreational vehicles can
also damage burrows and their surroundings.
Current conservation efforts are directed at improving education, enforcement
against poaching, and trying to prevent further habitat loss.
This species of Uromastyx is commonly called the Egyptian spiny-tailed lizard
or the Egyptian spiny-tailed agama.
The Uromastyx is diurnal; individuals can often be seen basking at the burrow
entrance prior to foraging for food.
Construct extensive burrows up to 33 feet long and 6 feet deep. Burrows are
usually constructed in firm sand, soil, or soft rock. Burrows are used for many
years and serve as a shelter from predators and extreme desert conditions.
They usually live in colonies of several individuals, occupying an extensive
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territory.
There is a special gland located near the nose of the uromastyx that excretes
mineral salts to help conserve water. White, crusty deposits around the
uromastyx’s nostrils occur occasionally.
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LEOPARD GECKO
Eublepharis macularius
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS









RANGE AND
HABITAT



Unlike most other geckos, leopard geckos are able to move their eyelids.
They also have claws on their toes rather than pads. Although they do not
climb frequently, these claws enable them to climb onto rocks or branches in
order to absorb heat from warm surfaces.
Leopard geckos generally reach 8 – 10 inches in length.
They are called leopard geckos due to their spotted pattern.
Geckos have better hearing and vision than other lizards. Their eyesight is
similar to a cat’s.
Geckos have a Jacobson’s organ allowing them to smell or taste the air with
their tongues.
There is apparent sexually dimorphism in this species; an adult male has a
v-shaped row of pores on the underside of the base of its tail, along with
hemipenal bulges present in the area. Males may also have broader heads.



Range: Northern Middle East and Southwestern Asia (Iraq, Iran, Pakistan,
India, Afghanistan)
Habitat: Rocky desert or dry grasslands

DIET





Carnivore
Wild: Primarily insects such as beetles and locusts; some arachnids
Zoo: Crickets, mealworms, waxworms

LIFE SPAN



Wild: 20 – 25 years
Captivity: 20 – 25 years



REPRODUCTION






CONSERVATION







INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION




These geckos are sexually mature between 1 and 3 years of age.
Breeding coincides with the rainy season and lasts about 5 months. During
this time, females lay up to 5 separate clutches of eggs, each clutch typically
containing 2 eggs. A female can store sperm in her reproductive tract for 15
months, enabling even later clutches to be easily fertilized.
Incubation: up to 2 months
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: extreme weather, habitat loss
Periods of drought or heavy rain can take a serious toll on leopard gecko
populations.
Leopard geckos were once collected from the wild in large numbers to supply
the pet trade. They are very rarely imported now thanks to the large number
of captive breeders, although they are still collected in large numbers a
couple times a year for the European pet trade.
Leopard geckos are crepuscular and nocturnal and spend most of the day
hidden away in burrows or in crevices among rocks.
When a leopard gecko sheds, it consumes the shed skin which contains
vitamins and minerals. This may also help them avoid attracting predators by
removing any trace of their scent from the area.
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Predators include foxes, snakes, and raptors.
Male leopard geckos are territorial and may head-bob to threaten each other.
More commonly, an opposing male will rapidly shake his tail and circle his
opponent, biting at the base of the others’ tail to ensure that he will not breed.
They do not hibernate, although they may take refuge underground and
become less active when it is cold or too hot.
Twenty percent of lizards are geckos.
The tail is a store of fat, which the gecko can turn to for absorption in times of
extreme hunger or periods of dormancy.
Leopard geckos can drop their tails to either distract or escape from a
predator. A new tail will begin to grow in a few weeks, but it will be formed of
calcified cartilage, not vertebrae like the original. Re-grown tails are often
shorter and smooth with no rings.
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PREHENSILE-TAILED SKINK
Corucia zebrata
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS





Prehensile-tailed skinks are the longest members of the skink family,
occasionally exceeding 2 ½ feet in length.
This skink is named for its tail, which makes up about half the length of its
body. It is one of only a few types of lizard to have a prehensile tail.
These skinks have strong claws which give them a secure hold in the trees.
It is able to sense its environment using its tongue in conjunction with its
Jacobson’s organ.
This species is not sexually dimorphic.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Solomon Islands (located in the South Pacific), Papua New Guinea
Habitat: Rainforest and tropical forest

DIET




Herbivore
Wild: Leaves (particularly from creeping vines like the centipede tonga vine
which is toxic to most animals), fruit, and flowers
Zoo: Leafy greens, vegetables, fruit, and flowers







LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION









CONSERVATION











Wild: 7 – 15 years
Captivity: 15 – 25 years
Breeding takes place in the spring although they generally only breed every
other year or less.
Prehensile-tailed skinks are ovoviviparous.
Gestation: 6 – 8 months
Unlike many lizards, females of this species only have one baby, although
twins are possible. The baby measures up to 9 inches long at birth!
The baby stays with its mother for up to 6 months which is also highly
unusual for lizards. And quite unique among all reptiles, the father may
actually help defend the baby as well.
The baby is mature around 3 years of age.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: logging and habitat destruction, collection for the pet trade
The national government of the Solomon Islands regulates trade of this
species.
Many of the forests where these skinks live have been clear cut.
Unfortunately they do not survive very well in the new growth that emerges
after these cuts.
This lizard is increasing in popularity in the pet trade. However, there is
minimal captive breeding of this species, meaning most prehensile-tailed
skinks that are available as pets are wild-caught.
Because they breed so infrequently and only one offspring is born at a time,
the removal of even one adult female from a wild population can have
devastating effects, as the population becomes unable to replenish itself.
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INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION












Prehensile-tailed skinks are also referred to as monkey (or monkey-tailed)
skinks or Solomon Island skinks (or even Solomon Island giant skinks or
Solomon Island green tree skinks).
There are more species in the skink family than in any other family of lizards.
A skink is a lizard that generally possesses the following characteristics:
smooth and overlapping scales, a bony plate in the skin underneath each
scale, and reduced limbs.
Prehensile-tailed skinks are arboreal, a trait rarely found in skinks.
This species is nocturnal and sometimes crepuscular. During the day they
can be found in tree cavities or hiding in dense foliage.
They move slowly so as to avoid attracting the attention of predators. Their
coloration also helps camouflage them.
Most often these lizards are found alone or in pairs, but these skinks have
been known to form social groups, called a circulus, with other skinks caring
for the young skinks.
This species is unable to drop its tail.
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SAVANNAH MONITOR
Varanus exanthematicus
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS











There are 5 subspecies of savannah monitors that leads to some
discrepancies concerning measurements and descriptions.
Savannah monitors are thick, stocky lizards with sharp claws on their front
feet for digging. Their back legs are longer than their front legs, making for
more efficient running.
The forked tongue helps them sense their surroundings.
These lizards can exceed 3 feet in length. A savannah monitor’s tail is almost
as long as its body.
The skin color ranges from gray to brown, with rows of circular, dark-edged
spots across the animal’s back. This coloration provides camouflage, but
they have the ability to lighten or darken for thermoregulation.
Blunt teeth enable them to crack into snail shells.
This species is not sexually dimorphic, although males may be slightly larger
and have shorter tails than females.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Sub-Saharan Africa
Habitat: Savannahs, grasslands, sometimes dry forests; not found in
rainforest or desert areas

DIET




Carnivore
Wild: Their diet may include birds, snakes, snails, small mammals, toads,
lizards, eggs, or even carrion. Juveniles eat primarily insects.
Zoo: Rodents, crickets, hard-boiled egg.



LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION









CONSERVATION






INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION




Wild: Up to 15 years
Captivity: 10 – 20 years
Savannah monitors breed during the wet season.
When a male finds a mate, he will follow her around relentlessly until the
female allows mating to occur.
The female lays an average of 20 eggs in a hole she digs herself, or
sometimes in a termite mound.
Incubation: 5 – 6 months
These monitors have an unusually high hatch rate of 100%. Babies hatch in
March or April.
Juveniles grow quickly in first 2 months, and may reach full grown at 2 years.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Appendix II
Major threats: hunting, collection for the pet trade
Monitors are regularly killed for their skins, which are commonly used in a
variety of leather goods. Their skin may also be eaten, along with their meat.
Savannah monitors are sometimes referred to as western savannah monitors
or Bosc’s monitors.
Savannah monitors are terrestrial but are good climbers. Juveniles in
particular are often found in trees or burrows to avoid predation.
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These lizards are diurnal, but may seek shelter during hotter parts of the day.
This specie’s feeding habits revolve around the weather; they feast during the
wet season when food is plentiful and easy to find. During this 8-month
period, the monitor can consume up to one-tenth its own body weight in one
day. During the dry season, they are able to live off of the fat reserves that
were built up during the wet season.
Males are very territorial, hissing and thrashing their tails when threatened. In
rare instances, savannah monitors have even been seen playing dead when
cornered. When a savannah monitor does bite, it holds on and may shake its
head vigorously.
They flick their tongues as often as once every 3-6 seconds. After an attack
on prey, however, tongue-flicking becomes much more frequent to help them
locate the injured or escaping animal.
Savannah monitors are able to eat poisonous millipedes.
It has been estimated that less than 1% of imported savannah monitors live
over 5 years, and that the average life span of an imported savannah monitor
is only 1 year.
This species is unable to drop its tail.
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BARRED TIGER SALAMANDER

Ambystoma mavortium
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS





A very large salamander, among the largest found in North America; adults
measure up to 6.5” from snout to vent and up to 13” total length.
Generally has tan to yellow vertical bars on a dark brown to black body, but
there is substantial geographical variation in color and pattern.
These salamanders are not sexually dimorphic; males tend to be smaller than
females and have a more swollen cloaca.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: SE Alaska through the western US to northern Mexico
Habitat: Prairies, forests, forest ponds, and limestone streams

DIET




Carnivore
Wild: Opportunistic – invertebrates, small vertebrates such as lizards, mice,
and small snakes; larvae will also feed on small fish and other salamander
larvae
Zoo: Worms, crickets, pinky mice



LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION









CONSERVATION






INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION



Wild: 2 – 3 years
Captivity: 12 – 16 years
Breeding takes place in late winter/early spring. At this time, both male and
female salamanders return to the ponds in which they were born and
participate in an active courtship ritual during which the salamanders circle
each other and churn the water to foam.
Females lay eggs singly or in small clusters, attaching them to the stems of
aquatic plants in clusters of up to 30 – 50 eggs.
Incubation: 3 – 5 weeks, dependent on water temperature
Upon hatching, the larvae have feathery external gills that allow them to
breath in water and swim with an enlarged tail fin. Metamorphosis generally
occurs 2 – 5 months after hatching.
Some larvae never metamorphose and retain their larval characteristics, but
are able to mate and reproduce. This occurs when the environment
surrounding the water is dry and inhospitable.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not listed
Major threats: habitat loss and fragmentation, fish stocking, emerging
diseases, pollution.
Amphibians are known as “environmental indicators” because they are highly
sensitive to changes in the environment. A high mortality rate can be a sign
that an area is becoming overly polluted.
The classification of tiger salamanders is unclear. Some scientists have
classified the eastern tiger salamander as its own, singular species, while
others have included the several different types of salamanders as
subspecies of the general tiger salamander species. Definitive information
about the barred tiger salamander is scarce and unreliable. There are 5
subspecies of A. mavortium found in common literature.
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The barred tiger salamander became the Kansas state amphibian in 1994
and the Colorado state amphibian in 2012.
The word salamander comes from the Greek words for “fire lizard” as legend
claims that salamanders were born from fire. This legend is derived from the
incidents that when moist logs (salamander hiding places) were thrown into a
fire, salamanders would emerge from the logs and fire.
Larvae are commonly sold as bait under the name “mudpuppies”.
Barred tiger salamanders are nocturnal, hiding in burrows, thick vegetation, or
decaying logs during the day.
A member of the Mole Salamander family, adult tiger salamanders spend
much of their lives underground. These salamanders are able to burrow in
soft substrate using their forelimbs or may utilize mammal burrows; in below
freezing weather, adults burrow below the frost line.
When threatened, salamanders assume a defensive pose, rising up on their
hind legs, arching their tail and waving it. They can also excrete sticky,
noxious secretions from skin glands along the top of their tail.
As with all amphibians, the barred tiger salamander does not drink, water is
absorbed through the skin of the animal.
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MADAGASCAR HISSING COCKROACH
Gromphadorhina portentosa
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS



RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Madagascar (island off the southeast coast of Africa)
Habitat: Live in large colonies on the forest floor hiding amidst leaf litter, logs,
and other debris

DIET





Detritivore
Wild: Decaying plant matter, will also feed on decaying animal matter
Zoo: Fruits and vegetables

LIFE SPAN



Wild: 2 – 5 years
Captivity: Up to 5 years





REPRODUCTION







CONSERVATION






INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION









These cockroaches are shiny, brown, and oval-shaped, with no wings and a
single pair of antennae; generally between two to three inches in length.
Sexual dimorphism is quite apparent in this species; males sport large
pronotal horns on their prothorax, giving them an unusual and impressive
appearance, while females have a relatively smooth prothorax.

Hissing is part of the roach’s mating ritual.
Mating occurs in an end-to-end position, with the male pushing his abdomen
under and along the female’s body until he engages the end of her abdomen.
Females create a cocoon-like egg case called an ootheca and carry their
eggs and newly hatched nymphs inside their bodies. They then bear live
young – as many as 60 at a time.
The nymphs molt six times during their lives, becoming sexually mature
adults roach following their last molt. Adult hissing cockroaches do not molt.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: predation by birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and even
other insects; collection for the pet trade does not appear to have an impact.
Madagascar hissing cockroaches have recently become popular in the pet
trade due to their large size, docile nature, and ease of care. Many states
require permits to import these roaches as they are an invasive species.
Like 99% of all cockroach species, Madagascar hissing cockroaches are not
pests and DO NOT inhabit human dwellings.
Hissing can be used as an effective alarm cry.
Hissing cockroaches do not create noise by rubbing body parts together (as
seen in most other noise-making insects), but hiss by forcing air through the
breathing holes called spiracles, located on their abdomen.
Males use their horns in aggressive encounters with other males, not
resulting in bodily harm or death. Rivals ram each other with their horns or
abdomens during an altercation, often unleashing amazing hisses. Winning
males hiss more than the losers, so hissing may play an important role in
determining roach hierarchy.
Males may also be able to discriminate between strangers and familiar males.
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CHILEAN ROSE HAIR TARANTULA
Grammostola rosea
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS







The body is covered with hairs, each functioning differently: holding hairs for
better grip on varied surfaces, hairs for combing silk, sensory hairs, and
urticating hairs used for defense.
The coloration ranges from a dark copper color to a light brown, some with a
very conspicuous pinkish-red hue – these color variations have led to
erroneous classification within the genus Grammostola.
This species is not sexually dimorphic; although females can reach body
sizes of nearly 3 inches and leg spans of almost 6 inches, males have shorter
bodies but the leg spans are about the same.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Chile, Bolivia, Argentina
Habitat: Desert and scrublands

DIET





Carnivore
Wild: Insects, frogs, spiders, mice
Zoo: Crickets

LIFE SPAN



Wild: Males 4 – 6 years; females up to 20 years
Captivity: Males 4 – 6 years; females up to 20 years



REPRODUCTION







CONSERVATION





INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION








The male will signify he is ready to mate by approaching a female in her
burrow and will perform a ‘dance’ (vibrating his abdomen and tapping his front
legs) – if this works, the female will be enticed and follow the male out of the
burrow.
The actual mating process is usually over in about 30 seconds. Contrary to
popular belief, most female tarantulas will NOT eat the male after mating
though it happens on occasion.
The female will lay anywhere between 50 to 2000 eggs in a small silken sac
which she will guard for 6 to 7 weeks.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: No major threats, but habitat loss and pet trade are becoming
problems.
Though the tarantula does kill its prey with venom, this venom has caused no
known fatalities in humans. The allergic effects, however, are different for
each person so preventative caution must be taken when handling tarantulas.
Only the New World tarantulas have urticating hairs on the abdomen that can
be “flung” at predators to cause them irritation. There are 6 different types of
urticating hairs, each of them affecting different kinds of organisms. Not all
tarantulas have each of the 6 kinds of hairs.
Tarantulas have two sets of book lungs while most spiders have one set.
Tarantulas go through a series of molts in which the exoskeleton is discarded,
as it does not grow with the spider. Young tarantulas will molt up to four
times a year and then less frequently until they are at maximum size.
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WHITE’S TREE FROG
Litoria caerulea
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS












White’s tree frogs are large tree frogs that average about 4 inches long, but
may get a little larger.
This tree frog has horizontal pupils.
White's Tree Frogs have wide, round, short heads with a thick fold of
glandular skin (known as the supratympanic ridge) just above the
conspicuous eardrum (tympanum).
This species of tree frog has a wide range of naturally occurring color
variations, from light blue to emerald green to gray or brown, sometimes
displaying sporadic white spots on their body. Their skin may lighten or
darken as a response to changes in temperature, humidity, feeding, and/or
water quality.
The enormous sticky pads on its toes enable it to cling even to a smooth, wet,
vertical surface.
Frogs are designed to be good jumpers. Their long, highly muscular legs
enable them to leap great distances, while a shortened body is able to
withstand the landing. They have no tail, as it might get in the way or weigh
them down.
This species is not sexually dimorphic, although females are generally larger
than males. Males may be recognized by the development of ‘nuptial’ pads
on their wrists during the breeding season, which help them grip the female
during mating.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Northern and eastern Australia, New Guinea, and into Indonesia
Habitat: Tropical rainforests, temperate forests near water, and into urban
areas

DIET




Carnivore
Wild: A variety of invertebrates including crickets, earthworms, moths,
beetles, roaches, locusts, grubs, snails, spiders, and occasionally small mice
Zoo: Crickets, earthworms, pinky mice



LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION







CONSERVATION






Wild: Unknown
Captivity: 15 – 20 years
White’s tree frogs reach sexual maturity in their second year.
Breeding takes place during the summer wet season (November – February
in the southern hemisphere).
Females lay anywhere from 200 to 2,000 eggs. They are surrounded by a
mass of jelly for protection. Eggs may hatch to produce free-living aquatic
tadpoles in as little as 24 hours.
It can take up to 8 weeks for White’s tree frog tadpoles to become frogs.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: Over-collection for the pet trade, infectious diseases
(especially chytrid fungus), habitat destruction, feral predators (such as cats)
Thanks to new captive breeding techniques, fewer are being removed from
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INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION














the wild.
They are protected in Australia. Most wild-caught White’s tree frogs come
from Indonesia.
Predators include raptors, snakes, and lizards.
Other names for this species include Smiling Tree Frogs, Dumpy Tree Frogs,
and Australian Green Tree Frogs.
“Amphibia” means life on both sides. Most amphibians have an aquatic larval
stage and a terrestrial adult life stage.
These frogs are nocturnal and do their hunting at night. During the day they
often rest in tree hollows.
Only males croak and this is generally done from the trees. Males can
sometimes be distinguished by a wrinkly vocal sac at the chin and neck which
serves to amplify the sound.
These frogs are primarily arboreal but may come down to hunt, access water,
mate, or switch trees.
Frogs may urinate in defense.
Amphibians have permeable skin that is highly sensitive to moisture. It both
absorbs and loses moisture very easily. Frogs obtain necessary water
through their skin. The skin has a waxy cuticle that helps regulate the
passage of water.
Like humans, frog tongues are attached at the front of the mouth. When they
flick their tongues out of their mouths to catch prey, it is actually the back of
the tongue flipping forward. Glands in the tongue secrete a sticky substance
onto the tongue to help catch prey.
Tree frogs have made significant contributions to the scientific community:
 Researchers at Vanderbilt University reported finding that secretions from
frogs could effectively block HIV infection by producing peptides that
attacked HIV cells.
 Secretions from frogs have also been studied as potential treatment
options for high blood pressure, herpes simplex cold sore infections, and
staphylococcus infections.
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THREE-BANDED ARMADILLO
Tolypeutes matacus
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS










RANGE AND
HABITAT



Three-banded armadillos are blackish-brown in color and named for the three
bands across the back of their shell.
The large front and rear portions of this armadillo’s shell are not attached to
the skin on the side of the body, providing ample space to fit the animal’s
head, legs, and tail completely within the strong armor-plating.
The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th toes of the hind foot are fused together, almost like a
hoof, while the 1st and 5th toes remain separate.
The fore foot has four separate toes, with large claws.
This species of armadillo has a short, thick tail and elongated head, both of
which are covered in armor.
Armadillo headplates are like human fingerprints, unique to each individual.
The armor that covers the body of the armadillo is made up of thin plates of
keratin – the same thing that makes up our fingernails and hair.



Range: Central and southeastern South America (Bolivia, central Brazil,
Paraguay, and Argentina)
Habitat: Grasslands, marshy areas, open woods, farmlands

DIET





Insectivore
Wild: Primarily ants, termites, and beetle larvae; occasional ripe fruit
Zoo: Moistened insectivore diet, waxworms, and occasionally crickets

LIFE SPAN



Wild: Up to 15 years; although 7 – 10 years is more common
Captivity: Up to 20 years; record is 36 years old



REPRODUCTION








CONSERVATION






INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION







Three-banded armadillos are solitary animals, coming together to breed.
Gestation: 4 months
Between November and January, females give birth to a single baby. Babies
are born blind, but acquire the ability to walk and close their shells very
quickly.
Young are weaned around 2 ½ months.
Three-banded armadillos are sexually mature at 9-12 months.
Conservation status

IUCN – Near threatened

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: hunting for meat, loss of habitat to agricultural development
This species is more likely to curl up in a ball rather than run from potential
danger, making them very easy targets for hunters.
Southern three-banded armadillos are also known as La Plata three-banded
armadillos. They are not the same as Brazilian three-banded armadillos,
which are a different species (Tolypeutes tricinctus).
Three-banded armadillos are the only armadillos that can roll completely into
a ball. Often when one rolls up, it will leave itself partway open, rather than
sealing completely shut. This way if a predator tries to penetrate the shell to
get to the soft underbelly, it can quickly snap shut on the intruder.
The large, strong claws found on the armadillo’s front feet may be used to
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build nests for themselves or dig shallow dens in the vegetation, but not to dig
burrows; they prefer to use those abandoned by anteaters.
Their strong legs and large claws also enable them to remove bark to reveal
insects or to rip into entire insect colonies.
They remain active during the winter, as the shell is excellent for trapping and
retaining heat.
While primarily a solitary animal, these armadillos have been observed
gathering in groups of up to 12 individuals, particularly in very cold weather.
Due to its nocturnal nature, the eyesight of the armadillo is poor,
necessitating dependence on a keen sense of smell to locate its food.
Armadillos are related to anteaters and sloths.
The only species of armadillo found in the U.S. is the nine-banded armadillo.
Nine-bandeds are much larger and have four genetically identical offspring at
a time. Nine-bandeds are also the armadillo species associated with leprosy.
The smallest armadillo species is the “pink fairy armadillo”, weighing
approximately 0.0968 pounds as an adult. The largest species is the “giant
armadillo”, weighing up to 70 pounds as an adult.
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CHINCHILLA

Chinchilla lanigera
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS











Wild chinchillas are a standard gray color with a white belly; captive bred
chinchillas are found in several different colors ranging from black to white.
The fur is thick because as many as 60 hairs grow from a single hair root or
follicle. This fur protects the chinchilla from the mountain cold and wind and
makes them unable to withstand high temperatures.
There are claims that individual hairs are thinner than filaments of a spider
web and invisible to the naked eye.
The tail is 2/3 of the length of the animal’s body and is used as a support for
sitting. While sitting on its hind legs, the chinchilla can use its forepaws,
similar to a squirrel.
The front paws of chinchillas are small with naked palms used for grasping,
while their rear feet are large to help them jump and run quickly to escape
from predators. A chinchilla has the ability to jump 5 – 6 feet straight up from
a standing position.
Chinchillas have large, disk-like ears that not only aid them in hearing, but are
used as a device for thermoregulation of the animal’s body temperature.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Andes Mountains of Chile
Habitat: Barren, rocky, and mountainous areas; altitudes of 9,000 – 15,000 ft.

DIET




Herbivore
Wild: Hardy, coarse grasses and herbs, dry berries, roots, and bark; may
occasionally eat insects
Zoo: Chinchilla diet, timothy hay, rodent chow, sweet potato, apple, carrot, or
pear, and occasionally sunflower seeds



LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION











CONSERVATION





Wild: 6 – 10 years
Captivity: 18 – 22 years
Sexual maturity occurs around eight months of age.
There have been reports of chinchillas being monogamous animals, which
recently have been thought to be erroneous. Although it is difficult to prove
whether or not a pair mates for life, it is certain that females are the dominant
member of any breeding pair.
Gestation: 108 – 120 days
This gestation period is longer than that found in most rodents. Due to this,
chinchillas are born fully furred and with open eyes.
Females give birth to 1 – 3 litters a year.
The mother chinchilla usually has only one or two babies (twins being most
common), although it is possible for her to have more. If she has more, it is
difficult to keep all the babies healthy.
The young are able to eat solid food after the first week. They are fully
weaned after 7 – 8 weeks, when spring vegetation is plentiful.
Conservation status

IUCN – Critically endangered

CITES – Appendix I
Major threats: predatory animals and fur trade
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INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION











Population trend is described as declining in the wild.
There are only two species of chinchillas remaining in the wild: C. lanigera
and C. chinchilla.
It can take as many as 150 pelts to make a full-length chinchilla fur coat,
which has led to increased pressure on wild populations of these animals.
While it is now illegal to hunt wild chinchillas, illegal hunting continues and
threatens the existence of wild populations.
These animals bathe in dust since there is little water in their natural habitat;
also, using water might cause them to freeze to death in the cold mountain
air. Using dust helps remove loose fur and skin and soak up any excess oils.
These animals primarily nocturnal, but will exhibit crepuscular tendencies,
often coming out during dawn or dusk to forage for food.
There are several defensive techniques that chinchillas employ when faced
with a threat. The animal may bark or stand on its hind feet and spray urine
in order to startle the threat. If another animal grabs a chinchilla, the
chinchilla is able to “drop” their hair, leaving the potential predator with
nothing but a mouthful of fur.
Chinchillas are social animals, living in families that are part of larger herds.
Due to the demands of the fur trade, some species of chinchilla have already
gone extinct. The largest of all the species was the Royal or King Chinchilla
that was popular at the beginning of the 18th century and documented to have
been about the size of a rabbit.
The chinchilla is also gaining popularity as a pet. They are responsive and
very agile. However, they have sharp teeth and can do much damage if left
outside of their cages.
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DOMESTIC FERRET

Mustela putorius furo
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS








RANGE AND
HABITAT




DIET





LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION








CONSERVATION









Domestic ferrets are small, furry mammals. Domestic ferrets closely
resemble their wild ancestors, European polecats (Mustela putorius).
Average weights range from 1 to 5 pounds as an adult.
Like all members of the Mustelidae family (weasels, otters, etc), ferrets have
long, thin bodies with short limbs. Ferrets are carnivores and have teeth and
claws made for catching and eating fresh prey.
There are seven common fur colors found in domestic ferrets: sable, silver,
black sable, albino, dark-eyed white, cinnamon, and chocolate.
Ferrets exhibit sexual dimorphism, with males being notably larger than
females.
Range: Native – throughout Europe, although rare in the British Isles;
Domestic – found throughout the world
Habitat: Native – forested and semi-forested areas near water sources;
Domestic – pets or working animals in human habitations.
Carnivore
Wild: Native – generally preys on rodents and rabbits; also eats birds,
amphibians, reptiles, eggs, insects, arthropods
Zoo: kitten chow (high in protein)
Wild: European polecats life expectancy is 5 – 8 years; Domestic ferrets
would not survive long in wild
Captivity: 7 – 10 years
Sexual maturity is reached at 6 months old.
During copulation, the hooked penis does not allow the pair to be separated
until he releases. He will also bite the back of the female’s neck.
Healthy females can have up to 3 litters of 15 kits per year.
Gestation: 42 days
Kits are altricial, born deaf with their eyes closed. Eyes and ears open when
they are 5 weeks old and they are weaned by the time they are 8 weeks.
Male ferrets are “hobs”, female ferrets are “jills”, baby ferrets are “kits”, and a
group of ferrets is a “business”.
Conservation status

IUCN – Not evaluated

CITES – Not listed
The European polecat is listed as “Least Concern” by IUCN.
Major threats: domestic ferrets have no natural predators, although an
unattended ferret might be hunted by hawks, owls, or other large carnivores,
given the opportunity.
Domestic ferrets can be predators to other animals such as pet birds, rabbits
and other small game (especially when used for ferreting).
The domestic ferret should not be confused with the endangered black-footed
ferret of North America as they are not closely related (the domestic ferret is
NOT descended from the black-footed ferret), despite both being ferrets.
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INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION













Ferrets have been domesticated by humans for over 2,000 years. They were
likely domesticated from European polecats and it is likely that ferrets and
polecats continued to breed.
Ferret – human interactions have been documented throughout world history:
o 450 BCE – Greek playwright, Aristophanes compared Greeks to ferrets in
their abilities as thieves.
o 63 BCE – Greek historian, Strabo stated that ferrets were bred in Libya
for hunting rabbits.
o 1200s – spread to Germany and England through the expansion of the
Roman Empire or with the Norman invasions.
o New World – explorers and colonists brought ferrets aboard their ships as
mousers.
Ferrets are crepuscular and sleep an average of 18 hours per day.
When awake, domestic ferrets are playful and inquisitive. Ferrets have been
known to “steal” and cache items.
Ferrets use a variety of body language, including dancing – hopping in every
direction when happy or excited, wrestling – 2 or more ferrets will roll around,
kicking and biting in a playful manner, and stalking – sneaking up on a toy or
animal in a low crouched position.
Neither ferrets nor their wild counterparts have a good sense of vision, they
seem to be nearsighted. This adaptation my actually prove helpful as they
need to see movement, not details, in a dark burrow. The sense of smell in
ferrets is very good and ferrets can often be seen walking with their nose on
the ground.
Olfactory communication is very important in these animals. Wild polecats will
mark their territory with secretions from their anal scent glands. Both polecats
and ferrets can emit strong-smelling secretions when excited or threatened.
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AFRICAN PYGMY HEDGEHOG

Atelerix albiventris
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS







RANGE AND
HABITAT




DIET







LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION














CONSERVATION





African pygmy hedgehogs are covered with unbarbed spines that are actually
modified hairs. They serve to protect the hedgehog from predators.
The spines of this species are white at the base and tip of the spine, black in
the center of the spine. The face and underbelly of this hedgehog is covered
in soft hair that is white or brown in color.
This species of hedgehog averages 7 – 9 inches in length, making it much
smaller than European and Asian species.
Its front feet have 5 toes each, but unlike other species, its back feet only
have 4 toes each.
Range: Scattered populations form a band-like range across central Africa
(Senegal across to Somalia and Tanzania)
Habitat: Semi-arid regions and dry savannahs
Omnivore
Wild: Predominantly invertebrates (insects, spiders, worms, snails) but also
small vertebrates (mammals, birds, frogs, lizards, snakes), eggs, fruit, fungi,
plant matter, and carrion
Zoo: Insectivore diet, crickets, fruits, vegetables, mealworms, waxworms
This animal has a voracious appetite and can eat 1/3 of its body weight per
night.
Wild: 2 – 3 years
Captivity: 8 – 10 years
Female African pygmy hedgehogs are spontaneous ovulators. Since they
are largely solitary animals, this enables the female to mate if she happens to
come across a male.
They breed once or twice a year. They mate and also give birth during the
rainy months (October through March), when temperatures are warm and
food is plentiful.
Gestation: 30-40 days
Anywhere from 2 to 10 babies are possible, but 4 or 5 is most common.
The babies have soft spines at birth, and they are born with edema, meaning
their skin is swollen with fluid. This layer of fluid covers the spines. It takes
up to a few days for the fluid to be absorbed or dry up, at which point the
spines will be exposed and begin to grow.
The lack of spines on the underside of these hedgehogs makes nursing
young much easier.
After 2 weeks, babies can roll into a ball. By 6 weeks, they are weaned and
able to travel short distances with their mother. Soon after this they will be on
their own.
African pygmy hedgehogs are considered mature at 2 months of age.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: habitat destruction, collection for the pet trade
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INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION
















In parts of Africa, local people use the skin or spines of this hedgehog as
fertility charms.
The demand for African pygmy hedgehogs as pets increased dramatically
during the 1980s. Today, it is illegal to collect these wild hedgehogs in Africa.
It is currently illegal to own a hedgehog without a permit in Georgia.
This species is also referred to as four-toed, East African, or white-bellied
hedgehogs.
African pygmy hedgehogs are capable of producing a variety of different
vocalizations, generally during moments of stress.
In times of danger, this hedgehog rolls into a ball with its spines erect. This
behavior is made possible by a muscle that circles the body underneath the
skin called the orbicularis panniculi. It works in much the same way that a
drawstring purse functions and allows the hedgehog to protect their soft and
vulnerable underbelly, feet, and head.
These hedgehogs are nocturnal animals that do most of their hunting and
foraging at night, spending much of the day hidden away in burrows or under
roots, logs, or rocks.
These hedgehogs have reasonably good eyesight and appear to be able to
see in color; however they depend more on their excellent hearing and sense
of smell which enables them to detect prey located 2 inches or more below
ground.
For the most part, they are solitary animals.
During the cool, dry season when food can be scarce, African pygmy
hedgehogs aestivate and live off of stored fat.
African pygmy hedgehogs have a very high tolerance to snake and arthropod
venom (about 40 times as resistant as a guinea pig of the same size).
These hedgehogs engage in a behavior called self-anointing. When a novel
scent or irritating substance is encountered, the hedgehog may begin to
fervently lick or chew the item. This produces foamy saliva which may then
be spread over the item or their spines. Although it is not certain why they
self-anoint, it has been suggested that this is done to deter predators.
Long before Groundhog Day began, the ancient Romans are thought to have
celebrated “Hedgehog Day”, using a hedgehog to predict the coming of
spring the same way we do with groundhogs today. North Americans kept
the tradition but changed the animal forecaster because there are no native
hedgehogs in this part of the world.
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BLACK-TAILED PRAIRIE DOG
Cynomys ludovicianus
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS






RANGE AND
HABITAT




Prairie dogs are small, stout ground squirrels.
Black-tailed prairie dogs are tan with a lighter colored belly. Their tails are
sparsely covered by black hair, which is where they got their name.
Eyes are large, compared to their body size, and ears are short, rounded and
often hidden in the fur. They also have rudimentary cheek pouches.
They have short legs with sharp claws that are used for digging.
Range: Great Plains region of North America – stretching north to Canada
and south to Mexico; greatest numbers found in the United States
Habitat: Dry plains areas, open and level arid and semi-arid short grasslands

DIET





Omnivore
Wild: Grasses, leaves, occasional insects
Zoo: Prairie dog chow, rodent chow, timothy hay, carrots, lettuce, green
beans

LIFE SPAN



Wild: 3 – 5 years
Captivity: females up to 8 years; males up to 5 years



REPRODUCTION







CONSERVATION








INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION







Female black-tailed prairie dogs do not breed until their second year.
Prairie dogs produce a single litter annually, usually of 4 – 5 pups.
Gestation: 30 days
Pups are altricial, being born blind, furless, and helpless.
The young do not appear above ground until they are about six weeks old
and are weaned around seven weeks but may stay around the natal burrow
for an additional two weeks.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: Habitat loss and alteration due to agriculture, persecution as a
pest species, exotic diseases
Historically, the prairie dog has always been vilified and viewed as a pest
which led to many poisoning campaigns.
Many prairie dog colonies persist in protected areas.
There may have been 5 billion prairie dogs present in the grass prairies
across the West at the turn of last century.
Black-tailed prairie dogs are considered a “keystone species” in their prairie
habitat – their burrows are home to many animals and prairie dogs are also
prey to a great many plains animals. It has been reported that more than 200
species depend on the black-tailed prairie dog.
The endangered black-footed ferret heavily relies on the black-tailed prairie
dog as both a source of food and shelter. This species may not survive
unless prairie dog populations are maintained.
In addition to serving as a source of food and shelter for many different plains
animals, there are several other ways prairie dogs impact their ecosystem:
 The digging and burrowing of prairie dogs churns and aerates the soil,
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helping plant life to grow;
Their foraging and feeding practices enable a more nutritious, diverse,
and nitrogen-rich mixture of plant-life to grow;
 This enriched vegetation attracts an array of wildlife.
Prairie dogs have an intricate and elaborate system of communication,
involving smell, touch, and vocalizations. Sometimes they appear to be
“dancing” or “kissing”.
There are at least 11 distinct vocalizations that provide warning against
specific threats, from hawk to human.
Prairie dogs are diurnal foragers that live in a network of underground tunnels
and burrows with more than one opening to the surface.
There are a number of chambers located in the burrow, each of which has a
specific function such as sleeping, storing food, raising young, etc.
There is usually a build-up of discarded soil around the opening to a burrow.
This mound of dirt serves to protect the burrow and its inhabitants from both
predators and weather.
When above-ground, one prairie dog acts as lookout for the others, standing
on the raised dirt, issuing alarm calls when threats are near.
Within prairie dog colonies, there are smaller units called coteries which
consist of a male, several females, and young. Members of the large colony
seem to coexist peacefully throughout much of the year, the only exception
being female-on-female aggression during breeding season and shortly after
the birthing of pups. At this time, females may enter another female’s natal
den to destroy her pups, leading to increased protection of one’s own den.
Though they are simply ground squirrels, they are called “dogs” because of
their high-pitched ‘barking’ vocalizations.
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PREHENSILE-TAILED PORCUPINE
Coendou prehensilis
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS








The prehensile-tailed porcupine is a large, tree-dwelling rodent that is
covered with stout, barbed quills.
The barbed quills of this species are colorful, with shades of yellow, white and
black. The quills lie flat against the body when relaxed, but can be erected
quickly if the animal is disturbed.
Their head is small and their nose is round and bulbous and covered with
short fine hair but no quills.
The tip of the tail is naked with a callus pad on the top to help grab onto
branches. The tail curls upward when being used for balance in the trees.
This species has large, furless feet with well-developed claws specially
adapted for climbing.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: South America – including Venezuela, Brazil, Bolivia, and Trinidad
Habitat: Rainforest canopies

DIET




Herbivore
Wild: Vegetation, including leaves, stems, fruits, blossoms, and roots; they
eat the cambium layer of trees after peeling away the bark
Zoo: Browser pellets, rodent chow, fruits, vegetables, plant browse



LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION











CONSERVATION







INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION




Wild: 10 – 12 years
Captivity: up to 15 years
Sexual maturity is reached as early as 18 months.
There is no set breeding season and little is known about courtship and
mating interactions between the sexes as these nocturnal animals are very
shy and spend the majority of their time high in the tree canopy.
Gestation: approximately 7 months
Porcupines usually have one precocial offspring (called a porcupette).
Newborn prehensile-tailed porcupines can climb within hours of their birth and
have red hair and soft quills that will later harden into stiff quills.
While the mother-infant association persists for several months, there is little
direct maternal care given outside of nursing. Weaning of the infant occurs
between 4 to 10 weeks.
While socially tolerant, this species is not overtly gregarious.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: loss of habitat due to deforestation
South American Indians may hunt these animals as a food source and use
their quills as ceremonial decorations.
These animals are a possible food source for larger animals, such as the
jaguar.
Also known as the Brazilian porcupine.
Porcupine quills are modified hair made up of keratin, the same substance in
our hair and fingernails.
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A porcupine cannot throw their quills (try throwing the hair out of your head!),
but they are easily detached from the body when touched and embed
themselves into whatever comes into contact with them. Porcupines will also
shake their body which will cause some quills to come “flying” out – albeit
without enough force to cause any serious damage.
When threatened, the quills stand up on end (much like when we get goose
bumps) to make the animal look larger and more formidable.
Prehensile-tailed porcupines will stand up on their rear feet, stand up their
quills, and turn to the side, effectively making them look twice as large as they
actually are.
If caught in an open area, this species will roll-up in a ball.
Like other New World porcupines, this species is near-sighted with a keen
sense of touch, hearing, and smell.
Long whiskers on their face and feet help them feel their way through the
trees at night.
These animals are nocturnal; occasionally found sleeping in small social
groups during the day. Usually found sleeping in the upper canopy, but have
been found resting on lower limbs and in hollow tree trunks.
Prehensile-tailed porcupines cannot jump, so they must descend to the
ground to cross a gap between trees.
The prehensile-tailed porcupine plays an important role in plant propagation
in the South American rainforests as they eat several different plant species
which must go through the digestive system of an animal in order to
propagate.
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RABBIT
Oryctolagus cuniculus
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS







RANGE AND
HABITAT





All domestic rabbits are descended from the European rabbit, Oryctolagus
cuniculus.
There are approximately 80 varieties of domestic rabbits which vary
tremendously in size, fur type, coloration, and general appearance.
Wild individuals generally have a grayish coat with a paler underside of the
body, while the underside of the tail is white. Black individuals are not
unusual.
Wild rabbits range in length from 15 – 20 inches, weighing 3 – 6 pounds.
Range: Native to Spain, Portugal, Morocco, and Algeria; introduced
throughout western Europe, central and southern Australia, and limited areas
in South America
Habitat: Diverse – grasslands, cultivated land, woodlands; prefer dry areas
with soft, sandy soil for easy burrowing

DIET





Herbivore
Wild: Variety of plant matter including grasses, tree bark, crops, and herbs
Zoo: Rabbit diet, carrot, lettuce, kale, timothy hay, alphalfa blocks

LIFE SPAN



Wild: Usually less than 1 year (90% mortality in the first year)
Captivity: 7 – 10 years



REPRODUCTION









CONSERVATION







INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION






The male is called a buck; the female is a doe; the babies are kittens.
Rabbits breed throughout the year, although most breeding takes place in the
first half of the year.
A doe can give birth several times a year, 2 to 4 litters are normal.
Gestation: 28 – 31 days
The kittens are born blind, hairless and helpless; the mother provides care for
the young, while males are not involved in caring for the young.
Kittens are weaned at four weeks and sexually mature at eight months of
age.
Conservation status

IUCN – Near threatened (in its natural range of Spain, Portugal, and
northwestern Africa)

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: Myxomatosis (virus primarily spread by insect vectors), Rabbit
Hemorrhagic Disease (RHD; another virus), habitat loss and fragmentation,
and exploitation by humans (including hunting and population control)
Population trend is described as declining in the wild.
Their eyes are set on the sides of their head for a wide angle of vision, so
they can see predators/movement easily.
Long ears, which can move together, or one at a time, can detect the faintest
sounds.
They also have a very good sense of smell. Sensory pads are located on
each nostril, concealed by flaps of hairy skin.
A rabbit can leap 10 feet and travel as fast as 18 miles per hour. Rabbits run
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in a zigzag pattern to confuse predators.
Thumping of the hind limbs is used to warn other rabbits in the area of
danger. It signals to those above ground to seek shelter and for those
already in the burrows to maintain their position.
Although they belong to the same family, rabbit species have smaller ears
and shorter, less powerful legs than hares. Another major difference is that
rabbits are altricial, while hares are precocial at birth.
Rabbits are social animals that live in shallow holes called 'forms'. A system
of burrows or forms is called a 'warren'. They usually build warrens in sandy
hilly terrain covered with shrubs and woody plants, a source of food, water
and shelter.
Rabbits are not rodents; they are lagomorphs. Like rodents, their teeth are
rootless and grow continuously throughout their lifetime. Unlike rodents,
rabbits have two sets of incisors (second set is behind the first set) in the
upper jaw.
Rabbits are primarily nocturnal, but may emerge in the daytime in areas
where they are undisturbed.
Since the ancestor of the domestic rabbit was introduced into many areas
outside its native range and bred so successfully, the common rabbit has
become a major pest in some places.
Domesticated rabbits have been used for food and clothing.
In their native range, European rabbits are considered a “keystone species”
as over 40 predators depend on this animal as a major food source. The
Iberian lynx and Imperial eagle are two predators whose near extinction has
been linked to the decline of this rabbit. In addition to being a food source for
several animals, the rabbit is responsible for providing habitat for invertebrate
species, increasing species richness, and increasing soil fertility.
In the folklore of the United States, a rabbit’s foot is frequently carried as an
amulet, and is often used on key chains, where it is thought to bring luck. The
practice derives from the system of African-American folk magic called
hoodoo.
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RAT
Rattus norvegicus
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS







Norwegian roof rats are one of the largest species of rat.
The body of this rat can reach up to 10 inches and the tail can be up to as
long as the length of the body, an additional 10 inches.
The fur of this species in the wild is usually brown or dark gray with a lighter
underbelly.
These rats very rarely reach over 1 pound in weight and stories of rats as
large as cats are exaggerations or misidentification of a larger rodent.
Sexual dimorphism is quite evident in this species; males are generally larger
than females and have a large scrotum that can be seen upon visual
inspection.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Worldwide (except Antarctica)
Habitat: Mostly present in areas around human settlement, including urban
districts, farm country, coastal regions; can also be found in most habitats
with the exception of arctic tundra.

DIET




Opportunistic Omnivore
Wild: Practically anything that it comes across, including, but not limited to,
grains, fruits, nuts, seeds, eggs, smaller rodents, fish, occasionally carrion,
discarded and spoiled human food, soap, etc.
Zoo: Rodent chow, fruits, vegetables



LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION







CONSERVATION





INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION






Wild: Usually less than 1 year (95% mortality in the first year)
Captivity: 2 – 3 years
Rats are able to breed throughout the year, with fewer litters being produced
during the winter months.
Gestation: 21 – 23 days
There can be 2 – 14 pups in a litter, but the average is 7.
Female rats experience postpartum estrus, often mating within 18 hours of
giving birth. This enables a female rat to easily produce 6 – 8 litters per year.
Sexual maturity is reached early, at 3 months. Males in a wild colony must
wait to mate until they are able to challenge the dominant male.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: the Norway rat has a number of natural predators such as
snakes, birds of prey, felines, canines, and a number of other carnivores.
Also known as a domestic fancy rat, brown rat, common rat, sewer rat,
Hanover rat, or wharf rat.
This is one of the most commonly found species of rat; they are active yearround and largely nocturnal, rarely venturing out during the day. These rats
are very wary and often occur in large numbers.
Despite its name, this species of rat did not originate in Norway. This rat
originated in Asia, but has spread to 6 of the 7 continents (not found on
Antarctica) and can be found in nearly every available habitat.
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It is called a Norwegian roof rat because it travelled to the new world on
Viking ships, thus leading people to believe that the breed was from Norway.
Rats can carry many diseases that are communicable to humans. However,
rats did not carry the bubonic plague; fleas residing on the rats were the
carriers of the plague. It was these infected fleas that would bite people and
thus transmit the disease.
Selective breeding of this species has produced the albino laboratory rat,
which is widely used for medical and scientific research. Selective breeding
for certain traits has also produced the “fancy” rat that can be found for sale in
pet stores.
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MADAGASCAR HEDGEHOG TENREC

Echinops telfairi
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS







Madagascar hedgehog tenrecs are covered with spines that are actually
modified hairs. These serve to protect the tenrec from predators. The head,
underbelly, and feet are the only parts of the body not covered in spines.
The Madagascar hedgehog tenrec is small and stout with a short tail and
prominent ears.
The spines are usually brown, but can range from very light to very dark.
Coloration depends on the amount of melanin in the spines.
This species can reach lengths of up to 7 inches and weighs less than half a
pound.

RANGE AND
HABITAT




Range: Southern and southwestern Madagascar
Habitat: Dry forest, scrub, coastal regions, semi-desert

DIET





Insectivore
Wild: Insects, eggs, spiders, fruit
Zoo: Insectivore diet, crickets, fruits, vegetables, mealworms, waxworms

LIFE SPAN



Wild: 3 – 4 years
Captivity: 7 – 9 years



REPRODUCTION






CONSERVATION








INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION









Breeding occurs in October when weather is warmer and food is plentiful.
Gestation: 40 – 60 days
Anywhere from 1 to 10 young are born, 5 to 7 is most common.
Babies weigh around 8 grams at birth and are independent after 30 to 35
days.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Not covered
Major threats: there are currently no major threats to this widespread and
adaptable species.
Common predators include snakes, birds of prey, native carnivores, and
domestic dogs and cats.
The Madagascar hedgehog tenrec has a wide distribution, presumed large
population, and a degree of tolerance of habitat modification.
This species is found in numerous protected areas throughout Madagascar.
This species is also referred to as the lesser Madagascar hedgehog tenrec.
The Madagascar hedgehog tenrec, Echinops telfairi, is the sole member of
the Echinops genus. They are named in honor of Charles Telfair, an Irish
botanist.
Though they are called “hedgehog” tenrecs, they are an entirely unrelated
mammal. The misnomer is due to their similar appearance.
There are more than 25 species of tenrecs. Most live in Madagascar, but
some can be found on mainland Africa and the Comoro Islands. These
tenrecs may be adapted for life on the ground, in trees, or in water.
Like hedgehogs, the tenrec has spines covering its body and can roll into a
ball when threatened. The musculature for doing so, however, is far less
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specialized than the musculature found in hedgehogs.
When threatened, the first response is to roll into a ball. If the predator is
undeterred, tenrecs have been known to come out of their ball and attack the
predator with their powerful jaws.
This species is strictly nocturnal.
The Madagascar hedgehog tenrec is found living in both trees and on the
ground. During the day, they den in tree cavities or burrows that they dig for
themselves.
This tenrec species is usually solitary and males tend to be quite territorial.
Male tenrecs excrete a white fluid from their eyes that is used to mark
territory.
Communication between tenrecs is primarily tactile and olfactory, with only a
few auditory signals.
During dry and wet seasons, when food is scarce, the tenrec may enter a
state of torpor. This state can last 3 to 5 months, helping the tenrec conserve
energy during a time where food is scarce.
Tenrecs fill the ecological niche filled by hedgehogs, shrews, mice, and
opossums in other regions of the world.
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VIRGINIA OPOSSUM

Didelphis virginiana
PHYSICAL
FEATURES AND
CHARACTERISTICS







RANGE AND
HABITAT





DIET





LIFE SPAN




REPRODUCTION













CONSERVATION






Medium, house cat sized marsupial with white to gray fur.
Head is white with large, naked, black ears and long, naked, prehensile tail.
Snout is long and pointed and contains 50 teeth, more than any other land
mammal in North America.
The Virginia opossum’s body can be up to 3’ long with an additional 1.5’ long
tail and they can weigh up to 14 pounds.
These animals are not sexually dimorphic; males may be larger than females.
Range: North America; from Central America north through the United States
east of the Rocky Mountains and into Ontario, Canada; limited populations
can be found along the west coast of the US.
Habitat: Found in wide range of habitats, suburban to rural, usually around a
water source.
Omnivore
Wild: Insects and carrion make up the majority of their diet; plants, fruits, and
grains are also consumed.
Zoo: Dry dog food, canned cat food, insects, vegetables.
Wild: Rarely more than 18 months; oldest known wild opossum – 3 years old
Captivity: 2 – 4 years
The Virginia Opossum is a marsupial, meaning that the young develop in a
pouch on the mother’s abdomen.
The male opossum’s penis is forked, lending to the myth that opossums mate
through the female’s nose.
Gestation: 12 – 13 days
Females can have 2 – 3 litters per year; average litter size is 7 – 8 young,
may be as many as 20 babies. Not all offspring will survive, some will not
even make it into the pouch.
There are 13 nipples in the female’s pouch; only the young that can find a
nipple survive.
Once the baby is born, it crawls into the mother’s pouch and spends the next
50 – 65 days attached to a nipple. When the baby is born, it is less than 1”
long with little development other than their front legs which have a claw for
climbing into the mother’s pouch.
During the third month of their life, the young opossums may climb in and out
of the pouch, occasionally traveling on mom’s back.
Young are independent around 3 months old.
Social structure is poorly developed in these animals; there is no play seen in
young.
Conservation status

IUCN – Least concern

CITES – Not listed
Major threats: Dogs, bobcats, coyotes, hawks, owls, foxes, roadside
fatalities.
Opossums are hunted for their fur (which is not valuable) and meat which is a
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delicacy is some regions.
INTERPRETIVE
INFORMATION
















Opossums are among the oldest, most primitive mammals of the New World.
These animals are often called “living fossils” and have remained unchanged
for more than 50 million years.
The word opossum is derived from an Algonquian word that means “white
animal”.
Opossums are solitary, nocturnal animals. They are adapted for terrestrial
and arboreal living.
Nocturnal eyesight in the opossum is possibly keen, but they are not very
responsive to visual stimuli in daylight. They rely heavily on scent, touch, and
hearing.
The opossum does not truly hibernate, but will stay holed up during extremely
cold weather, risking frostbite on naked tail and ears if they emerge. They do
not dig or create their own dens, but nest in tree holes or dens made by other
animals.
Opossums tend to be nomadic, rarely staying in the same area for an
extended period of time.
Contrary to popular belief, the opossum does NOT sleep hanging by its tail!
The opossum is most known for their habit of “playing possum”. When
threatened, the opossum will lie on its side with its eyes closed and tongue
out to look dead. They will also defecate and release a greenish, foulsmelling substance from their anal glands. This, however, is not their first line
of defense; when first threatened, they will hiss, growl, and show their teeth.
The Virginia opossum is NOT a possum! These animals are both marsupials,
but that is the only similarity between them!
Opossum vs. Possum… which is which?!?!
 Opossums are found in North America. Possums are found in Australia
and New Guinea.
 Opossums are omnivores. Possums are herbivores.
 Opossums have naked, prehensile tails. Possums have furry tails.
 Opossums were named by Captain John Smith in 1612. Possums were
named by Captain Cook’s botanist due to their physical resemblance to
the opossum.
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APPENDIX I – CITES AND IUCN
GUIDE TO CITES APPENDICES

(Pg. 165)

GUIDE TO IUCN RED LIST OF THREATENED SPECIES

(Pg. 166)
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GUIDE TO CITES APPENDICES
CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) is
an international agreement between governments. Its aim is to ensure that international trade in
specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten their survival.
CITES is an international agreement to which States (countries) adhere voluntarily. States that
have agreed to be bound by the Convention ('joined' CITES) are known as Parties. Although
CITES is legally binding on the Parties – in other words they have to implement the Convention
– it does not take the place of national laws. Rather it provides a framework to be respected by
each Party, which has to adopt its own domestic legislation to ensure that CITES is implemented
at the national level.
Appendix I
Appendix I shall include all species threatened with extinction which are or may be affected by
trade. Trade in specimens of these species must be subject to particularly strict regulation in
order not to endanger further their survival and must only be authorized in exceptional
circumstances.
Appendix II
Appendix II shall include all species which although not necessarily now threatened with
extinction may become so unless trade in specimens of such species is subject to strict
regulation in order to avoid utilization incompatible with their survival. It shall also include other
species which must be subject to regulation in order that trade in specimens of certain species
may be brought under effective control. This appendix may also include “look alike” species.
Appendix III
Appendix III is a list of species included at the request of a Party that already regulates trade in
the species and that needs the cooperation of other countries to prevent unsustainable or illegal
exploitation. International trade in specimens of species listed in this Appendix is only allowed
on presentation of the appropriate permits or certificates.
** Species may be added to or removed from Appendix I and II, or moved between them, only
by the Conference of the Parties, either at its regular meetings or by postal procedures. Species
may be added to or removed from Appendix III at any time and by any Party unilaterally
(although the Conference of the Parties has recommended that changes be timed to coincide
with amendments to Appendices I and II).
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GUIDE TO IUCN (International Union for the Conservation of Nature) RED
LIST OF THREATENED SPECIES
The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species™ provides taxonomic, conservation status and
distribution information on plants and animals that have been globally evaluated using the IUCN
Red List Categories and Criteria (see http://www.iucnredlist.org/static/introduction).
This system is designed to determine the relative risk of extinction, and the main purpose of the
Red List is to catalogue and highlight those plants and animals facing a higher risk of global
extinction.

IUCN Red List Categories
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APPENDIX II – GLOSSARY OF COMMON TERMS


Aestivate/estivate – to pass the summer in a state of torpor; (of animals) to spend the
summer or dry season in a dormant condition.



Altricial – helpless at birth or hatching and requiring parental care for a period of time.



Anal spurs – the vestigal remnants of legs found on each side of the vent/cloaca in primitive
snakes, such as boas and pythons. Males' spurs are generally longer and more pointed than
females', and are used for clasping and tickling during courtship and mating. Sometimes they
are used during fights to scratch the opponent.



Arboreal – adapted for living and moving about in trees.



Brumation – the hibernation-like state that cold-blooded animals utilize during very cold
weather. Brumation is necessary for ectothermic animals since they cannot raise their body
temperature independently of environmental conditions, which is needed for simple body
functions.



Carapace – a bony or chitinous case or shield covering the back or part of the back of an
animal (as a turtle or crab).



Crepuscular – appearing or active in the twilight (dusk and/or dawn).



Diurnal – active during the day.



Fossorial – adapted for digging.



Hibernation – State of “suspended animation” entered by some animals in an effort to
conserve energy. During hibernation, an animals’ breathing, heart, and metabolic rates slow
and they allow their body temperature to drop. Animals stop eating and, in many cases, stop
excreting while hibernating.



Jacobsen’s Organ – two tiny cavities located on the roof of the mouth of snakes and lizards;
these cavities are lined with sensitive tissue that aids in the sense of smell. Snakes and some
lizards pick up scent particles from the air and ground with their tongue and put them into this
organ, when the animal pulls in its tongue, the particles are transferred to the odor-sensitive
Jacobsen’s organ. This organ can also be found in some mammals (i.e. felines).



Nocturnal – active at night.



Oviparous – producing eggs that develop and hatch outside the maternal body.



Ovoviviparous – producing eggs that develop within the maternal body (as of various fishes
or reptiles – Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches) and hatch within or immediately after release
from the parent.
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Plastron – the ventral part of the shell of a tortoise or turtle.



Precocial – active and able to move freely from birth or hatching and requiring little parental
care.



Terrestrial – living on or in the ground.



Torpor – a state of lowered physiological activity typically characterized by reduced
metabolism, heart rate, respiration, and body temperature that occurs in varying degrees;
especially in hibernating and aestivating animals. More commonly, this is a short-period of
reduced temperature that can occur as often as every day and only for a few hours at a time.



Viviparous – bringing forth live young rather than eggs, as most mammals and some reptiles
and fishes.
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APPENDIX III – Handler Worksheets
After Hours Checklist

(Pg. 172)

Handling Checklist – No Program Animals Staff in Building

(Pg. 173)

Handler Requirements Tracking Sheet

(Pg. 175)

Education Supervisor 12 – 24 Months Tracking Sheet

(Pg. 176)

Education Supervisor Over 24 Months Tracking Sheet

(Pg. 177)

Former PA Staff Less Than 12 Months Tracking Sheet

(Pg. 178)

Former PA Staff 12 – 24 Months Tracking Sheet

(Pg. 179)

Docent Quarterly Requirement Sheet

(Pg. 180)

Advanced Animals Tracking Sheet

(Pg. 182)
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DATE:

Wieland Wildlife Home - After-Hours Animal Handling Responsibilities
Lead Instructor

Initial

All enclosures are secure
All animals have access to water
No hides under heat lamps
Dowel rods are in correct location
in reptile enclosures
Animal room doors are closed and
lights are off
All instructors have signed out their
animals correctly for the evening
Crates and coolers cleaned and
returned to appropriate locations
All "Out on Program" tags removed
Pick up all trash and return
supplies to appropriate locations
Additional handling properly
documented
If necessary, leave note/message
for WWH staff with any
issues/changes
Max fed
Opus fed
Other animals handled/ Notes for PA Staff:
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Procedure for Docent and Staff Animal Handlers if no PA Staff in WWH
Goals:
1. Allow handlers more control over their schedule and offer increased opportunities
for meeting monthly requirements.
2. Decrease PA staff time by removing the need for PA staff to be in WWH during
handling.
Considerations:
1. Animals will be handled during normal WWH hours (8:30am – 4:00pm) and only
before the building has been called secure to sign off (with the exception of NC
events). If the building is going to be called secured before 4:00pm PA staff will
send an e-mail to let handlers know that the building will not be open, additionally,
an e-mail will go out if a special circumstance prevents WWH from being open to
handlers on any occasion that is during normal operating hours.
2. Only scheduled NC staff can handle during after-hours NC events. There will be no
change to protocol for NC handling because the lead will continue to take
responsibility for checking WWH before they lock up for the night.
3. Docents/staff will notify PA staff via radio before taking animals out of the building
on impromptu animal encounters. This is to ensure that everyone going on
encounter has a radio on their person. Please note the staff member that you
notified regarding the encounter on your sign off sheet.
4. Handlers are asked to be extra diligent while filling out forms/paperwork regarding
animal handling. If forms are not filled out properly individuals may lose the
opportunity to handle animals without PA staff in the building.
5. It is the responsibility of the handler to inform PA staff of any questionable situation
as soon as possible. Make an attempt to radio or call a PA staff member, and leave
a detailed note if someone cannot be reached.
6. The last handler to leave the building will be held accountable for any questionable
situation that PA staff encounters when returning to WWH. The last person to leave
should walk the building and double check enclosure locks and set ups.
7. This is a trial basis designed to catch weak points in the program. Handlers are
encouraged to bring any and all areas for improvement to a supervisor’s attention.
Please ensure that paperwork, records, and all communications are kept to a high
standard so that we can continue to use this program in the future. Effective Jun
30th, 2011.
***All of the above are strikable offenses and could require further action***
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Enclosure
locked

Time IN:

Comments for WWH Staff:

15.

14.

13.

12.

11.

10.

9.

8.

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Animals
handled

Handler:
Date:

Signed out/in if Questions
PA staff
Check tags to
went on
directed to PA
member
ensure they are program?
staff?
notified of AE
Hides in place Water in place
correct
(N/A or initial) (N/A or initial) (N/A or initial)

Time OUT:
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ZOO ATLANTA EDUCATION ANIMAL HANDLING
HANDLING REQUIREMENTS TRACKING SHEET - STAFF
Name:

2012

Do you handle:
January

Feb

Max
March

Y
April

N
May

Tarantula
June

Y
July

N
August

Petie
Sept

Y
October

N
Nov

Snake
B Dragon /
BT Skink /
Uromastyx
PT Skink

Gecko
Savannah
Monitor
Turtle/
Tortoise
Tree Frog

Hedgehog
Rabbit

Chinchilla

Armadillo
Rat
Roach
Alligator

Opossum
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ZOO ATLANTA EDUCATION ANIMAL HANDLING
HANDLING REQUIREMENTS TRACKING SHEET
SUPERVISOR 12 – 24 MONTHS
Name:
Do you handle:
January/February

2012
Max
March/April

Y

N

Tarantula

May/June

Y
July/August

N

Petie

Y

September/October

N
November/December

Snake
B Dragon /
BT Skink /
Uromastyx
PT Skink

Gecko
Savannah
Monitor
Turtle/
Tortoise
Tree Frog

Roach
Alligator

Hedgehog

Rabbit
Chinchilla
Armadillo
Rat
Opossum
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ZOO ATLANTA EDUCATION ANIMAL HANDLING
HANDLING REQUIREMENTS TRACKING SHEET
SUPERVISOR OVER 24 MONTHS
Name:
Do you handle:

2012
Max

Y

N

Tarantula

January – June

Y

N

Petie

Y

N

July – December

Snake
B Dragon /
BT Skink /
Uromastyx
PT Skink

Gecko
Savannah
Monitor
Turtle/
Tortoise
Tree Frog

Roach
Alligator

Hedgehog

Rabbit
Chinchilla
Armadillo
Rat
Opossum
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ZOO ATLANTA EDUCATION ANIMAL HANDLING
HANDLING REQUIREMENTS TRACKING SHEET
FORMER PA STAFF LESS THAN 12 MONTHS
Name:
Do you handle:

2012
Max

Y

N

Tarantula

January – June

Y

N

Petie

Y

N

July – December

Snake
B Dragon /
BT Skink /
Uromastyx
PT Skink

Gecko
Savannah
Monitor
Turtle/
Tortoise
Tree Frog

Roach
Alligator

Hedgehog

Rabbit
Chinchilla
Armadillo
Rat
Opossum
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ZOO ATLANTA EDUCATION ANIMAL HANDLING
HANDLING REQUIREMENTS TRACKING SHEET
FORMER PA STAFF 12 – 24 MONTHS
Name:
Do you handle:
January/February

2012
Max
March/April

Y

N

Tarantula

May/June

Y
July/August

N

Petie

Y

September/October

N
November/December

Snake
B Dragon /
BT Skink /
Uromastyx
PT Skink

Gecko
Savannah
Monitor
Turtle/
Tortoise
Tree Frog

Roach
Alligator

Hedgehog

Rabbit
Chinchilla
Armadillo
Rat
Opossum
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Docent Animal Handler Quarterly Requirements
Name:
Advanced Handler?

Y

N

Quarter 1
Date

January 1 - March 31
Animal(s)

Time Out

Quarter 2
Date

Time In

Total Time

April 1 - June 30
Animal(s)

Time Out

Time In

Total Time

* 4 encounter hours
* Please try to vary your encounter animals throughout the quarter, as this will
help maintain familiarity with all collection animals.
* See example sheet at front of binder or ask any Program Animals staff member
if you have any questions on how to fill out your requirement sheet.
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Docent Animal Handler Quarterly Requirements
Name:
Advanced Handler?

Y

N

Quarter 3
Date

July 1 - September 30
Animal(s)

Time Out

Quarter 4
Date

Time In

Total Time

October 1 - December 31
Animal(s)

Time Out

Time In

Total Time

* 4 encounter hours
* Please try to vary your encounter animals throughout the quarter, as this will
help maintain familiarity with all collection animals.
* See example sheet at front of binder or ask any Program Animals staff member
if you have any questions on how to fill out your requirement sheet.
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ZOO ATLANTA EDUCATION ANIMAL HANDLING PROGRAM
ADVANCED ANIMAL TRACKING SHEET
Name:
Do you handle:
Max #1

Max
Max #2

Y
Petie #1

N

Petie

Y

N

Petie #2

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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APPENDIX IV – Zoo Atlanta Touch Policy
CDC Websites
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr5605a1.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/healthypets/animals/reptiles.htm

AZA Policy for Animal Contact With the General Public
Adopted by the AZA Board of Directors August 1997
Incorporated into the Accreditation Guidelines in 1998
Submitted by the Animal Health Committee
R. Eric Miller, DVM, Dipl. ACZM, Chairman

Nearly every contact with other living organisms, whether it be with humans or other animals, carries some risk of
disease transmission. Diseases that are spread from animals to humans are called zoonoses (adj. = zoonotic
diseases). Responsible zoos should and do make reasonable attempts to limit the risk of the spread of disease from
the animals in their care to their employees and to the general public. (4,9) For the general public, the risk of
contracting disease from most zoo animals is minimal to nonexistent due to their distance and isolation from the
animals. However, contact areas for the general public can present increased risks that can be controlled with
reasonable precautions. For this paper, “contact areas” refers to those areas in which there is direct physical
contact between animals and people. These precautions are most effective when they are part of an overall
preventive medicine program for the zoological park. (5, 8)
Risks of zoonotic disease can be markedly reduced by avoiding direct animal contact. However, this foregoes many
valuable educational experiences and the establishment of a direct relationship between animals and the public. A
reasonable alternative is adequate hand washing for those in direct contact with the animals. Hand washing is
perhaps the single most effective personal hygiene procedure for reducing the risk of infection.( 4) Given that fact,
all areas in which the public has direct contact with animals should have access to hand washing facilities that are
in the immediate vicinity of the contact (or an equivalent; e.g., bacteriocidal hand-wipes).
As outlined by the AZA and the USDA’s Animal Welfare Act, animal contact areas should always be supervised by
a trained zoo representative. Obviously, animals that are ill should not be used. Human food consumption should
not occur in the immediate area of contact. Additionally, zoological institutions should be aware that the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) standards advise additional precautions may be necessary for humans that they classify as
at increased risk of disease, including those that are immunocompromised. When a reportable disease is identified,
all appropriate local, state, and federal regulatory officials should be contacted.
More detailed information on zoonotic diseases may be obtained from a variety of veterinary and medical textbooks
and journals, (1, 6) and from public health officials. Additionally, the AZA’s Quarantine Protocol provides further
testing recommendations. (7) Also referenced at the end of this report is a review of some of the risks associated
with animals and immunocompromised humans. (3) Following is a list of disease considerations and control
programs recommended for animals commonly used in contact programs. Depending on the disease and history of
the animals, testing protocols may vary from an initial or incoming quarantine test, to yearly repetitions. This
protocol should be at the discretion of the institutional veterinarian.

Reptiles and Amphibians
Most notable among the disease risks presented by reptiles is the transmission of Salmonella sp. Salmonellosis is a
common and often nonpathogenic infection of reptiles (in one survey, according to species, the infection rate
ranged from 3 to 55 percent). (2) Diagnosis may be difficult. A cloacal swab or other sample positive on culture for
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Salmonella sp. is diagnostic for infection. However, due to intermittent fecal shedding of these organisms, false
negative cultures frequently occur. So it is difficult, if not impossible to ascertain with certainty that an animal is
Salmonella "negative." Therefore, all reptiles should be treated as salmonella carriers. Attempts to eliminate
Salmonella carriers with antibiotic therapy have been unsuccessful and may be contraindicated as they can lead to
chronic carrier states and increased resistance of these bacteria to antibiotics. Risks of transmission can be
reduced in two ways: 1) avoid all direct contact with reptiles or surfaces with which they have come in contact, or, 2)
allow only supervised contact followed by hand washing as previously described.
Reptiles can also transmit a variety of other organisms, mostly gastrointestinal in origin, and the same procedures
described above should be effective in reducing the risks of transmission to those in contact. These other risks
include other gram negative bacterial infections. Reptiles used in contact areas should be free of snake mites and
pentastomids (e.g., Armillifer sp.).
Amphibians may present several of the same zoonotic risks as reptiles; so again, contact should be followed by
hand washing.

Birds
Birds used in contact areas should be free of chlamydiosis and zoonotic parasites (e.g., giardia). Chlamydiosis
testing is appropriate for members of the orders Psittaciformes, Galliformes, and Columbiformes. As in reptiles,
salmonellosis can be present and difficult to diagnose and so, birds should be treated as suspects. In the general
human population, avian tuberculosis is generally considered to have very low zoonotic potential; however, it can
present significant risks for immunocompromised individuals. Care should be taken to avoid public contact with
known infected flocks.

Mammals: General
All mammals are considered at risk for infection with rabies. Current rabies vaccines are licensed for use in only six
domestic species: dogs, cats, ferrets, sheep, horses, and cows. For wild-caught individuals of most species,
prolonged (three-six month) quarantine is necessary to reduce the risk that they are infected with the virus. Even
then, some species such as skunks, foxes, raccoons, and bats may still represent a greater risk.
Any skin lesions compatible with dermatomycosis ("ringworm") should be carefully evaluated in order to prevent
transmission to those in direct contact with them.

Mammals: Primates
Unless extensive testing has been performed for a variety of viral, parasitic, and bacterial diseases, all direct public
contact with primates should be avoided. Public contact also places the primates at considerable risk of contracting
diseases from humans.

Mammals: Small Ruminants/Neonatal Ruminants
All small ruminants; e.g., pygmy goats, sheep, dwarf cattle, llamas, etc., that are greater than six months of age and
used in contact areas should be tested for tuberculosis, brucellosis, and leptospirosis. Obviously, any animals with
lesions compatible with sarcoptic mange (mange mite = Sarcoptes scabeii) should be removed from contact. Any
animals with lesions compatible with contagious ecythema ("orf" in man) should be tested and removed from
contact until proven negative. Calves should be checked and found free of Cryptosporidium sp. and other infections
with protozoa. Other diseases of a potential zoonotic nature include infection with Coxiella burneti (Q-fever) in
endemic areas. Additionally, recent reports indicate that infection with Johnes disease (Mycobacterium
paratuberculosis) may present zoonotic concerns, primarily in goats.
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Mammals: Swine
These animals should be checked for gastrointestinal infection with Balantidium sp. efforts made to control this
infection. Additionally, consideration should be given to regular vaccination for the bacterial disease, Erysipelothrix
rhusipathae ("diamond skin disease").

Mammals: Small Carnivores
In general, due to the potential for bites, small carnivores should be used in contact areas only with extreme
caution. Due to the risk of bites, small felids are generally not used in direct contact. If they are, care must be taken
that such animals are negative for infection with Toxoplasma gondii. All carnivores should be tested for and be free
of zoonotic species of roundworms such as Baylascaris sp. Small carnivores (e.g., raccoons and skunks) obtained
from the wild may present a greater risk of rabies and their use should be avoided in contact areas.

Mammals: Rodents and Lagomorphs
When using rodents and lagomorphs in contact areas, consideration should be given to the risk of bites, past
history, and exposure to hantavirus, salmonella, and tularemia.

Mammals: Chiroptera
At the present time, CDC regulations effectively prohibit the use of bats in direct contact areas.

Fish / Aquatic Tanks
Due to the potential for infection with atypical mycobacteria, Vibrio sp., Erysipelothrix rhusiopathae, and a variety of
gram negative bacteria, contact with fish or touch tanks should also be followed by hand washing.

Summary
It is important to evaluate the risks of zoonotic diseases in a rational context. Contact animals can provide a
valuable educational experience for visitors and participants in public programs to zoological parks and aquariums.
Most zoonotic diseases of concern in public areas can be prevented with reasonable testing and quarantine
programs and proper hand-washing techniques.
These are intended to be general guidelines and the risk of diseases can vary by area, so each zoological institution
should develop its own zoonoses control program. Two excellent resources for reviewing testing and preventative
procedures for many of these diseases are the American Association of Zoo Veterinarians’ Infectious Disease
Notebook, (1) and the American Veterinary Medical Association’s Zoonoses Updates.( 6) In summary, the most
effective method for disease prevention is a complete and thorough veterinary program and common sense sanitary
measures.
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